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Cliapter I
Sketch of the Period before 1870
Illinois in the early days was described as a land t iie ricn
soil of which produced v;onderful cro^Ds and at the sane time made
the transportation of these crops to market almost irai^ossible.
The inconvenience of travel on the "d irt "roads has been often
described. This co.nbinat ion of circumstances early attracted
the attention of railway builders. ..ith the advent of t iie ne ..
means of travel the settlers of Illinois and a few railway
pioneers of the .iast saw po js i d il it i es of an extensive sr'stem of
transportation j.cross the open and, until then, almost x:. .access-
ible prairies. Ihus as early as 1829 agitation for railways
began.
The canal was also a possible means of relief. The rail-
road seemed to have great possibilities but tiie canal had alread
proved its worth in Ilev/ York so the relative merits of the two
means of transportation was tiie subject of warm discussion.
The first charter granted by the legislature of Illinois
to a company which actually constructed i. line v;as given to the
Chicago and Galena Jnion lUilroad in January 1836. This rail-
way, hO'.vever, owin--'; to a lack of funds, vras not immediately con-
structed and the first steain road actuj.lly built was a state
1.
project
,
1. road six miles in length v/as constructed prior to this
in 1836- '37 which depended upon horses for its motive power.
Hammond, Introduction:^ to Gordon, Illinois Railv/ay Legislation o
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In 1837 the Illinois legislature in conimon v/ith many other
state legislative iDodies passed a gener,il internal improvement
act. x^his called for the expenditure of about ..11,000,000
nearly all of which was to be used for the construction of nine
riilroads. One line, the IJorthern Gross Railroad, was con-
3>tructed under this plan at a cost of about 1 ,000 ,000. It wa^
unprofitable from the start and in a few years was sold for
.ylO 0,000 and at the next transfer brought but ,21,000. The
plan was finally abandoned as a complete failure.
rhen the state resumed its x^olicy of private inc orpo rat iofi .
2,
By 1351 there v/ere in Illinois 271 miles of railroad. In that
year the Illinoio Central was chartered-- the first land grant
railroad in .merica. It was constructed i,nd opened for opera-
tion in sections in 1853, 1854, 1855, 1856 and 1857. By tapping
the rich interior cotinties it greatly hastened the industrial
developrafenfe of the commonwealtli.
2. Poors ilanu il 1870-7i. In all st.itement of mileage given
the authorities unless otherwise stated \7ill be Poor's :.:anui,l
for the years up)^..nn including 1887; after tuxt date the Sta-
tistics of Railways of the United States ^Interstate Commerce
Commission^ .re used. it should be said here that the state-
ments of definite number of miles of line often gives an ap-
po i.rance of accuracy th;i,t does not in t rut i exist. inhere is
rexson to think that there are many, though. we hope not very
serious , error s in these reports. She errors always seem to
be on the side of o ve re st imat i on of railway mileage. rour
reasons for ov er e st imat i on of railway mileage are given by
Henry 0. Adams in the introduction to ?ol. 1 of jtatistics of
Railways in the United ot at e s (Interstate Commerce Commission),
"ij'irst, mileage may be easily multiplied in case x lino or part
or part of a line, is used jointly or owned jointly by two or
more operating companies. decond, railv/ j.ys lying partly out
of the country, in Canada or ...exico. (or Vvith state statistics
outside the state) "may be returned as roadv/ay v/ithin the coun-
try. Third, lines once operated but ab.,ndoned, as lumber roads,
quarry roads, etc., m coiit inao to be counted after the-.' n.„ve
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Hhe decad.e 1851-1860 brou^^ht a ten-fold increase in mileag
271 miles in 1851 to 2,790 railes in 1860. During this decade
the '!st.ate jjolicy" of railway construction was abouidoned. i^his
policy had been to refuse charters to companies intending to
build lines whose termini would be in important towns of other
states. It W-a,s aimed part iCLilar ly at 3t . iiO];[is, and certain
rising Indiana towns.
i^he disturbed conditions tff the first half of the nest
decide of course prevented -.ny e::ten3ive railroad building. But
from 1865 to 1870 inclusive, mileage was increased from 5,191
miles to 4,707.
-if t er the assistance given to the Illinois Central in the
form of the xand grant many efforts were made to get further
federal aid but they were not successful. The constitution
of 18-i8 contained a clause prohibiting state aid. But t ae
legislature of IS-iQ provided that local governments could sub-
scribe to shares of railway corporations. I!he "tax grab" lav/
4
of 1869 permitted the local governments to bond themselves and
to retain part of the state taxes as a fxind for redeeming such
bonds. This was made invalid by the constitution of 1870 but
during the two years of its existence it greatly stimulated
railroad building.
2.con. ceased to foiim part of the country's railway system,
i^'ourth , street railways operated in connection v/ith steam
railways may be included m the total mileage."
w
3. Bronson, The Illinois Central.
Of. Gordon, Illinois Railv/ay Legislation p. 22.
I
DEVELOPI'ffilTT SINGE 1870
There were in 1870,4,707 miles of line within the state,
i^he Illinoio Centril w^s the largest road v/ith 707 railes in
the state. This line extended then, as it does now, in the form
of an irriiViense Y v;ith the northeast terminus all Chicago and the
northwest terminus at Galena, the junction at Gentralia and the
base at Gairo. x'he Chicago, Burlington and ^juinoj v/as second
with -jout 400 miles of line. Its main line extended across
the northern part of the state from Chicago to Burlington, Iow->..
It occux)icd v/ith its branches the northwest section of the state.
The railroads of Illinois in 1870 may be placed in three classes,
(l) north and south lines, (2) tiie east and v/est lines crossing
the state from points other than Chicago and (3) the lines reach-
ing out from Chicago to the V/esc.
Of the north and south lines tliere was but one, the Illinois
Central. ^t stood as a monument to the ante-bellum idea t nat
the main lines of traffic for Illinois were to be nortu and south
-i.fter the v;ar this prediction v/as speedil"- siiown to have been a
mist alien one. Partly due to the . ar and the subsequent econoinic
condition of the South, and partly due to the incroasin;c impor-
tance of our export grain trade the east and west traffic was
unmis take ibly assuming primary importance. Tnese were years
of dark prospects for ohe Illinois Central.

Of the roads of the second class there were four. ^he
Ohio and .vlis s is s ipp i fro.p. Vincennes to 3t . Louis, v/as the raost
soutaera of the cross state lines. Its ouilding had been Ion
opposed on the ground that it would servB only to build Ujp
Illinois' cor.iinercial riv?.l, 't. Luuis. ".'t ret chin"; av;ay to
tixe Q-.zc it connected with the Saltii^nore and Ohio and v/as the
route by which this line connected with the Mississippi. It
is now the Baltimore and Ohio o outhwe st ern md a ..:ost impor-
tant part of the JJaltirnore and Ohio syste;.-:. . cj-n^vetitor
of this road in the east and west business was the Indianapoli
and St. Louis which operate! "betv/-een l^erre ?l3.ute md 3t . Louis
As the Ohio j,nd Ivlis si s s i_;_^j_^ j. j..c^...e ii. ti..-.e ^^art of t-ie /'enn-
sylvania system, so this becime, as the "Big Four" railroad,
a part of the ITew ^orlc Central system. Aboiit 40 iiiiles far-
ther north was the V/abash, even at this ti:ae a cu ni jiX-vati on
of many short lines. Thus, its line from Jprinjfield to
Kaples e old Northern Gross mentioned above as having
been built by the state at an expense of >.:1,000,000 and finall.^
sold for ,'21,000. Pifty miles north of this v;as the Toledo,
Peoria and Warsaw running almost due west across the state.
It is nov,' a part of the Pennsylvania syste.a. Prom tjiis state-
ment of the east and west lines it might seem that the central
part of Illinois was fairly well supplied with through trade
routes but it ;uust be borne in .1 it f-ese linos eerved
1 territory almost 300 miles in length from north to south,
that at few points were these

parallel lines nearer than '50 miles to each other, and that up
to 18 70 there wis j,ll of Southern Illinois, a territory 100
miles north and south and j,n qqual dist -nce sast and v/est v/hich
had no railway facilities excevjt the sin^^-le north and south line
of the Illinois Central.
Of the Chicago lines five radiated to the v/est like so
many spokes of a wheel. '^he most soutiiern of these was the
Chicago and Alton which reached the Mississippi at St. Louis.
Then carae the Roclc Island, until t ne n a strictly Illinois roid
with its westerin terminus ?.t the His s issipi)i River.
The Chicago, Burlin^^ton and iuincy expended i,cross tlie
state fro:n Chicago to tv/o ^^oints upon the Mississippi River.
It had bean built by the sarae men who controlled the :>:ichigan
Central and was indeed intended to act as ^ feeder for ta^:^t
line. In liice manner, the L.i/:u 3hore Railro-^d naa oue.i t ae
5
.
moving spirit in the affairs of the Rock Island.
Illinois in 1870 was about as well supplied witn railroads
{raej,surin.^ on the basis of the miles of line in 100 square miles
of territory) as ia Kebraska today. ^* She accompanying map will
shoy the railways of Illinois as they were in 1870.
5. The early history of these lines is admirably set forth
in Pearson, An ximerican Railway 3tiilder.
6. .bout 8.5 miles of line to 100 square miles t)fi territory.
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Illinois' most _„ctive period of railroad construction oegan
at aboiit the opening of tlie period with. v/hiCii our study is con-
cerned, let us S-iv 1868. It ended with the depression of 1883
and v/as divided almost in half by ;. _:rj,ctical ce3S.:-tion of build
ing which resulted from the panic of 1873 and the ensuing de-
pression. She building of the Illinois Central, which was from
nearly every point of view the raost imx^ort ant single railway
project in the history of the state, caiiie before tnis period,
jiut the years preceding and those i;amediately folloY/inc; that
v;oric were not esoecially proininent for railway construction,
30 it appears that we are Justified in designating tiiese 16
years as the period of railway construction. Since 1833 there
has been scie construction but at the sa.ne time other lines
have been abandoned jo that on the v/hole the 30 yaars follov/ing
1883 have shown as increase not proportional to the growtn of
pui^ulation and industry. By that yaar ( 1333) Illinois was
evidently well s^^pplied with railroads. i'he accompanying
Cijarts v/ill illustrate this growth of mile-ge. Chart On Page 31
show J the total mileage in the succejsive years v/iiilo i-i^ige 3
gives the number added diirin,; the same years. 2he sa:i:e can
be sho\.'n by giving the miles const riicted in sxicceeding decades.
72 miles.
§.,70 7
1,250
3,547 "
1,782 "
1,51. •»
8 74 "
Compiled from Poor's Llanual
, Interstate Com.i7E rce Com-
mission's Statistics of Railways, and American Hail-
road Journal.
1340 - 1850
(7) 1850 - 1860
1860 - 1870
1870 - 1880
1880 - 1890
1390 - 1900
1900 - 1910
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'J?iie x3ei*iocL since 1870 opened w it ii the highly speculative
construction of railways resulting from the above mentioned
"tax grab" law. J?here v/as a rush on the part of railway
builders to get their projects started and to t aice advantage
of the provisions for local aid before the const itut ion j,l
prohibition v/ent into effect.* -^he nev/ constitution, besides
prohibiting specifically such laws as the one mentioned,
stated gener.-lly that no local government should ever become
subscriber to the capital stoci: of, or raalce any donation to,
or loan its credit to any private corporation or railway.
But it further provided t n ?>,t this prohibition should not ex-
tend to aid which nad already been granted. i'his was an
important factor in the railway building of the first few
years for it hastened the execution of many sche.nes v/hich
might otherwise have been postponed.
The new Railroad and V/arehouse GoiK-ii ss ion alleged in
1871 that tjie usual practice at that tine was to build rail-
roads almost entirely from the sale of bonds. The local
aid bonds amounted, as a rule, to about v5,000 to ,^3,000
per mile and the first mortgage bonds of the railroad it
-
10.
self to about ,15,000 to v25,000 per mile. Practically
all certificates of stoclc issixed were according to the
8. August 8, 18 70.
9. 'J?his section was submitted separately to the people
and went into effect as law July 2, 1870.
10. Report of 1871, pp. 9-11.
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coiiimis sion ^"f ict icious" ; as explained by the railroad /nan-
agers, the.y represented "future earning pov/er."
She years 1369 and 1870 v/ere remarlcalale for activity
in const rtict ion of ne v; lines in all parts of the country.
The construction in these year 3 for the United States as
a whole v/as 4,99'j riiiles in 1869 (the largest annual increase
up to that date) and the construction in the next year ex-
ceeded it by 1,000 miles being (1670) 6,145 miles. ..dded
to the general caases of new construction waich neld through-
out tiie united States there v/as in Illinois the special stim-
ulus of the local aid law of 1869 , \vhich made it easy for t.^e
roads to obtain the aid of cities, tov/ns and counties. Thus
the year 1870 saw m ..ny nev/ projects started, some of which
were not finished till the followin;;; year. Among the new
roads of this year was the ilocicford, Kock Island, and St.
Louis. By the construction of 130 uiles of road this line
was extended from Sterling, Illinois to .ilton. It has since
beccne a part of the mrlington system.
perhaps the most important line completed in this year
was the St. Loais, Vandalia and Jerre Haute. ^''"* This gave
Illinois a third east and west roixte across the state from
St. Louis to Indiana cities. The other two lines were the
Ohio and Ivlississippi Railroad (St. Louis to Vincennes) and
11. -meric .'.n Railroad Joucnal 1870 p. 671,
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the Indianapolis and St. Louis Railroad (St. Louis to Terre
Haute). It will be renie:mbered that this policy of construc-
tion had encountered severe opposition in Illinois' early
railv/ay history. I!he charter for the Yandalia line Iiad been
granted in 1854 by t iie legislature after a petition for such
action had beea presented by a popular convention of tiie coun-
12
.
ties of southern Illinois. difficulties, financial and other
v/ise had greatly delayed the consummation of these i^lans.
Jhe c on st ruct ioii in this year r/as largely confined to a dis-
trict soutn of the latittide of Chicago and north of that of
13.
St. Louis. An exception to this generalization is t ne ex-
tension of the 3elleville and Southern Illinois to Du .uion.
i.'his gave an outlet from the coal fields of Illinois i: o St.
Louis. rhio line is nov; owned by the Illinois Central and
is an irnpor:ant coj,1 road, .not her line v/^s the Oilirian,
Clinton and Springfield passing through the towns indicated
by its name. It was reported at the time'^'that it was
receiving assistance from the Pennsylvania Railro id but it
has since become a part of t lie Illinois Central. a'he nev/
lines were built xinder varioiis names but were often financed
and later tal^en over oy the larger lines which were already
growing into systems. altogether in 1870 there \/ere con-
structed 616 miles of railroad in Illinois.
12. Mnrphy, Hailroads and the Industrial "")evel opment of
Southern Illinois. lis. thesis in Universitv of Illinoislibrary.
13. Railway -.ge Gazette 1870 p. 323
14. .merican Railroad Journal.
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The year 1871 v/itneosed even nor e ' ezt ens ive construction
than 1870. In the country as a wiiole there were constructed}
7 ,379 miles, the high point up to that date and for sever il
jexvs to coine.One sevont;: of this nev; construction v/j-s v/ithin
the borders of Illinois. During the year there \reve added
to the railv/ays of the state 1, 197 miles. This v/as Illinois
greatest year of railwiy b^^ild ins* One of the noticeable
features of the railv/ay construction of the decade 1870-80
was the openin^^ up of the southern pj,rt of the state. "urin^
the year 1871 sever.,! of the3e southern lines were either com-
pleted or in process of construction. I'he Sprin.^field and
Illinois Southea.st ern v/as completed, thus providing a route
fro;n central dnd northern Illinois, to the 30uthea3tern coun-
ties. Up to Oiiis time tnere nad been no railways between
the Ohio and Mississippi Railway on t ne north and the Illinois
Central on the west. x'he opeain-; of this line to Snawneetown
v;as thixs an important event for joutnern Illinois. It was
soon acquired by the Ohio and Mississippi and finally passed
into t iie hands of the Baltimore and Ohio v/ith the rest of .he
Ohio and Iliosissippi system. During the year tae Cairo and
Yincennes w.;.s in process of construction and wor^: on t ne
Cairo and St. Louis was also start'jd. The latter line was
1
6
built as a narrov/ gua^ge road. ' The railway papers of this
15. Poor's i.Unual 1880
16. 3y narrow-guage is uau-..lly meant 3 foot trade.
• Standard guage is 4 feet 3g- inches.
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period contain many interesting arguments on. the relative desir-
ability of the narroY/ guage and the standard guage of 4 feet
Sg- inches. 3ever...l of the southern Illinois lines v/ere con-
structed with the 3 foot guage. It was held by the advocates
of this plan that the narrow guage \7ould be much more economical
in operation and cheaper to construct and thus could be pushed
into districts where the more expensive line v/ould not pay.
-i.n Illinois narrow guage convention was held in 1 375 to advance
this movement and to 3,dvocate the construction of a 3 faot rail-
road to the seaboard}*^*
In other parts of the state railway building v;as also pro-
gressing, i-'he Chicago, Peicin, and Sotit hwe st ern from Cliic ago
to Peiiin, 162 miles, was in process of construction in the
interests of the Chicago, Burlington and iuincy. x'he
Bloomin i::t on j.nd Ohio com^jleted during tne year about 70 miles,
x^iie Decatur and Scate Line Company was constructing 129 miles.
The Ghicj-go and Iowa extended its line in the northern .art
of the st-:j,te from Aurora to Farrestown, wnere it connectea
v/ith the Illinois Central. Tne Decitiir, oiillivan anO. wa 1 on
built 40 mil of line, several other short lines were
constructed, none inU.ividu -lly o^.' gre^t importance but wnich
in the aggregate greatly increased the railway milej,ge of the
17. American Railroad Journal 1872
, p. 109 ana Hallway .%ge
Gazette 1875, p. 514.
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otate and by filling; in the gaps left betv/een the larger lines
already constr"acted were to perform an important f-an'Ction in
the transportation buiJiness of the state. One is struck "by
the large number of nj,mes of companies that have since become
unfamiliar. l^his is due partly to the x)ractice of zne large
companies in constructing nev/ lines under the name and charter
of a subsidiary compj-ny and then later absorbing the small
comiaany into the larger.
In 1372 railv/ay construction in the United otates declined
from the high mark of 7,359 miles established in the preceding
year to 5,878 miles. In Illinois the reaction was iuuch more
pronounced. .s como3.re 1 .vith the 1197 miles constructed in
1871, the ne::t year brought only 457 miles. This is probably
best exiDlained by the subsiding of tne fepecial stimulus which
had been furnished by the legislj.tion of 1 369 mentioned above.
1869 and 1870 was the golden period of Illinois history for
tht- tailway promoter and construction companies. I.Iore than
this, the change of .ittitude of the legislature and the recent
constitutional convention toward the railways may have helped
to discourage furtner construction. More fiindament al than
either of these causes was the fact that Illinois was no
longer so keenly in need of new lines and when the financi.il
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atringency thiit preceded the pinic of 1375 made it difficult to
get new funds there were not the glo^.Ting prospects of high re-
turns to off-set the higher interest rate demanded by eastern
capitalists. The extent to which the various districts of
t iie state were supplied with railv/ays is indicated 13-- the fact
that 73 per cent of the land of the state was within dis-
tance of 5 .r.iles or less from a railroad; 21.5 per cent v/as
between 5 and 10 miles; 4 per cent was between 10 and 15 miles;
and but l-^- per cent v/as ;:iore than 15 miles distant^^'
However, while these things greatly checlced the rapid
increase that had mariced the preceding year there v/as still
an increase of 457 miles. Ouring the vear the Cairo and
Vincennes was completed and put into operaci^n serving thi
southeast corner of the state; 30 miles of the Cairo and :3t
.
Louis was placed in operation from lixst Garondelet near St.
Louis to Hed Bud in Randolph Sounty, thUs helping to open
an important coal district. The Pennsylvania Company was
projecting a line under the name of Plymouth, Kanlcake e and
Pacific Hailroad from Plymovith, Indiana to Bureau Junction,
1 3 .Illinois, 173 miles, mostly v/ithin the state. * In this
13. Second Annual Report of the Railroad and ./arehouse
Commissions., p. 153.
19. American Railroad Journal, 1872
,
p. 11.
J
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year was also atarted tiie Chicago, Danville and Yincennes
which after financij.1 failure in 1877 oecame the Chicag;o
and Eastern Illinois.
The panic v/hich brolce upon the country in September
1873 had been loreceded by high money rates and nev/ con-
struction in Illinois had droppeJ to 2 28 miles in the year
ending June 30, 1873.
Julie Cairo and 3t . Lo-ais v/as extended 60 miles more to
20
Murphysooro completin-; a line 90 miles long. The Indiana
and Illinois Central Railroad completed 76 miles from the
Indiana state line to Dec-tur.
Outside the state a piece of construction important to
Illinois industries was undertaken in this year. This W-is
a connecting; line about 85 miles lon^j between Cairo -j.nd
Jackson, Tennessee. ^t was being built- by the Llississippi
Central with the aid of the Illinois Central. Its purpose
w.s to give a direct rail route from the south to Chicago
and to the other parts of Illinois served by the Illinois
Central. The line was completed from the northern t.er:iiinui
21
.
of the Mississippi Central to Cairo in December 1373.
20. 3ankers* Magazine. .pril, 1874.
21. American Railroad Journal, 1873, pp. 1115 and 1571.
The details of the agreement were as follows: - The
Illinois Central entered into a contract with the Hi ss is sipp
i
Central and the ilev/ Orleans, Jackson and Greau Northern rail-
v/ays which v/ere operated uno.er one management, for the exten-
sion of the Iviississippi Central to Cairo and for a mutual in-
terchange of traffic between the roads. In consideration
the Illinois Central agreed to invest annually 1/8 of ics
-arnings from traffic to and from the southern line in the
consolidated mortgage bonds of the southern companies. min-
imum of vlOO,000 per year for ten years was to be thus invested
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Tiie year 18 74 sliowed even less cons tract ion ...nc. j,dded
to the x-revious mileage only 170 miles. fhe construction
of a p.,rt of the Illinois Llidland v/hich, v;hen completed,
was to extend froiii Jerre Haute to Decitur and Peoria, v/xs
the ;,io st important v/ori: of the year. It is now a part of
the V^ndalia Railroi.d and- is thus controlled by the Penn-
Irani a Company.
llo other lines of importance were constructed in this
year though several companies made small additions of 25
miles or less.
During the ;;ear 1874 the first St. Lo.iis bridge was
completed. It v/., s of coiirse of great importance both to
the through routes and to the 'growing coi.l industry of
southern Illinois.
The year 1875 shov/s for the United otates as a v/hole
fewer miles of line constructed than any other year between
the Civil „ ar and the depression of the nineties. But
while construction had practically ceased in the rest of
the count ry^ Illino is e^cperienced a slight recovery from the
21 con. 2h.e town of Cairo granted to the companies about 1
mile of the Ohio Hiver levee for freight transfer.
Poor's Manual 1873-74, p. 361.
22. Poor's ::anual, 1875-76, 'p. 776.

depression of the tv/o oreoed.in.rS years. 350 miles of line
v/ere built wliicii was about 1/5 of that built in the x/hole
United States. * 78 miles of this v;as further extension
of the Illinois Midland; 56 miles v/as a.n extenstion to the
Cairo and 3t . Louis (3 feet guage); 50 :nile3 was credited t
the Chicago and Pacific, a line in process of construction
fro;n Chicago to the L'li ssi ssippi River and ^lOV! a pj-rt of th'?
3t . Paul system. 'I?he remainder of t iie construction of
this year was of short branches.
ITo important construction v/as undertaken in 1375. She
depression in railv/:^y Jfairs vrxz still very miricea. Jr'oor'
Manual reports 176 miles of new line in Illinois for this
ye-i-r. During 1877^ Illinois reached its lov/est point in
railway construction in the period 1363 to 1883 inclusive
T/hich we have designated as the period of railway building.
Only 59 miles were constructed in the year and none of this
nev; mileage was of especial importance. In the nc::t yBrar
1876 there were built 114 miles and in 1879 130 miles.
23. 1711 miles built in United States. Poor's 1374-75.
p. AX VI I
.
24. Railroad j,nd V/arehouse Report, 1875
,
p. 9,
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All Of this construction was in the nj^ture of short connecting
lines and much of it was narro'a guage. -^'he throu£jh routes
had been built and were well established. For future con-
struction we must loolc for the most part to short branches
designed to fill in the gaps of the railway net and to serve
as feeders for the Larger roads. Illinois was still the fore
most railroid state of the union in point of miles of line^but
it no lon:-;er held the first ijl:^.ce in the construction of nev/
lines. iS a railway periodicil of this period remarked
"Illinois is no lon-^er a new state. ^t s growth from no. on
must be largely in the cities.
. comparisdin of the map for 1370 v/ith that of 1880 7;ill
give ::,t a glance a conception of the v/orlc of the decade.
The most evident characteristic of the railv/ay grov/th of this
ten year period the obvious fact of the increase of mileage
and co;nplexity of the railv/ay net, is the extensioa of lines
in Soutnern Illinois.
'i'he first three years of the period were characterized
by a rapid, stimulated v)eriod of construction. It v/^s
Illinois' gre_;.test era of railway construction and of the
total of 3,547 miles constructed in the dacade 2,320 or about
25. Railway Gazette. 1378, p. 232.
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tv.o-thirds were built in the years 1870, 1871 and 1872,
In 1880 and the fev/ years following there w.is a revival in
railroad enterprise, both in Illinois and the United States as
a whole. In 1880 there were built in Illinois 27J miles of
ne\.' line. -bout a half of this v;.!,s of the 3 foot guac;e and
no standard guage line of over 45 miles was built.
1881 brought a considerable increase in miles of line es-
pecially in the central and southern part of the state. 409
miles T.ere built but part of this was narrow guage road and none
of the projects were important in themselves.
Each year of the decade with the single exceiot ion of 1885
showed a slight increase in rail8a:^"e. '^he years 1886 , 1887 , and
1836 constituted for tne United States a great period or railway
building. The construction of some 12 or 13 thousand miles of
railroad in 1887 for exaraiDle was the dominant factor affectin,-;
trade and finance. Gold was imported and speculation was ra::i-
pant . Illinois resoonded to the general movement with the con-
struction of 371 miles in 1886 and 326 in 1887-- amounts not
very great when compared with her great years of railway con-
st ruct ion.
During the years 1887 and 1888 the Chicago, Santa Fe and
Gal i for nia ^nov.- the itchinson, Topeica and Santa i^^e, built 130
;:;iles of line. a^he Ghica^'O, St. P .ul and Iv.:,nsas City built
145 miles across the northern part ov' the state. It is now
I
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a lart of the Giiicago Great llortliern Sailroid. This compara-
tively small const ruct ion in Illinois during the country?
s
railway mania server to again emphasize the fact that Illinoio
v;as no lon;;^er a ne'v state and that its geogle v/ere tolerably
Y/ell supplied \/ioii uransrjo rt at i on facilities.
Rail\7ay construction by no means ceased in Illinois as will
be noted by the accompanying charts, but after 1890 the incre -se
T/as slo"*. j,nd rather uniform— the result of the construction of
sm il 1 branches by many roads.
That the state was v/ell supplied with railwxy facilities is
shovm by the changing attitude of the _.eople toward new construe
tion. In 1870 and the years following more roads were univer-
sally demanded— partly to give f icilities to towns that needed
them and partly (as the people of that dj,y thought would res^xlt)
to reduce rates competition among roads. A new attitudd
hOT/ever, is clearl, discernible in th.; report of the Railroad
and './arehouse Commission for 1898. They write as follows:
"Je firmly believe that in a state so completely covered with
net work of railroads that 1 av/s should be passed placing
entirely in the hand of the Commission the discretionary pov/er
to pas's upon the advisability of the construction of any new-
road. There can be no good reason why x parallel line should
be constructed betv/een ^joints where two or more railro.tds al-
ready run and we recommend tliat such legislation be enacted
as will reouire the proper certificate to be obtained from the
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r^iiilroad Conimission "before articles of incorporation can be
granted for the construction of iJiy new railro-.d in this state,
certifying to the necessity of the road, and that the company
has the means necessary for the construction of the same."
V.'e jiave followed the coxirse of railway construction in
Illinois and hive seen the railway system rise o\it of the
sparsely oettlod jrairie to be the net v;oric of lines that it
nov/ is—unit inf^ t -le cities, tho country, and nearly every
village v/ith every other point in Illinois and the rest of
the union.
Illinois was for long the foremost railway stat: of the
union. That ;osition was won from the eastern stj,tes by
the nev/er and lar^'er state of Illinois and in 1904 was t ^ken
from Illinois by the still lar^-er and more western state of
Texas. There were in 1914 in the United States 252,230
miles of line. * Of this amount 15, 758 miles %7as in Texas--
this being 6.25 per cent of the t ot il ; 12,139 miles or x.31
per cent ^v/as in Illinois; and Pennsylvania had 11,654 vailes
or 4,6 per cent of the total in the United States.
26. Interstate Commerce Commission, Statistics of Hallways -
1914, p. 12.
I
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MILS^3 02" LUTE liT ILLIiTOIS, 1839-1893
Ye j,r Ilileo of Line I ncre
1839 22 22
1848 22
1849 52 30
1850 111 59
1851 271 1 60
1 852 412 141
1853 759 34 7
1 854 997 238
1355 1352 3 55
1856 2102 n r' r\750
loo ( f> K A O 4U0
TOCO o r> A o o o
T Q K Q o o T
<i r OX 1
1860 2 790 9
1361 2917 127
1862 2998 81
1863 3156 158
1364 3156
1865 3157 1
1866 3191 34
1867 3224 33
1868 3440 216
1369 4031 591
Yej.r Miles of iiine Increase
1870 4707 655
1871 5904 1197
1872 6361 457
1873 6589 228
1874 6759 170
1875 7109 350
1876 7285 176
1877 7334 59
18 7 3 744 3 114
1879 1^ r> o7 5 7 8 1 O
T O Q A 7 Q p; T "7
1 o oi D O C A A r\o
1882 86 7 6 •ii O
18 83 8868 192
1884 890 8 40
1885 8904 — "x
1886 9275 371
1887 9601 326
1888 9707 106
1889 9829 122
1890 10213 384
1891 10223 10
1892 10345 123
1895 10408 52
Sour ce s : -Poor ' 3 Maniial of Railroads for successivo ye-irj for
the data up to and including 18 37. For the years 1854-
1857 inclusive, the compiles of the fi:;ures given in
Poor's Ilanual evidently fell into the error of ascribing
all the mileage of the Illinoio Central to the :/e -r 1856.
'Ihis line v/as completed in sections in 1853, 1854, 1855
and 1856. The figures given in the table therefore for
these four years are eotiraates by the present writer
based on Poor's but corrected by data from Bronson, The
Illinois Central, and from the American Railroad Journal.
Data for t ae years since 1887 are from annual "Statistics
of Railroads" published by the Interstate Commerce Com-
mission.
'.liles of Line" includes main line \n - or^-nches but not double
tr.ck or side track.

:iILES 0? LIIK 111 ILLI1T0I3, 1894-1914:
Year Miles of Line Increase
1894 10460 52
1895 10649 189
1896 10725 76
189 7 10775 50
1898 10851 76
1899 10872 21
1900 11002 130
1901 11118 116
1902 11299 131
1903 11426 127
1904 11622 196
1905 11832 210
1906 12118 286
1907 12206 84
1908 11891 -315
1909 11850 -41
1910 11873 38
1911 11980 102
1912 11976 -4
1913 12012 36
1914 12139 127
1
1. Beginning v/i t li 1908 tlie Interstate Commerce
Comj^ission data do not include sv/itching and ter-
minal companies, which had been included previous
to that yej.r. xhis accounts for the apparent
decrease of mileage in 1908. Had the mileage of
these comx^anies been included, 1908 v/ould have
shown an increase of 105 miles over the preceding
year
.
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In 1914 there v/ere in the United States 8,48 miles of line
9 7
for e -.ch 100 square miles of territory^ * r>at in Illinois
tjiere v/ere 21.6 miles of line for a similar area.
In the matter of equipment Illinois roads have not differed
materially from the history of the other railroads of the United
States. But as thij mechanical d erelojjner:t has been very ^reat
since 1870 and has grej, tly affected costs of transportation,
quality of service, and safety of property and persons, a v/ord
concerning" it may properly find a place in a history of Illinois
railro ad 3
.
Illinois roads v/ere built very largely across the level,
open prairie at comparatively small cost, a'liey, like mOot
other American railv/ays, (especially those of the nev; s ),
v/ere built with little reij-ard for cneir durability. .s has
been often iDOinted out, they v;ere not follov/ini^c civilization
but in many cxses v/ere goiu^ of it. Under suca cir-
cumstances it W:i3 quite n-tural that lines should be built
at the least possible cost v/ith the expectation that the in-
creasin;;: tr ffic would enable t he:n to improve the lin..s ^s
this temporary equipment wore out. iiien too, in a ncv; coun-
tr;; capit3,l v/as scarce and the managers had to economise in
its use.
27. Interstate Commerce Co^tdhI ssion -
1914, p. 12.
tatistics of P.ailways,
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By 1870 so;;ie of tlio older lines had be£;un the movenent
toward more permanent structure, but on the v/hole the equip-
ment \v.i,s in rnarlced contr.j.st to that of toda^r,
T'ae roadbeds of the early r.n,ilroads (before 1870) h^.ve
been well described by Aingv/alt . "A newly constructed road-
bed, v/hich depends solely upon the material found it each
point along the line for ballast, and which is not more care-
fully drained thj,n v/as formerly common, frequently degenerates
into the condition depicted by the impressive phase "raud road'',
and this is practically what a numoer of .American ro-^ds for-
merly were, the mud someti-es f l^in in ,11 d i r^? ct i o a s before
the march of t ne locomotive as freely it flies on a coiiimon
dirt road after a heavy rain v/hen a vehicle is driven over it
at a rapid pace.
The first step of improvement v/as the applicition of a
portion of the adjacent soil to the top of the roadbed under
conditions which made it do cVj.ty as ballast. 'This is styled
mud ballast and represents tu-j typical roado.d in Illinois in
1370. Th-^t so little advance had been made in Illinois to-
ward securing a better ballxsted roadbed seems to be due largely
to the scarcity of gr.i.vel or other suitable m;.teri.il. This
difficulty is mentioned in the fir^t report of the Riilroad
and T/arehouse Commission. Even as late as 1890 af-;er much
improvement had be.:n made tiiere was still in Illinois 4,043
miles of "earth ballast" out of 10,213 miles of railroad in
2S. Ringwalt
,
Development of T ranspor at i on 3ystem.s in United
States, p. 296.
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tiie state. .it the sane time the otlaer forms of ballast v;ere:
alaa^-jl miles; c ind-er s, 560 miles; gravel and s an j.^ ,412 niiles;
2 9
and 3to"e^891 miles. * oucix a large prox?ortion of cartli ballast
caused high maintenance charges, and in the lonj riin^ acci ient s
and losses and thus tended to keep operating expenses high.
3;/ 1915 the road had been very much improved. 1,583 miles
were then ballasted v/ith crushed roclc; gravelj5,331 miles;
cinders, 2 ,497 miles; earth ballast, only 557 miles. The re-
m.ainder of Cue 12,012 miles v/^.s provided with otner fornis of
ballast. Ihis is one indication of the large a:novmt s of capital
thit have been invested in Illinois railroads an", of the in-
creased stability and permanency which is C:iar act er i s u ic of all
divisions of the property.
Practically all tlie rails of t ne roads of Illinois in 1870
were of iron and tiiOj ..ure constructed accordiii,^ oo various
patterns. jJhe first steel rail laid in this country was in
30.
1S64, and it is rejorteo tnat one comi^any in the central vrest--
ern states began using steel rails in 18:35 but these v/ere only
e:-:periment al trials, and for a few years it was doubtful if
31 •
steel would prove practicable. * There were loud complaints
by engineers both in this country and England frit the iron
rails were unsatisfactory ... nd some substitute Uj.! to be
3 2
.
devised." Vae very first rails were imported. j?he first
29. Illinois Railroad .ui ..'areaouse , 1890
30. Hingwalt, p. 2 01 31. Ibid.
32. See iinnual Report of Pennsylvania Railroad, 1654 and 1866,
also Ringv/alt, p. 198. ilso Johnson, .imerican Railway Trans-
portation, Cnapter 4.
33. ' Ringwalt
,
p. 200.
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steel rail rollied in tliio country v;^s prodxiced by t lie Giiicago
I\Olling Mill in May, 1885 under the direction of F. Durfee
en3:ineer for th-^t company. ' HoweverjV/e have no evidence
that the le id thus established in this industry by Illinois
was maintained. The v/orlcs of the Joliet Iron and Steel Gd)ra-
pany were established at Joliet in 1870 and in 1873 they first
manufactured Bessemer steel?'*' in 1374, however, the company
failed and though it made a second attempt it again failed in
1879. The Vulcan Steel Company of St. Louis which also en-
tered into the business of rail making met a similar fate in
1 377 .
Figures are not available concerning the numoer of miles
of oteel in Illinoio roads in 1870 but tiiey must inJeod have
been few. In 1874 there were on the railroads which operated
in Illinois 11,223 miles of iron with an average weight of 40
to 60 pounds per yard and 1,397 miles of steel of about 60
3 5
.
pounds v;e ight
.
By 1875 the report of the Railroad and ./arehouse Commis-
sion informs us that 26 oer cent of the road of the st -.te was
laid with steel and that there had been an incred,se of 518 miles
in the year just past. xhe lead in this improvement was taicen,
as wc would expect, by the larger roads. Of the 516 miles men-
tioned, the Ciiicago and Alton laid 141 miles, the Illinois
>4. Ibid p. 201.
'5.
,
Hailroad and . Viarehouse , 1874 - p. 360.
These are the miles of line ov/ned b,y Illinois roads. Hot
ill of the mileage was in Illinois. The figures are valuable only
i £linois^ ro R J?- between steel 3.ad iron thit obtaine:! on t].ie
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Central,105; Chicago, Burlinston and
:;^
iincVj95; the Chicago and
i\ or t hv/e st ern j94 ; and the rernj.inder was laid in s'iiiall amounts by
other lines';:"^* The high price of steel was a ^reat chec'.c to the
increased use of it on the railroads ,ijut after 1875 (in v;hich
ear, steel rails sold for yiSO per ton) xorices quite steadily
fell untiljin ISSS^tae averag'^ price v;j.s ^28 per ton. This
tendency of x^ricca resulted in an increased use of the better
rails so that by 1854 the Railroad and iVarehouse Commission
could say "that since their last inspection nearly all the lead-
ing roads in the state have rer.ioved the old iron r .ils, and fe-
2 7
placed thera v/ith steel rails. ' Since then the principal im-
provement in this department h,s been a steady increase in the
weight of rails v;hich has made possible heavier rclliiV'_' stoc.;,
higher speed ..md an increased density of traffic. J lie v;eifeht
of rails which in 1875 v;as about 60 pounds is nov; on the better
ro -ds 90 or more pounds per yard. This ..:eans a heavier invest-
nent of capital but lower maintenance charge .aid a lov/er cost
for conductinfi' transportation?^*
:'iS is %7ell .Icnov/n, t he tendency since 1370 rias been toward
xn increase in weight and capacity of locomotives and other
forms of rolling stock. In 1869 the average weight of loco-
jnotives built at the Brooks' Locomotive V/orlcs for passenger
•36. Railroad and V/arehouse, 1875 - p. 12.
61, Railroad and "/arehouse, 18 74 - p. XIII.
33. The re_ort of 1913 shows that not a mile of iron rails
remain upon the operated roads of the state.
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39.
.service xi^s 23 tons for freight engines. 'By 1880 the average
v/eiglit h.'.d become 35 tons for passenger and 42 tons for freight
"and", adds the Census of 1830 , "it is believed by :nany that
50 ton consolidation engines will soon become the prevailing type
and size for American freight service. This prediction has been
many times surpassed^ and locoraotives of 100 ':on3 ---re nov; consider-
ed not notably heavy. Jome of them with their tenders weigh
. 40
.
2o0 tons or more. xhis incre-;-se in v/ eight of rolling stocic
has resulted in gre.i^ter tractive pov/or
,
and this combined v;ith
the denser traffic and improved organization has made possible
much heavier freight train loads. That this has actually re-
sulted is shown by the average freight train lo ul on a typical
road of Illinois— the Ghicn.go and ..Iton. It Wxs in successive
years: 1375--124 tons, 1880--177 tons, 1885--184 tons, 1903--
41
.
418 tons and in 191o--455 tons. ' In 1912 the average freight
42train load on the Illinois Gentril \/as -riiO -ons. *l'he average
train load is of co-.rse very important in fixing cost of trans-
_)ortation- The principle of incre .sin : returns apijlies very
directly in this phase of the business. liecdless to say
•39. Gensiis of 1880, p. 6S2.
30, Johnson, American Railv/ay x' ransport at i on
.
ii. The fig-ures given are for t iie first three years from Hingv/alt
p. 519, the last tv/o are computed from figures in Poor's Llanual
,
1916, p. 1408.
1-2. Illinois Central Railroad lieport to stocic holders. 1912,
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these average loads a.'e not nearly as large as it is physically
;0 3jible for x looonotive to ju.uI for some of tiae largest freight
-n;3ines have hauled between 2,500 and 3,000 tons over long dis-
43
.
"cances. Jhe difference between this physical ability -ind the
.verai'e load in Illixiois today indicates j?os si bi 1 it i e j of great-
ly increased efficiency in organization and routing. ..s traffic
becomes more dense and thus freight can be handled in larger
train loads, v/e may loolc for a lov/ering of cost and, uloim--tL;ly
perhaxDS, a lowering of rates.
The improvement of roadbed \n.d the increase in the weight
of rails has also made ioossible hej.vier cj.r.load.^. 2he freight
car s themselves have increased in v/eight , h\it their carrying
c, i-p city h increased at a much more rapid pace. in 1832
..r. .jiiia-,. before the .merican society of Civil ^ngine'.rj re-
ported that for sever ;'-l ys-irs before 1876 tiie "standard" ca-
pacity of freight cars was about 10 tons. * ;ibout 1377 a few
v/ere built to carry 15 tons. Today o .r . in uso that
4 5 .Can be loaded v/ith 50 and 55 tons of cargo. * i'he average
capacity, hov/ever , for t lie United States as a v/hole and includ-
4 6ing all ]^indo of freigiit cars was in 1S14--39 t onsT * Dnis is
a considerable advance over the cars of 1370 and is .r.uch superior
1-3. Johnson, .imerican Hallway transportation, p. 45.
•4. Ringwalt
~-5p,Qit, p. 336.
15. Johnson- op.cit.r' J« 50
-5. Interstate Oommerce Go:ii: :i s s ion , statistics of Railroads,
1914, p. 21.
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to the capacity of the freight cars of most European countries.
J--, -verage for the United States appears to be typical of that
in Illinois for the average freight car capacity on the Illinois
Central was in 1912- 39.5 tons and that of the Chicago and Alton
a,nd other .Illinois roads about the same.
The impro ve.-ne nt 3 in passenger coaches since 1370 have been
nany and greatly affect the comfort and safety of passengers.
In Che weight and strength of cars they have folio? ed tha sau:e
line of development as have freight cars. 2 lie idded. v/eight
of the cirs, which in recent ye^.rs are for the most part of
steel, combined v/ith the heavier steel rails of recent years
• nd the roclc ballasted roadbed of our better lines h:3 lone
much to prevent the jolts and d is co}.if o rt of travel t^i^t ex-
isted on the early lines. Jhe tendency toward cars of grej,ter
strength v/hich has ciilminated in the iteel cars of today has
greatly lessened the danger from train accidents. collision
of passenger trains made up of the light fragile cars of 40
/ears ago too often resiilted in one car "telescoping" another.
Ohis, of course, is still a possibility but with heavier and
stronger cars much of the danger is removed.
^he use of the vestibule is another interesting develop-
,.;eiit. It is said t:iat a vestibule car was designed as early
,s 1352 but they were not put into use until the late eighties
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^.nd their extensive use on the railways of Illinois ca'-ie some-
4 7.
\7hat later. ' The first report of the Illinois Railroad and
V/arehouse Commission refers to t ?ii s ^.:robl3.n in a manner that
throws some light on the ectuipjnent of that dayt^ * "The recent
:.doption of dinins cars for the acco.ciodat ion of passengers,
instead of stopping trains at eating st:ition3, v/hich liu come
into wse on 3 3ver.^l of the important roads, involves the necess
ity of passengers passing from car to c^r v/hile they are runnin
at full speed. The practice of passing tbrough trains in that
-lanner has always heen regarded, and proven by seriouj loss of
life, to be very d.-ngerous; especially is this so v/here the old
style coupling, drav/r»head and platfor-a, are iised.
The danger to life in this regard is considered by this
board to be cjuite enough to re:iuire legislative jxtion, which
shall oblige ib an e irly day the use of platforms and couplings
of some of the v .rious forms nov/ v/ell known, by means of which
these dangers may be materially diminished.
As the platforms of passenger cars are st ruct ar e s usually
made in>iependent of and atbac.xed to t jody of the cars the
necessary changes can be readily accomplished at moder-j.te ex-
pense and the Board therefore recommenus that after one year
: ne use of any platform and coupling of passenger ti-ains, e;.-
cept such as when coupled together are, and remain in near con-
tact, jhoiild be prohibited by suitable penalties.''
47. ' Johnson op,cit ,~~P •
4 3., Railroad ..hv. .Warehouse. 1871--0. 8.
(1
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It v/as in response to this long felt need that the vestibule
car came into use.
Illinois has been one of the leading states in developing
the soeci.'-l typej of passenv:er cars— sleepers, chair OAra* and
diners. In 1865 it v/as stated tiiat a nev; sleeping car had been
/1
9
patented by George M. Pullraj-n of Chicago: * -ne puHman Company
v/as incorporated in 1837 . n interesting description of one
of the early sleeping cars is given in >. 'traveller' 3 not o .i
50
.
on Chicago in 1866 . * "A remarkable subject of interest wliich
our party examined this morning, v/-.s the City of Chicago--not
the ..-.etropolis itself but its reflection, ^s regards splendor
anO- enterprise, in a sleeping car of that name, which runs on
the Illinois Central. I'his car cost ,^20,000, j,nd is aaid to
be die ap at the price. Silvery comfort v/hich can be placed in
such a vehicle is to be found within its wooden wall. ICot
leos reraarl^able is the c or re sx)ond ing seat cat" for day passen-
gers, which surpasses in splendor, and still more in comfort
any car which I have ever seen on an eastern road. I! here is
,^et another car, which cost tlii rt j th ousand dollar s . which I
did not see but which was described as a miracle of its Icind."
4 9. x^he first sleeping coach used in Illinois seems to .^ave
been operated on the Illinois Central's Chicago-i3t. Louis route
in 1357. Chicago Press, September 29, 1857.
50. Ciiarles Leland of Philadelphia, Ringwalt- p. 209.

The improvements made in cars, ro-idbed and other departments
ne^rlj- all tended to reduce the d-mger of accidents both to em-
ployees n.r'' 0? sen/jer s . But besides thii; voluntary' pro^i^ess
iiiade by t iie railways the legislature has from time to time x^-^s.^e--
lav/s concerning safety appliances, railroad crossings, and other
subjects J.11 designed to rpevent accidents. In 1371- /, -;eAer .1
i,ct v;as passed relating to fences j.nd rules of operation for
51
.
railroads. Among other things it required fences for all
roads and cattle gxiards at crossing's. '•t i^rescrib d riiles of
•^jrocedure v/iiere one road crossed another. It left oo t:ie local
government units the regulation of the speed of trains through
the corpor ite li.'nit 'but itself im os-'vi cert ...in penaltie-^ for
the violation of such ordinances. It required all i'Oads to
provide passenger trains v;ith automatic coupling which should
secure personal safety. Many other detailed regulations were
included in this act of 1374. n earlier co (1859) h^d
provided for flagi.ien it crossings i few other precautionary
52.
neasures. Later in 1891 a provision was made for an inter-
locking device where two or more railroads cross.
Just v/hat effect tiiese laws have had it is impossible to
say. It v/ould appear from the accompanying chart tliat miicli
les^ danger is connected with the railv/ay busin.jjo tod'-y th-n
31. Kurd's Revised Statutes of Illinois, p. 2083 ff.
52, • Illinois Laws of 1869.
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in 1874 v/lien our data begin. j?Jiis is certainly true if we con-
sider the number of fatalities. Jhere has been a very slight
tendency for the nxiraber of fatal accidents to passengers to in-
crease. When vie think of this in relation to the growth of the
l^assenger traffic, it appears that on the basis of fatal accidents
to passengers the various safety measures hjive been very effec-
tive. There v/ere probably cj,rried in 1874 about 9,000,000
55
passengers; in 1913 tiiere wer 93,949,506. * Ind still the number
of passengers Icilled v/as 27 in the former year and but four more
in the latter. ij'rom this it appears that traveling on t^ie roads
af Illinois today involves very little d.-,nger. Figuring on the
Dj-sis of oliG fact .5 of iJlo v/nich v/ero fairly typical \/e can sj,y
that when a person goes on a railroad trip in Illinois he stj.nds
le ;-s thj.n one chance in three million of being fatally injured.
5 -
He has abocit one chance in 83 ,000 of ;neet ing any r.ind of injury.
i^he fatal accidents to employees have increased more appre-
ciably— from 71 in 1874 to 338 in 1913. i'his means that one in
every 322 employees in Illinois in 1880 v;as killed. In 1913
the proportion had become one in 496 employees. It is interest-
ing to compare tlie Illinois accident rate v/i th that of that United
States as a whole. The last year for which v.e can conveniexit ly
5 o .
do this is 1909. In that year the results v/ere.:
53. Railroad and V/arehouse, 1913-p. 64.
Oir. in 1909 one in 3 ,523,606 passengers in United States was
icilled. Interstate Commerce Commission report 1909-p.l06.
The number of employees used in computing this is that given as
an estimate by the '3.» & V/. Commission in their report of 1330-p.l2.
iixact figures not available.
55. £or the United States from Interstate Commerce Commission
He.yor.t, 1909-p. 106. For Illinois the results are compiled from
Railroad and Warehouse Heport, 1909.
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i^or the united States one Railway employee in every 576 v/j,s killed,
jj^or Illinois one I'ailv/ay employee in every 461 was killed,
r'or tjie UniteO States one Railway employee in every 20 v/as injured.
£'or Illinois one Bailway employee in every 25 v/as injured.
'J?liu3 the roads of Illinois had a higher proportion of fatal-
ities among tneir employees than did the roads of the United states
Our table shows a smaller proportion of injuries, hov/ever, th-ib
do the roads of che whole country. It appears to the writer thj,t
a number of non-fatal injiiries reported by the Railro^-d and ..are-
house Commission must have been imde r- st at ed in the pj.st . It
seems hardly possible that such injuries should have been trebled
between 1908 ind 1913 while the number of fatalities incrcrised
only moderately. It is possible that tuis apparent increase
is due to more cxre in reporting such cases. This may have
resulted from the adoption of improve 6 compensation acts,
x^iiis being the case we hesitate to draw any conclusions from t .ae
record of non-fatal injuries.
One important cause of accidents to employees was removed .
when the automatic coupler displaced the old link ^nd pin
|
coupler. Jhe Railroad and V.'arehouse Commission of 1382 called !
g,ttention to the fact t hat , accor di ng to the facts reported to i
the.a,25o of the tot^l 665 ..ccidents to anployees . s±r. Jue to
coux)ling g,nd uncoupling cars. -bout 37 per cent of all acci-
dents to employees were due to this one cause. an 1913 only
56.
2.8 per cent of the accidents were due to this cause.
55. V I'he above discussion of accidents nas indluded only those
on si^eam railroads of Illinois. Jhe int erurban elevated, and
surface lines are now an important fact and. reports for them are
given b tne R ailro ad .aid V/arehouse Commis si on to 1913
.
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.
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liie f act t iiat tiie railway growth in and about Ghicaso
was cent eraporaneoua v/ith the grov/th of the city itself, where
indeed it did not precede the city, has done much to co.'noli-
cate the terminal situation. ilhe roads first entering' the
oity were able, because the ci^y was small and ambitious, to
get almost any territory for ya,rds and stations they desired.
Thus the Illinois Central obt ..ine J. c .i.e valuable water front
which in ..fter years ¥/as the subject of so much litigation
between the r-j.ilroad and tiie grov/n-up city v>''hich now re-
gretted its e j.rly generous impulse. i^he Chic igo .aid north-
western, trie Penn sylvani.'. Lines, the :^iOclc Island and the
other early railways of Chicago each received desirable termin-
al property in the down town district. l^eedless to s iy, there
was no plan of development (ffor the city. Chicago, lilce i'opsy
"just grew". ilad t ioe re been before the coming of the rail
ways a fairly dense Jopulj.tion, and highly valued real estate,
as there v/as in iTew York, it would probably have been in-
possible for the roads to pre-empt such a large and desirable
part of the business district.
-;.s it was the roads obtained tiae land on one side or tiie
other, and for much of t lie distance on both sides, of the
Chic
-.go River. n unbroken strip of 1 nd botweo l t;iG busi-
ness section of the city and the 1 aice front v/as given to the
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Illinois Cenorcl. i^xie busine-js section is bora.ered on the
sotitli by a blocic of railv/ay property with the exception of
narrow strip betv/een State street and the Illinois Central
property. s v/iil be seen this crej-tes -j. wall of r^-ilway
property around the entire business section of the city.
It has been called in recent years the "Chinese V/all."
The expression serves to illustrate the situation.
Even with this amount of land so favorably situated
the railways have not given Chicago a satisfactory ter::;injul
org '.nizat ion. Indeed, it seens that the very desirable
sites held by some of the lines have been an obstacle to any
effective co-operation. The lines thus favorably sit". ated
were lo .th to go into a co-operative scheme which, although
it would reduce costs for all, woiild nevertheless, impair the
5 7
.
differential advantage which they held over oth r lines.
In recent years these conditions have given rise to an
acute terminal problem. J^'he magnitude of the problem may
be realized by the follov/ing figures for traffic in 1913.
In that year the passenger traffic amounted to an :-ver \ge
daily movement of 1,337 trains per day, 591 of whici \,ere
through trains and 746 local. x'he -roblem was broiight
to t ae front by the application of tiie Pennsylvania
Company and allied lines which had been heretofore running
57. That this obstacle co-operation v/.. s not peculiar to
Chicago is shown by a similar situation in l>:ev; Yoric. Cf.
Van-J.ietre in ITev; Republic, February 2, 1918.
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into the Union Station on the west side of the river for per-
mission froia the cizj to construct a new Union station on
approximately the old site and to extend their freight houses
xnd f (.cilities in the down t ov/n district. For so^r.e few years
preceding this xjroposal the city and csi-tain civic j^ssociat ions
5 3
.
hul been giving their attention to the so-called "Chicago plan'.'
-Jhis was a comprehensive plan for the future growth of the city
a.'id included j, s one of its mo.:t import xnt fea^ares sclie-i.e
of unified and co-operative terminals. -i-'he plan was still
in course of evolution at the t i; -e of the Pennsylvania's pro-
pos il. Shis proposal was in ...j,n^ •-y-^ ^uit e out of line
.vith the policy recommended by the engineers engaged in draw-
ing up the plan, and it was therefore held up for over a year
pending fua:ther investigation ,.uu discussion. during this
time the city made various proposals v/hich the roads met by
counter i^roposals, and the result of the negotiations was
that the Pennsylv-.ri aid allied lines v/cre granted the right
v;ith certain qualif ic >,t ions to malce tlie desired extensions.
Of several plans proposed by the city*s engineers all have
agreed in recommendin • tli ,t passenger and freight terminals
ahoulJ be moved south as far as i'welftli Jtreet, ihey v/ere
well t nought out designs of competent engineers, but they
evidentl:,' calle for a rie'-'r>;e of co-operation between the
railways that prevented their acceptance.
.56.
_
Of. The Gnicago Plan, Delano, Journal of Politicl
Economy, 21: 819.
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Most of tilis discussion centered a,bo"at passenger termin-
als but even :;iOre iraportant thj;,n this question vvas that of
freight facilities. iMie only direct connection for the inter
ch.!,nge of freight betv/een most ox the railways entering Chica-
go v/as at the hub of the wheel in the congested district
bounded by Kinzie, Canal , and Sixteenth streets, and Laice
59
-lichigan. Of the car load freight coming into Chicago, 51
per ceiit v/as for local consignees and 49 per cent for trans-
fer.
.
Of the latter amount, 70 per cent v/as delivered direct-
ly by the inbound line to the outbound and only 30 per cent
was handled by belt lines, rhia situation has been much
improved by the reorganisation in 1912 of one of tlio bolt
lines in ",/hich most of the railways entering t iie city j.ve
nov/ f in ..ncially interested, and by the construction south-
west of the city of an ij-imense freight clearing yard.
Here most of the through car load freight is transferred
v/ithoiit entering the city. rhe transfer of less than
car load freight still presents a serious problem. -ccord-
ing to a recent statement*^ over two thousand tons of less
tiian car load interchange freig^it is carted through the
busiest streets of Chicago daily.
5j. V/". H. Lyford, address before Traffic Club of Chicago,
February 25, 1914.
60. Van lietre, op. cit.

II
The purpose of this and the succeelin.r; ch;ipter is to shov/
the growth of the railroad in Illinois as indicated oj the
increasing a:':iount of freight and number of passengers carried
and by the earnings and financial conditions of the roads;
to discover the tendency of the gener--l r^-te level and the
explabat i on 3 of this tendency; to inc^uire into the relations
between the rail'v/j-ys and the public and between the railways
and certain special groups of shippers.
In a cert:j,in sense tlie railroad has been of especial
importance to Illinois. x'he eastern states v/ion tiieir ex-
tensive coist line and numerous waterv/ays were well settled
before the advent of the riilroad. In some of the western
states because of t lie almost complete absence of other means
of transportation it was. 1 it er ally true that the peoiDle fol-
lowed the railways. Illinois WiS not in t ii extreme posi-
tion. In 1S40 Illinois had x oopulxtion of 47o,13v3. i^he
land occupied was along the navigable waterv/ays. Dhis and
other factors fixed the center of population in southern
Illinois and the Illinois -'.iver valley while t-j ^.,u 1 of
the central and eastern parts of the state v/nich from nearly
every i)OiRt of view except t r msport at i o a were the more
desirable were left practically untouched. fhe national
government had difficulty in selling the land at .^LSo per
acre t^^at is now worth ,^200 per acre. In 1840 t ae county
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of largest poptilation was Morgan din the Illinois River; by
1370 after Coolr County cair.e LaSalle in the nortii central
part of the state. In 1840 Gallatin on the Ohio River,
Greene on the Illinois River, and Pike on the ili S3 issijopi
and Illinoij :iver3 v/ere amons" the ten leading counties of
the state^ Positions which by 1870 they h^ad lost. If
v;e talce ten adjacent counties through v;hich the Illinois
Central (Chicago Jivision) passed includin-' V/ill on tiie
north and Effingham on the south we find th .t their
population increased between 1840 and 1370
,
during v/hich
tine the Illinois Central .nd several cross state lines
1
.
^ 2.
were built, by 626 ]^ev cent. During the same time the
ten leading counties in population in 1 84i^ ' incre as ed by
175 per cent, and the state (excluding Cook Co-..int./) in-
creased by 369 oor cenu. oj 1370 the population soeins
to have become settled and the increase in population over
the state was fairly unifor m. x'he ten old counties men-
tioned above increased in popiil-tion by 21 per cent; the
ten Illinois Central counties selected increased by 21
per cerit ; and the state (excluding Cook County) increased
by 20 per cent
.-between X870 and 1890*'*
1. 3ee map p. 14, 1870
2. Ine ten •'Illinois Cent ral Count ie s are: fro:P. north to
south, ./ill, Kanlcakee, Iroquois, Ford, Champaign, Douglass,
Coles, Shelby, Cumberland and Effingham.
3. 'Hhe ten leading counties in 1840 in the order of their
population v/ere : Morgan, Sangamon, .dams, Madison, St. Clair,
-;hilton, Greene, Gallatin, Piice and '.7ill.
4. It iK well realized t nat these figures can only be used as
a (3r
.. 1 in.Iicition of inovonent which ve v;ould expect, on i
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The growth of our cities hu. s been no le.ss affected by
railv/ay development. A glance at the serieo of rnaps rajj-
resentin^ railwa.Y con3truction v/ill shovv hov/ the inferior
cities of Springfield, Peoria, Decatur j.nd Blooraington have
gathered around them a web of railroad lines. Situated as
they are, for tlae most part without otner effective means of
t r j.nsport at ion ^t he y have lieen all but absolutely dependent
ux)on their railroad lines. Just as marlce d has been the
correspondence between the railway growth and the growth of
Juicago. Its greatness and ifes advanta:i,'e has oeen vjrin-
5
.
cipally in its position as railway center of the West.*
Its water facilities have also been of _)ri.'ne importance but
there would seem to be little reason v/hy t ae great city of
iihe Middle V/est could not have been located at Michigan Gity,
Milwaukee or some other point along the lake. During the
early days of railroad building the people of Chicago feared
that the east and west rail lines would pass south of Chica-
go. On a few occasions they resorted to arbitrary means to
6
.
force the railroad to biiilri into the city.
continued; . . prior i ground, to take place. it seems hardly
open to q^uestion that the distribution of population in the
state has been greatly affected by the railroad. But the com.
plexity of causes waich might have affected this distribution
prevents a clear statistical demonstration.
5. Cf. Railroad Gazette, 1886, p. 51.
6. -Pearson, on. cit.
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From 1850 to 1870 jdiiririv^ which period the ra.ilway era reall
begarijthe population oi' the state increased from 851, 'iVO to
2,539,000 and in comparison to other states advanced from 11th
place to 4th. The acros under cultivation increased from 5
jn ill ion to 19 ;Tiillioa. 2 he production oi" corn had "bo en raised
from 57 million bushels to 12 9 millions; v/heat from 9 to 30
-iiillions; oats from 10 to 42 millions. These are indications
of the industrial advance made durin;^ the first 20 years of the
railroad of Illinois.
..e have described in tne precedin-; chapter the railway
system of Illinois in 1870 ; we now turn our attention to the
business done by those roads. Heliable data does not exist
.0 show the amount of frei§;ht carried on the roads of Illinois
in 1870, but that corahierce in the state was pretty well devel-
oped, is illisorated by the grain shipments into Chicago.
1873 98 million i)u3hels or aboiit 225,000 car loads of grain
were received in Chicago. bout 91 per cent of this was
delivered by t iie r ailroads--t he remaining 9 per cent coming in
by the Illinois and ::ichigan Canalf' In 1875 there were
carried about 12,900,000 tons on t lie roads of Illinois^" hile
this amount looks extre.aely small beside the traffic of any one
of the large roads of tod ly, it represented a great increase
over preceding years, These 12 ,900 ,000 tons were .:ade up of
7. Railroad Gazette, 18 73, p. 149.
. Table
^. 73a..
9. -2iie Illinois Central Railro^-d alone, on its bxisiness
within the state, carried 22,500,000 tons of freight in 1914.
Public Utilities Commission Report, 1914 - p. 75.
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various product 3 in approximately the following proportions:
grain, 23 per cent; flour, 45 per cent; manufacturer, in-
cluding agricultural irai)lements, 5 per cent; live stock, 9
per cent; coal, 16 per cent; and general mercliandise, 20
^10.per cent. Jnis list shows a.iiong other tilings the close
relation, then ezistin;;, betv;eea agriculture and the rail-
roid 3
.
i'he passenger traffic of the same year amounted to
334,115,000 passen:;er-!aile 3 , >D0ut one-seventh the volu;.ie
of the passenger traffic on steam roads in 1914. x^he
population of the sta>^e since 1875 h slightly rnore than
doubled, in other words the passenger service did not reach
as large a proportion of the people as it does today.
While these statements of freight and passenger traffic seem
small according to our ore sent standards, they are,, never-
theless, evidence that the r-iilroads uau by 1870 and 1875
made possible the settling of the state and the estaolish-
ing of an extensive industry.
i'he original attitude of the people of Illinois tov/ard
the transportation firoblem was that the railroads v/ere to
serve a public function and therefore sliould be ov/ne d and
operj,ted by the state. .fter the failixre of tlie state
10. Compiled from reports of Railroad and Warehouse Com-
mission 1875. I!he report is so incomplete that the resiilts
can tee considered only rough .approsimat ions
.
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ovmed "Nortliern Gross i-ine" and the abandonin'^ of t lie internal
improvement program about 1840, tliis idea was given up. Then
private construction v/as favored b-at v/itli large and valuable
subsidies and a close connection betv;een railroads and 3tate.
Under this olicj tiie Illinoio Central v;as built in 1853 and
the Crovernor of Illinois v/as made ex officio a member of the
board of directors.
-^s the joeople of each town and county
sav; the iDrosperity of the railroad towns they began to clamor
for roads for themselves. In order to get the:ii,both private
individuals and the corxjorate governmental bodies subscribed
to large amounts of stoci^:, ind the villages and counties
bonded themselves heavily and at excessive rates of interest
to assist in the construction of lines. xhe attitude v/as
anything but antagonistic. ilhis phase reached its highest
point in the tax grab law of 1869 which permitted counties
to bond themselves and to deduct from t ae incre i,je of state
taxe^ (which v;ould naturally t i>e 'lace by the rise of v.-lue
of tiie land) enough to pay the interest on tnese bonds.
This was in essence to divert a part of the taxes due to tne
state into the treasury of the railroads without any oppor-
t'anity for approval or disapproval of the particular pur-
pose by the state. V."hile in effect it greatly stimulated
railway ai d .''"''"* V/hj.t we v/ish to point out here is that these
acts disclose a ratiier p at r oni ing attit-ade of the ^.eople
11.' rhis law was declared unconstitutional by the Illinois
Supreme Court in 1674, Banicers' iiagaaine, 1874 , p. 77.
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to the railroads. The railroads were loolced upon as a
public blesoiii-;, ji d there was no thought of regulating
tae;n or interfering in .?Jiy way. It v/as folt th>!.t com-
petition was the surest way to secure lov/ rates and this
led to the building of more Foads.
By the t iine this movoinent had reached it3 climax a
counter moveraent had definitely set in and was soon to be-
come the dominating policy of the state in regard to rail-
v/ays. 2he libei ili^y of the people of the state in grant-
ing gifts on the strength of any proposed railv/a,y scheme
had, along with other conditions, raised up new class of
promoters who built roads with no capit j,l of their own and
who often did not seriously intend to operate the lines but
only to dispose of the-ii, selling the stocli at whatever price
1they could commanO..'" 'j?hu3 it v/\.s often found when the road
was finished that there was no real economic justification
for it. Ihe idea th.ii; competition was the surest preven-
tive of hi^'h rates on railrcids as well as in other indus-
tries was not at all confined to the v/est in 1870. .,e
hear proposals on all sides of more ro/.do to secare low
rates but, in the states liice Illinois, this belief was
embodied in an acting policy. x'ne roads of the ..est, ^nd
this applies especially to Illinois, were built too rapidly,
12. Buclc, G-ranger Llovement
, p. 10; Cleveland and Powell,
Railroad Promotion eto; pp. 204-211; Hat ion, Llarch 4, 1875.
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As a result the traffic was not large enough, to enable the
rates to be lowered. Railways are operated on increasing
returns and v/ithin very v/ide limits the prerequisite of
lov/er rates is increase! traffic. The result of this
over -build ins was a fierce competition for business. But
the results of this competition, in turn, were quite dif-
ferent rror;i tiiose ez 'ect jd by the people who had encouraged
r.iilv/ay builL.in:-;. in this case the result was to malie
r -t e 3 low at one point and high at another. -it the towns
where competition was Iceen rates were dropped to cost or
below an.', 'die loss was i.;ade up at non-cornpet ing points.
Larger amounts were often charged for a short haul between
non-coiiipeting points than for a longer haiil between cor.i-
petitive poin:s. Strong and influential concerns obtained
consej-iions which were from the point of view of the rail-
roads balanced by an additional tax on the 3.nall shippers.
In a word, all the evils legislated against in the Inter-
state Goinmerce .ct , 17 years later, existed in Illinois in
1870. The manager could hardly be blamed for following
such X iOlicy. He held his osition at the pleasure of
the st oclcholde rs and the weight of power of that body was
in the East. To whit means he resorted was a matter of
little interest to the stockholders as long as they
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received dividends. Even with all the i^u est ion able means
adopted by managing officers the dividends were not always
forthcoming;. Thus the farmer-investor wa,s disappointed in
both his hopes for dividends and for lov; freight rates for
his grain. It must be said that the generalization so
often .aade, to the effect that the toj.j.^ of the o::t were
b-ailt by cap it ^,1 of the East and of Europe, does not tell
the whole story. ^\ considerable aniount of capit .il (exactly
hov; much it is impossible to say because of the paucity of
stoclc ownership records) v;as subscribed by the people of the
... - jartly by individtials and to a greater extent by the
locil governmental units, vjuch investments, it is triTe,
v/e re m.ide not primarily for the sxKe of the direct finan-
ci-'-l returns but rather to induce the proposed railway to
build through cert i,in tovms instej,d of through the rival
loc-lities. ITe vert hele ss
,
having invested their money,
it was an added source of dissatisfaction that no returns,
or at best lov.' returns, were f orthcomixig.
xMie farmers of tne state by 1870 were discontented.
Other classes seemed prosperous but the more grain the
far.r.ers pro cue od the lej3 they coiild get for it. Prices
were falling and freight rates at least at non-c 0:npet ing
13.
pointd did not fall. Probably the railway officials
13. Of. P^ine, Orange r Movement in Illinois, -g, 17.

could not have helped matters in thio respect very ;nuch but
in another respect t lie y could h.tve done much better. 'That
is in the attitudd v/hich they evinced toward the public.
From the general manager down to the meanest station hand,
everyone connected v;ith a railroad assumed an air of officiou
superiority. This was an extremely shortsighted policy and
accordin-: to a contemporary authority was one of the imoor-
t ant C..UJG3 of t..ic bitter j.ttit-ade of the people to the rail-
14.roads in the early se vent ie j , ' This saine v/riter gives it
as his opinion that,taicen as a class, the manners of the em-
.:;loyees of western road 3 were probably the worst .j,nj. most
offensive to be found in the civili-jed v/orld. "A ticl-iet
is sold, and the purciiaser is at the same time made to feci
that a favor has been conferred uv^on him--that he is on no
account to asic any questions,— and indeed had best speedily
remove himself out of tne wa^. The gruffness of tae bag-
gage-master is, as a rule, only excelled by his violence
15.
to t he baggage .
"
This Y/as the situation in 1870. It seems we must aay
in su mary that up to that time the roads had hauled i con-
siderable tonn-ige, they hj,d made the rich lands of the state
available, they had dnabled many important industries to be-
come permanently fixed in the state. But, on the other
14. G. p. -^dams, Jr., ITorth .merican Review, April 1S75.
15. -Ibid. D. 402.
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hind, tliey had charged in many cases •aneq_ual and exorbitant rates.
Perhaps in the a 'gregate the railv»-ay income v/as not excessively
large but the effect of this policy of rate fixing by co.'veti-
; ion v/j,s i nt ole r-able .
The growing sense of v/rongs, encouraged by the tactless
attitude of the railro i-d managers, finally led to a wid e spre-id
demand for a change of legislative vjolicy toward the railro-.ds.
This policy v/as exhibited in tlie v/ork of the constitutional
convention in framing t he .c onst itut i on of 1370 and in the acts
vviiicj-i follov/ed the ratification of t .lat document. Tiie consti-
tution and these subsequent acts are commonly referred to j.s
IS.
t iie Granger laws. It lias often been pointed out that this
apoelation ^-^'^ strictly accurate. The truth seems to be
ti'ij.t tne movement especially in its origin cannot be laid .t
the door of the farmers' associati on from which it tool: its
n.une but, rather, tuat thi^. ^ociation and the movement
against railroads and monox^olies in every form, were results
1 7
.
of a commion set of forces. * It was generally understood that
t'fie railro ,0. u- obi em v/as one of the principil s'abjects for
tiifj consideration of t lie conventioii. In the c onst i u ut i on
as finally siibmitted to the people, railroads and other cor-
porations .;.nd warehouses liold i. ^^roininent place. Jome of
ti^o c.i-ief " ';risions will oe note^i.
.
16. Bucii, The G-ranger Ilovement ; l?aine. The Granger Ilove-
raent in Illinois; G. --.dams, Jr., Worth .raerican Reviev/,
Aprils, 1875; Gordon, Railway -legislation in Illinois.
17. Gf. Paine, op. c it . 31.
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3uch acts Ox the General Assemoly as the "t.o: ?;rab" laws
mentioned above were x^rohibited by sx^e ci f i cal ly stating that
the legislature should not have power to release any minor
yolitic .1 ilivi si on fro:n its share of strito taxes, and that all
1 3 •
state taxes must be paid into the state tre..3ury. * .ill local
aid to railroads or other private corporations through sub-
scription to stock or donation or loan T/as prohibited 'rhe
proviso that tiiis should not prohibit s abscriptiotu v/nere J^^ch
subscription was authorized prior to adoption of the new con-
stitution, resulted in a rush of railroad incorporation and
local aid in order to take advant af-^e of the favorable state
liV.s. ' Ho corporation v/as to be created by a special law.^
Consolidation of parallel or competing lines was prohibited.
Railroads T/ere declared to be piiblic highways, "free to all
persons for the transportation of their persons j,nd property
thereon imder such regulations as may be jJ^e scribed by law".
The geneKal assembly was required to pass laws to correct
abases a-nd prevent unjust discrimination and extortion and to
enforce such laws by adeq[uate penalties, b^it the const itii-
tion did not specify the method of enforcement v/hich was
later adopted, that of a mandatory co;:rmi ss ion. ^inother and
most important requirement was that the General Assembly
should from time to tine oass laws establishing reason. ble
m ax iraum rates.
13. Constitution of 1870 irt , IX sections 5 and 7.
19. In many cases v/he re such aid ^ad been granted t lie roads failed

Thus the c ons t it --at ion not only empov/ered the legislation
fix re^^ojL-ble rates but, oe cause of the fear of the constitu-
tional convention that t lie legislature v/ould "be composed of
:':ien v/h.0 would not use this "power, it was required that the leg
islature should pass such acts. Obviously this coiild have
only a moral force for there is no legal means of forcing the
legislature to pass acts ag^-inst its own v/ishes. Legally,
t lie implied power of the legislature to control r^to^
neither increased or impairod by this provision, and in fact
there was no need of such a requirement, for the legislature
of 1871 v/as as much dominated by the revj re sent at i ve s of the
farmers as was the coas t itut ion ^1 convention. Ihey im-
;:iodiately set about to pass acos to give force to the policy
expressed in tiae constitution. The c o n st i tut ic nal injunction
concerning maximum rates was met by stating tnao dn j.ny day
the rate should not be higher than the rate for the corres-
pofiding day in 1870. This awkward and arbitrary arrxnge-
:;ieui; v/as made even worse by the fact that the rates of 1870
had fluctuated widely and sliarply. This T/as the only at-
tempt in Illinois to fix rates by direct legislative action.
13. to comjily with the requiytsraent s . .n effort v/as m de by
a bill proposed in the Senate in 187-3 to ijermit local goy-
ernmentsto transfer such aid to other road's but it f wile d. to
pass. Railroad Ga:iette, 1873, p. 179.
20. • Constitution of 18 70, .^rt . XI
.
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Hae laws of 1371 established maximum passenger fares based
on a cla3si :: ic j.t ion of the roado into five groups accordins to
gross earnings. Fares varied according to the clajs of ro id
21.
from 2% to 5 cents per mile. Discrimination was prohibited;
the title of the act specified unjust di scri.riinat ion , bixt the
act itself did not so limit the prohibition, and it was on this
gro'and t ?iat it v/is l-ater declared unconstitutional by the state
ouprerae Court. Liaximum ciiarges for storage of griin in
warehouses were fixed. Ihe Railroad and V/arehouse Commission
\/i.s established, ^at its pov;ers were so limited that, prac-
tically, it could only exact reports of earnings, traffic et
cetera from the roads and act as public prosecator in cases
wh ere the 1 av/ v/a s v i o 1 at e d
.
3y 18 73 the state Supreme Court had declared unconsti-
tutional the act to prevent discrimination; the people were
aroused to a higher pitch of enthusiasm for railway reg-ala-
tion than before. Jhe result was that a more far reaching
E 6
.
railway law was passed by a very large majority. It
provided that the charging of more than a fair or reasonj.ble
rate constituted extortion and it reouired the commission
to prepare a schedule of rates for passengers and freight
v;ai ch , rat es should be taken as pr im j. facie evidence of
21. .-ublic Laws, 1871-72
, p. 640
22. 51 Illinois 11.
23. '"House 125 to 10; Senate 36 to 5.
It
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roasonablene .liS in all suits. rhis was an important modification
of the comraon lav/ doctrine whicii compelled the state in case of
dispute, to prove the unreasonableness of the rate charged by
the carrier. She burden of proof was shifted to the carrier.
In spite of the relatively sparse traffic, the high rates,
the keen competition result in^i' in discriminations oetween per-
sons and places and other evils of the time, constr-act ion con-
tinued. .It hough profits in bona f ide railroad operation
v;ere impi'obable still the possibility of great gains from build-
inf^ railroads to sell and from using a railroad as a mere basis
of financial profiteering still ejcisted. x'his condition of
if fairs was not confined to Illinois, and finally the whole
system of building for the future, speculation and extravagance
oroke down in the panic of 1373. ^'he panic v/as follov/ed by
a long period of depression v.'"aich lasted in some lines of busi-
ness until 1879. The panic and the subsequent depression 3i:n-
_>ly Giiecked rail\.--y development and allowed the industries and
population of the state to catch up with it.
The rapid grov/th of railway traffic was likewise stopped,
.e have only estimates of the total tonnage in t ae scate in
those years, but from these estimates it appears that the
amount of traffic remained about atationary betv/wen 1872
, for
Gxample and 1875. It was .-/bout twelve million tons in each
ye .a-. By 1080, when the effect of the depression h,:,d v/orn

66a
AVERAGE FREIGHl^ AUD PASSENGER RATES 13 70 -191'^*
111 inoi s Unit ad St at es
(1) (2) (3) (4) .
Ye ar Fre ight Pas senge r Fr e ight Pas senge r
2.43 4. 1.389
1871 1.789
18 7? 1 . 846
1.613
1 8 74 1.520
1 8 7 1 .421
1 8 7X O 1 U 1.217
1 ft 7 7X D 1 f 1.286
1 a 7 ftX w f u 1.296
1 ft 7 QX W f 1.153
X O Q v 1.32 3.28 1.232
1 ft ATX O O X 1 • 2 9 2.68 1.138
X O W 1 • 2 6 2.51 1.102
1 ft ftX O O «J 1.09 1.205
1 88 4-X VJ Q *x 1.12 1.13b
X O O .96 2.2 1.011
1 8 ft nX O ^ 1.16 2.37 r\ r\.999
1 8ft 7
. 9 84
1 8 ft 8X vj O O 1 .06 2.2 9
. 941 2 . 345
1889
. 836 2. 038 n o o 2.155
i1890 .332 2,066
. 941 2.156
1891 .877 2.15 C? Q K
. o y o 2.133
189?
.860 2.09
.898 2.120
1 8 93 2.409 .878 2.105
[1894 2.31
.8 60 1.980
i
L 8 9 2.2 6 .839 2.330 i
139G
. 800 2.07
. 806 2.019
!
1897
. 798 2.022
*5teig:ht rates in cents per ton mile.
ann r-^sseng'iir rates in ataits per passenger niile

•-.VliRAGi] ATiD PASiSHGEE RATES (cont.)
Year Freight Passenger Pre i gilt Pas senger
1898 . 753 1 . 973
1899 .7 71 2.922 . 724 1. 925
1900 . 720 . 729 2 .003
1901 2 .146 . 750 2.013
1902 . 696 1 . 932 . 757 1 .986
1903 i763 2.006
1904 .7 80 2. 006
1905 . 691 1. 812 .766 1. 962
1906 . 748 2. 003
1907 . 759 2.014
1908 .754 1. 937
1909 . 656 1. 719 . 763 1. 928
1910 ^648 1. 717 . 7 53 1. 938
1911 . 757 1.974
1912 • 656 1. 740 . 744 1.937
1913 . 647 1. 713 . 729 2.008
1914 . 635 1 .760 . 733 1. 982
Sources:- Col. 1. l^he Anim.il Reports of the Illinois
Railway and V.'arehouse Gommijsion. Rates given for
for the yearo from 1880 to 1886 are estimates made
by the Commission on the "basis of the rates reported
"by the leading railways of the state. In the later
years the figures given are compiled by the writer
from statistics given in the annuj,l re^^orts.
Col. 2. Hiilroad and Warehouse Reports.
Col. 3. Before 1900
,
JTev/comh, Rates of
charge, etc. After 1900, .nnual volumes of Sta-
tistics of Railways in the United States, Inter-
state Commerce Co.v.mi ssion
.
Col. 4. Statistics of Railways of the
United States, Interstate Commerce Commission.
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out , the tons carried were tv/ent y-t hree million or almost double
the amount of five years previou.3.
xiie rates in 1370 in Illinois had been for freight n .ver-
O /I
3.ge of 2.43 cents per ton-mile'."" xhis, ho\7ever, as v;e have
said, v/as an average and v/it h rates in such .i confused condi-
tion it probably re_jre sent eci the actual ..mount T)ald ixi very
few Cases. xnis was aboiit the s^sne level of rites that v;as
being paid on other roads of this group of states. Ihus in
Iowa, in the same year the freight rates were 2,42 cents per
ton-mile. ' Tne Illinois rates v/ere consider aoly higher,
however, than the average for the whole country, which WiS
26.
for 1370, 1.889 cent per ton-mile, ^ or passenger ser-
vice t;ie Illinois rate was also much above that for the
'Jnited States. Passenger fares in 1870 were betv/een 3]..
xnd 6 cents per mile; whilo the average for tlxe whole coun-
27.
trj in t ne same year was cents per mile.
D-aring the period of depression following 1875, tixe
rates v.ere lowered subst a.at ially . 'She Illinois Central
average rate per ton per mile declined fro;:: 1.916 cent . in
1873 to 1,523 cent in 1879; the AltoK • from 1.864 to 1.054
in the sa;ne time; and the Jt. Louis, Vandalia and Terre
ilaute from 1.55o to . 930 . Other examples are given in the
accompanying table,
21. Railroad a Warehouse GQ]Timi3sion Report, 1875
, p. v
2 J, Dix on-State Railway Central, p. 44
2o ITewco.mb, Changes in the rates of charge for railway and
other transportation services. Bulletin no. 15, 'Oiv, of Stat.
U . u . ;t , of - : » '0 . 1 -
^ ^

A^RAGS l^.I^IGHT ?ATZS 0? ClT^T'nT ?.AIL*"\YS 0?2RATII^G ITT ILLINOIS
In Cents Per Ton-Kile.
111. Chi.andG.B.&Q.'^t .Louis Big Rock G.and
Central Alton Zlnst ofVandalia. Pour Island '^.I.
I.!iss. 5:TerreH,
1870 1.953 1.963 2.028 1.286 2.316
71 2.077 1.9'^8 I..'^67 1.220 2.369
72 1.923 1.789 1.738 1.198 2.229
73 1.916 1.854 1.609 1.556 .1.187 2.002
74 1.881 1.917 1,656 l.''^26 1.076 1.871
75 1.692 1.650 1.658 1.299 .883 1.688 1.381
75 1.5-7 1.438 1.391 1.190 .720 1.693 1.285
77 1.719 1.351 1.322 1.191 .837 1.563 1.151
78 1.616 l..'^54 1.211 1.073 .742 1.539 1.089
79 1.523 1.054 1.110 .930 .696 1.429 .963
1880 1.543 l."06 1.077 1.047 .792 1.209 .925
81 1.522 1.241 1.156 .905 .671 1.220 .911
82 1.417 1.253 1.091 .908 .706 1.281 .949
83 1.433 1.128 1.032 .979 .751 1.170 .849
84 1.368 1.008 .973 .843 . 633 1.097 .803
85 1.307 1.0C9 .956 .730 .579 1.043 .741
86 1.157 .961 .949 .792 .679 1.071 .711
87 1.087 .946 .879 .788 .700 1.012 .578
88 1.069 .973 .789 .794 ..685 .964 ..627
89 .839 .525 .867 .787 .675 .971 .610
1890 .942 .898 .813 .858 .674 .995 .601
91 .934 .980 .862 .908 .683 1.039 .588
92 .908 .973 .851 .886 .910 1.055 .513
93 .845 .949 .815 .871 .701 1.039 .589
94 .839 .974 .783 .842 .649 .989 .633
95 .808 .994 .770 .838 .651 1.084 .589
96 .745 ..925 .741 .856 .631 1.017 .540
97 .671 .891 .784 .819 .614 .958 .509
98 .695 .866 .813 .659 .545 .966 .512
99 .688 ..800 .773 .702 .541 .996 . .485
L900 .650 .794 .76 3 .583 .987 .483
Adapted from; Chan es in the r3bes of Change for Rail-.vay an:
other Transportation Services. (^e-i'-comb.
)
Bulletin Ho. 15, 'iscellaneous Series,
Division of Statistics, U.S. Department of
Agriculture.
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It will at once be perceived that an average of tlie se rates
would be much lower than the average for the state as given above,
2.43 cents per ton-mile. It is hardly necessary to say that
chis apparent discrepancy is due to the fact that the roads
selected for this table v/ere the largest and rriost efficient roads
of the state and, consequently, their rates would be considerably
lov/er than an average of the rates of all the roads of the state.
'She uniform decline of these rates after 1 870 is fairly typical
of the tendency of rates throughout the state.
This reduction in rates v/as probably in large part a re-
sult of charging what the traffic would bear. In such a
period as this there v^ras little incentive to ship goods, and
in order to tempt out the traffic at all lov/ rates were nec-
essary.
-Ldded to this was the influence of the new railv/ay
legi slati on.
'fhe roads at first gave scanty respect to the new lav/s
and to the commission .appointed to supervise their business.
I'hey bitterly resented any attempt of the state to regulate
rates and went on in their old v/ays without anjr regard for
the railway legislation. During the long period in which
t'e commission was prosecuting lines in cases which were to
test the constitutionality of the laws the situation re-
mained much ..s it was in 1870 except for the fact mentioned
.3 7. Ibid; p. 6 7
2 3. p . 68 .
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tliao rates v;ere becoming lower. 'Jhis v/as ^jrobably due not so
niucli to tiae enactments of the legislation as to natural forces
of trade that \7ould have v;orlced tiieniselves out, regardless of
2 9
state interference. Professor Hadley mentions the mar>ed
3decline in rates betv;een 1970 and 18S4. * 2hus the rates on
the roads of llew Yorlc state declined from 1.7 cent per ton-
mile to .8 cent; in Ohio from 2.4 cents to .9 cent, and on
the ITev; Yorlc Central Lines, from 2.4 cents to .3 cent. He
iscribes this reduction to (l) decreased costs due to im-
provements and (2) competition. V/liatever v/ere the ca-ases
of this general decline of rates, the important fa^^. the
present connection is that they did decline and that there-
by/ the cost of transportation to the people of Illinois v;as
lov.ered.
^i.s we have said t lie railroads paid little heed to the
commission's schedule of maximiim rites durinf^ the period of
litigation. 3ut after 1380 ^"hen the porv/er of the commission
to make such a schedule of rates had been upheld people be-
gan to demand .new ratestijat would be considerably lower
than those first established. 2his dema;.^ iooK the form
of a resolutioii of the legislation in 18oi re q.ue sting the
'.ailroad and Warehouse Commission to draw up such a schedule,
-cting upon this resolution a new schedule v;:^,3 constructed
39. The Hail road and V/arehotise Commission in its report for
1875 gives a summary of the work of the com.raission, and refers
to-tjie great lowering of the rates both passenger and freight.
3ut the lov/ering of rat e s pr oceeded quite as rapidly in the
four years preceding the schedule of maximum rat.js as in the
years following.
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v/liicli abandoned the old wyst em of clacsifying- roads into rive
groups. In place of this classification was adopted one putting
the roads of Illinois in tv;o classes. A passenger rate of
3 cents per nile v/as established for all roads in the state.
The freight rates specified were lower than those of the ore-
•3 [Dvious schedule by 30 per cent , and they were lower than the
legal rates of adjoining states by 25 to 33 per cent.^^*
larked as this reduction appears it was probably not much
greater than had b-en the actual decline of rates since 1873.
inirther reductions were made in ..pril, 1832 but these aroused
a storm of protest from the roads and threats to malce a polit-
ical issue of the order; so the Co;:mission in ..ugust modified
, ,
33.
.nis secona oraer. 'fhe August schedule was accepted by every
road Of the state and their tariffs were issued in conformity
therewith. The commission stated that it had fixed its
maxima high enou-h to permit of considerable freedom in ad-
justing ratus to meet competition?'^'
Ve do not find here the 1-ieen anti-railroad feel in- of
1870. She disastrous effect of the panic of 1873 upon the
railroads of the state as shown by the cessation of coastruc-
^ion and the large proportion of the lines in banlcruptcy made
30. Railway Transportation, p. 104.
31. Railroad and .Varehouse Report, 1881; 15-18.
32. Commercial and Financial Chronicle, 188 2 io. 53133. Ibid, p. 120
.
34. The commission's schedule fixed only maximum class rates.In practice many coy:miodity rates vvere given lower than the clas
rates of this schedule.
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tiie people rather cloubt the wisdom of their strenuous eiTforts
to regulace. i)he "Potter Lav;" in Wisconsin (a lav/ vmich had.
rediiced all rates to the level of the rates at competitive
..ints) VMS repealed in 1876 after tv/o years' trial. '^^* Jhe
Illinois cornraission adopted a very conservative policy in
fixing its echediile of rates. The naxiraum was made hi^jh
enou:;h so that the roads could have considerable freedora in
adjust in^j rates to meet competition. In most cases, it
adopted a policy of acting as arbiter rather than as public
prosecutor as the original lav/ apparently required. a?he
viol .t ions by no means ended v. ith the establishment of the
validity of the granger laws by the United States Supreme
Oourt in 1877. In 1800 there were brought before the
Illinois Commiaeion 47 formal complaints of which 25 v/ere
for extortion, i.e., unreasonably high rates, 13 for unjust
discrimination, and 9 for other offences. Jhat the cora-
;ni3Sion wa^s m.alcing itself felt ia indicaterl by the stren-
uous protests of large manufacturers wno claimed that the
^'unjust discrimination" of re.'i^iiring large shippers to
pay exactly the same rate per car as Si.iall shippers v/ould
Irive from the state "millions of busine s s . ' Periiaps
no better commentary on the business standards of an
earlier day could be given than this instance of righteous
indignacion of "leading manuf actiirer s" at being asked to
35. V/riters on the Granger legislation have usually taicen
the vviev.' that those laws acted to greatly limit earnings,
to discourage the investment of foreign capital in the
granger states and to checlL building. (See for example
Hadley Railroad transportation, p. 134). The opposite viev/
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"3 7pay the same rates j.s the small shipper for similar service.
.ift;er the granger cases had been decided the roads gradiially
assumed a much more conciliatory attitude to the state and to
the people, not only in Illinois but throughout the v/estf"^' The
comx^laints against the roads for violations of the railwj,y lav/
jecame fev/er and fewer. By 1884- the number of cases coming
oefore the Railroad and Warehouse Gominission had been reduced
to three, all of v/hich concerned the q_tiestion of discrimination,
and in some years following that, there v;ere no cases of any im-
portance.
-Wms by 18 85 v/e find conditions much better than they v/ere
fifteen years earlier. l^he rates were much lower, the traffic
uandled was greater, the relation of the railroads to the ship-
pers v/as more friendly. She average rate was then 2.2 cents
_.er _,:ile for passenger traffic and ,96 cen^ per tQn-mile for
freight, rates which would compare favor-ably with those of
other parts of the country at that time. The freight traffic
of the state had increased from 12 million tons in 1872 to 3-x-.5
million tons in 183 5
=
55 cont inued
, . . is supported by statistical evidence compiled
.)y Charles R. Detrich, Journal of Political Economy, ll":237.
36. Railroad Gazette, 1831 - p. 731.
37. Strangely enough the railroads also objected to the re-
quirement of like char.;es for like services. l^he Chicago,
Burlington and iuincy predicted that it would lose v500,000
per year, and the Illinois Central asserted that they would
lose fully .,:1,OjO,000. i^he edition of the Railroad Gazette
reminded the people of Illinois that this would mean ,;70,000
less per year t o be paid into the state treasury by the Illinois
Cent-ral under it s 7 per cent tax. Raiiroad Gazette, 1831-p. 704.
38. Clark, State Railroad Commissions, p. 37.

1 3o,
&ROwa?H 0? RAIL-.7AY TRAFFIC IIT ILLINOIS
s^xi^l^iLi^ PASSENGERS
Year 'Hons Carried Tons Carried Passengers Passengers Carried
One Mile Carried One Kile
334 ,115 ,234^
499 ,000,000°
574,000,000
900 ,000,000^^
1015,730,000
1754 ,909 ,326
2135 ,000 ,000
2411 ,117,000
1872 12 ,000 ,000
,000^1875 12 ,900 ,000 1 ,449, 118
1880 2 3 ,297 ,000 b
,000
11 ,047 ,35 3
1 8 d 5 34 ,571,000 3 ,025, 300 20 ,603 ,000
1890 4 8 ,364 ,000 tjr ,271, 377 ,000 23 , 600 ,000
1895 59 ,000 ,000 6 ,697
,
000 ,000- 38 ,028 ,000
1900 88 ,0 .0 ,000 8 ,000
,
00
D
,000 42,153 ,000
1905 123 ,548 ,000 12 ,578, 217 , J 53,547 ,000
1910 186 ,366 ,000 19 ,232, 000 ,000 31 ,152 ,000
191^ 205 ,642,000 21 ,928
,
272 ,000 90,854 ,000
a. Estimate the Railroad and V/a re house
Conunission of 1875. Rep^)rt of 1 875
,
p . 13
.
b. Estimated on basis of tons carried and
miles in the average haul.
c. To make the figures comparable the es-
timated traffic of elevated lines
was subtracted from the figure given
b;/ the Comnission, In siibseqiient
years steam and elevated roads are
reported separately and only figures
for the former are given in above
table
.
All others taken from different volumes of Rail-
road and V/areiiouse Commission Reports.
t
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2he ccantry passed through another depression in 1834 and
1885 but it 3 results upon the railways and other industries of
the state were not nearly so serious as the results of the gxnic
of 18 73 which v/as distinctly a railv/ay panic and was followed
'yj a long period of ciepression The railroads operating in
1 11 ino i s reported during this period (1880 to 1835) gross earn-
ings as follows for the years
3 9.
ending June 30:-*
Ye .IV 'Jross Earning Per cent of increase or loss
com-oared wit/i precedi n'^:^ year.
1881
13 32
1883
13 34
13 35
^175,073,250
189,352,978
214,146,915
210 ,228 ,068
li9 ,125,334 :i T . 62 " "
i'he years 1834 and 1885 v/ere mariced by a large production
of corn and other food stuffs in Illinois, but the prices were
lov/ and as a result ^in many cases, it hardly paid the farmer
40
to ship his prodizce at the previiling freight rates. Jhis
led to another demand on the part of the people and some of
their representatives in the legislature'^"'"f o r a lower schedule
59. 'i^hese figures are for the entire line of the roads re-
porting to the Railway and V/arehouse Commission and not alone
for that part of the business done within the borders of
Illinois. The Illinois business yielded a gross return in
1884 of .:56,447,139 and in 1885, .,56,950,954.
40. Railway :.ge, 1885-p. 17.
"1. e.g.. Senator Streetor and the editor of the Chicago
J] r ibune
.
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of rates. i'liis demand v/as presented to tlie Railv/ay and ..are
ouse Commissioa. x'lie railv/ays reolied that the low price o
corn \y.!,s no fault of tlaeiro and that if they did lov/cr rates
it ill more, tv;o results v;ould follov;: (1) the roads v/ould be
xorced into bahlcruptc:/ and (2) the corn producer in Illinois
3-ild not be benefio..^ for if lov;;;;r rates obtained generally
the markets v/ould be even more glutted than they were then
42.
and prices would be lov/ered.
In support of tiie first claim the railways pointed to
the large number of receiverships in the country at that time
J-aring 1834, 37 roads in the United States, with a total of
1,038 jniles of line, passed into the hands of receivers.
One of tiiese W-is the .Vabash, which ovvned many important lines
in Illinois, Besides this, it v/as shown that comparatively
few railways of the country were vble to pay dividends j.nd
that some of them besides those in the hands of receivers
lad been obliged to x^3,ss interest payments. It v/as shown,
'or example, that according to the Railway and V/arehouse
Commission's ileport for 1884, only nine roads in Illinois
jaid dividends. .mother writer claimed tiiat of the 75
roads in Ohio, but 10 paid dividends; and of the 35 roads in
Indiana but 4 p ai J. dividends. -ie concluded v;ith the state-
ment that these figures simmered down bring ox\t the fact that
42, Shis argument was advanced by the President of the Chicago
:.nd ..It on before the Railway and 7/arehouse Commission in 1885
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t he people in the nine states and one territory mentioned were
enjoying the iise of v4, 153 ,000 ,000 for vlS2,000,000 per.anniim
or 8 pe r cent
.
Obviously the compiler of the alcove figures accepted the
gross capitalization i-.s so much actual capital. There is
no way of Icnov/ing how much actual capital v/as inv^oted in the
railv/ays of these states, hut it is generally admitted that at
that time it v/,!,s much less than the nominal capitalization.
It is quite possible that, had a comparison been made of the
actual capital investment with the ;.;1 62 , 000 , 000 paid for its
use the rate of retiirn would have appeared much more just a-id
possibly would have shov/zi a fair return even in this year of
depression. It might also have been pointed out that if
Illinois roads were impoverished they were in no worse con-
dition than the lines of other par to of the country. In
the ten years 1874 to 1834 Illinois roads had been represented
in the list of best dividend paying investments. Hhus in
chis ten year period the Chicago, Burlington and ^iuincy had
led all other roads witji an average dividend per annii.a of
3,87 'xjer cent. ^ ae first ten roads of the country in tliis
respect in the order of their average dividend rate were:
(1) Chicago, Burlington and -oUincy, (2) Baltimore and Ohio,
(3) Eew Yor:^ Central, (4) Cnicago, Roclc Island and Pacific,
i3. Railway -:ige
,
1885-p. 53. _/aoted from New Yorl-: lliil and
Jxpre s s
.
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(5) Chicago and Alton, (6) Illinois Central, (7) Pennsylvania,
(8) Union Pacific, (9) Chicago, Llilv/aukee and 3t. Paul, (10)
^hicago and ITorthv/e st ern . All of these roads it v/ill be
noted depended to a greater or le^ss extent upon Illinois
44 .traffic.
nevertheless, these arguments had their v/eight v;ith the
coiTirnis s ions of that t Irae , and the Illinois Hailv/ay and .-'are-
aoiise Coramission declined to order a lowering of rates,
i'his called out an adnission from the railway papers that,
ile the co-.imis sionero - men of little or no railway
experience, they had shown a willingness to consider the
welfare not only of the farmers but of the railways as wellT
During this period the grov/th of inter-state business
and a comparative decline of importance of intra-state busi-
ness is apparent. i-'here had been a rapid increase of ex-
port grain trade via the Liississi^j_ji :iver and Hew Orleans
fro . 1375 to 1880 . i'he export of grain and flour by this
rovite had been in the earlier years about 1,000,000 bushels
and five years later had increased to about 12,000,000
46.
bushels. l^he Gulf route assiimed considerable proportions
and detracted greatly fro.;; liew York's relative importance.
i3etv;een 1330 and 1890 the Illinois Central began active con-
petition with the river route and fro::i the time it entered
the field the river trade \/,.s doomed. LIuch of the trade
14. Hallway Age Gazette, 1385-p. 321.
--5. 3e© for example Ry. .ge, 1885-p. 179.
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continued to go by IJevv Orleans, "but it was carried by railv/ay
rather tlian by boat.
Further, it should be noted that in the decade 1880-1890
manufactures began to develop in the Middle -West and therefore
the relative importance of the East in this branch of indus-
try tended to diminish. This v;as of great significance to
the north j.nd south lines such as the Illinois Central v/hich
had before depended upon grain, flour, and packing house
products carried to the cotton growing south. In the latter
part of the eighties manufactured goods and that heterogen-
eous class of goods knovm as general merchandise began to
assume greater importance to these north and south inter-
state lines. She efforts of the Illinois manufacturers and
jobbers to get reasonable rates into the southern territory,
will be discussed in another jpl nee ^
'
'I'he Illinois lines were extending out to the west; tue
second transcontinental line was opened in 1881'^''* and an-
4 9
otiier in 1884. * i'hroughout the country the dacade of the
eighties v/as mar iced by an increasing importance of interstate
- .
i5 0,
Du sine S3. Because of Illinois' geographic position between
Lake Michigan and the Ohio River nearly all of the increase
of east and west business passed over its railroads.
4o. Flour reduced to terms of bushels of grain. llipley, ilates
etc., p . 2 J
.
47. p. 10 4.
48.
., Sout hern. Pacific and Santa Fe.
49. ITo. Pac. and Oregon Short Line.
50. Industrial Corr!;-n i s s i o.n 19:250; ^.i.-^lev. Hates otn.
. 51
I
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'Irafiic, Rates and .Earnings, 1885-1893.
traffic, both passenger and freight, continued to increase
during this period. 'a?he toxis of freight handled in Illinois
T/as in 1885, 35. 5 million tons; by 1890 it was 48.3 million tons,
and in 1893, 61.7 million tons. Stated in number of tons
carried one mile, which is perha;ps a better indication of growth
of traffic, there v;ere in 1885, 5,025 million ton-miles, in 1890
4,271 million, and by 1893, 5.550 millions. She freight traf-
fic from t'le year 1875 to 1835 incroised in the proportion of
30.55. 'j?hus this remarkable feat of almost doubling the freight
traffic of the state in the decade 1S75 to 1855 was paralleled by
the development of the later period. Freight traffic ordinarily
is an excellent indication of the condition of industry. In
^his Cise, however, it must be remembered that not all this in-
crease, especially in the second period, was due to the indus-
trial growth of Illinois. Much af it must have been caused
by the development of the country to the west and southwest,
which resulted in much traffic passing thro^^gh Illinois but
not originating in the state.
rhe changing form of freight carried reflects somev/hat
the industrial changes going on in the state. Maniif actured
articles and coal tended to take a more and more important
rjosition at the expense of .jroducts of agriculture. The
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ca^nges would undoubtedly "be more raarl-^ed if v/e could separate
the distinctly Illinois traffic fror; that merely passing
throu^'h Illinois from the great grain district.
She products of mines and q^uarrie s (very lar.-rely coal)
formed 23 per cent of the freight in Illinois in 1875; by
1890 it was 30 per cent of the total. LikeT.-ise manufactur ed
products increased in importance from 5 per cent of the total
to 11 per cent. Products of agriciilture on the other hand
declined from 30 jpe r cent t o 21 per cent. Lumber also de-
clined from 10 per cent to 8.4 per cent, The classification
of freight handled in Illinois in the years 1875 and 1890
respectively is shown in the following table:
51
.
Classification of Freight
1875 IS 3
" per cent per c'ent
Products of Agriculture 30.4 21.2
Products of Animals 8.8 8.2
Products of :.-ines and quarries 23.2 30
Lumber 10.6 5.4
lie rchandi se 22. 23.
-.lanu fact lire 5
.
11.2
100.0 100.0
Zl, Compiled from Railroad and V/ar ehoiis e Reports. Data for
1875 were for v/hole of line while those for 1890 were for
Illinois business only. Furthermore different classification
was used in 1875
,
and, to malce it correspond to the one of
1890 (uded above), it v;as necessary to combine certain classes
of the 1873 schedule. I'hese facts make it impossible to attach
anything more than approximate accuracy to the above.
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This changing importance of asricaltur_.l products ani nan-
i^factiired goods was undouTatedly due to the growth of cities,
l^he growth of urbin centers acted in tv/o ways upon traffic.
First, it increased greatly the absolute amount of nanufacturc
s
and general merchandise offered for shipment and, second, it
at the same time built up a local m.aricet for agr i cult xiral prod-
uct and thus tended to lessen the proportion of the total farm
product Offered for shipment. By 1867 this latter tendency
was recognised by the railroads. The towns built up in
Illinois and Iowa were absorbing much of the agricultural prod-
ucts of the surrounding country. "True", remarked a contem-
52 .porary v/r it er "t hey also create traffic in general merchandise
ind manufactures which pay a higher rate, but this in practice
does not make up for the loss of heavy traffic in agricultural
products." The author of this statement asserted that this
was one of the forces impelling roads to reach out after long-
haal interstate traffic v/nioh v/as greatly increasing. Liven
by this year (lffi87) one v/estern line, having its eastern ter-
minus in Chicago, depended upon interstate traffic for 90
53.
per cent of its tonnage.
52. Hallway Gazette, 1887-p. 847.
53. Ibid.
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-fter the depreosion of 1334 the railroads of the country
quiclcly recovered l;o that by 1885 railv/ay huildins was again
being pxiSiied v/ith great energy in tiie xie v; country to the west.
It Was pronounced the best btisiness year since 1880. In
1387 railwn,y earnings were the heaviest ever known and over
12 ,000 miles of line were built mostly west of the "issouri
55.
River. This was the situation for t lie country at large.
Illinois railroads dia not jhare in this prosperity. 2here
y;.l3 le^j freight hauled in Illinjis in 1886 than in 1835 and
v/hile 1837 showed a slight improvement in the amount of bus-
iness, rates were so demoralized by the severe competition
of v;estern lines that earnings rei::_ined low. Fifteen com-
panies operating in Illinois had passed into hands of re-
ceivers during the panic of 1 884- , * and in 1886 twelve were
5 7
still under the control of the courts. But by 1838 ne-rly
all these had boen sold at foreclosure or otherwise reorgan-
ized. The financial condition of some of the roads of
Illinois on the other hand v/as exceptionally good. in-
dication of this is the success of the Illinois Central in
18S6 in disx)Osing of an issue of 3t/ per cent bonds at par
on the London marl-ret. The London Economi st refers to it
as "an unparalleled feat in the history of American rail-
ways." Only ten years before, the same company sold its
53
.
six per cent bonds at par.
54. Financial Review, 1387.
55. '" Financial Review, 1888.
56. Railroad and V/arehouse Report, 1885, p. VH.
57. Railroad and V/arehoxise Report, 1886,
53. Bditorial in Railway G-a^ette, 1336
, p. 555 g^aot ins: London
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But with the exception of this aftermath of the panic the
earnings and traffic ia Illinois increased consistently. The
5 9.
earnings of 1685 in Illinois * v;ere about 53.9 .iiillion doll^irs,
by 1893 they were 85.8 million dollars, an increase of 50.7
60.
per cent in eight ya ar s . v/hen we recall that this was a
period of declining rates the great increase of earnings bears
strong testimony to the rapid economic development of the state,
it is all the more remarkable in view of the fact that Illinois
v/a,s no longer one of the new frontier states. _it the very be-
ginning of this period we hear reports of Illinois farmers
emigrating westward to take up homesteads, as the eastern far-
61.
mers had come to Illinois a generation before.
Oross earnings are imr)ortant as shov/in; the economic
growth of the state but from the point of viev/ of the railroad
qnd its stockholders it is not t iie test of prosperity. This
possible divergence between gross earnings and profits is
illustrated by the fact that while the gross earnings of six
Chicago roads increased by 37 per cent between 1882 and 1892
the profits showed a decrease of 27 oer cent. These lines,
the Chicago, Burlington and ;uincy,' liocic Island; 3t . Paul;
5 8 cent inued. .2conomi st .
59. .ifter 1884 reports are available for the business of the
railv/ays in Illinois alone.
60 on next page.
61. e.g.. Railway Gazette, 1836-p. 545.
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8hicarjo and Alt 04; Illinois Central and the Ghicaso iTorthwe st e
r
had in the period naiaed increased tiieir miles of line by 48 per
cent, their c-^-^it ^1 stoclc 37 per cent, bonds 67 per cent.
Gross earnings nad increased by 37 per cent but ox^erating ex-
penses had increased to such an extent that net earnings u'ere
little larger in 1G92 than ten years previous, v/hile the fixed
charges, d-tie to the great issues in bonds had increased by 39
per cent. It v/ill be noticed that all these lines v/ith the
exception of the Chicago and -ilton had been increasin - their
mileage outside of the state - the Illinois Central by ^Ciuir-
ing its southern lines, the others by building into sparsely
settled territories of the ".7es"c. i'or the time being, at
least, it was an unprofitable policy, but it was a result of
the sharply coraiDet it i ve conditions existing. If one road
built ext ensions t he otiiers had to/in self defense. It has
been in this v/ay tliat much of the railway b^^ilding of the
West ha-3 occurred. The same foree was manifested in an
earlier day in the biiilding of the Rocic Island and the
60. Gross iilarnings and Income in Illinois, Year ending
June 30:
1884 .;56,447 ,000
1885 55,960,000
1386 55,677,000
1B87 56,860,000
1838 61,333,000
1389 33,170,000
ill? 'H-mm
* 1892 81,793,000
1893 85,823,000
?rom annual Reports of Illinois Railroad and v/arehouse
IZ2V. i 3 3 i n .
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Chicj.5'0, Burlington and .^ixincy. I'liey v/ere extended to the
ilississippi uad then beyond, because neither the I.iichigan
Central nor the Lake Shore could afford to see the otrxer get
62the first connection v/ith thij river.
The after effects of the depression 1884 upon earnings
have bj-en not eJ . They were more marl^ed in the Middle ".Vest
than in the 3ast but looking to the larger period, 1885 to
1893, Illinois roads were prosperous and their increj.se in
business indicates a rapid growth of the industry of the
state. In this period of eight years the gross earnings
of the roads froi.i Illinois business alone increased by 41
per cent. The j^ross earnings for the railroads of the
United States increased during the same period by 3? per cenS.'
3etv/een the s anie years the j;^.ileage of Illinois increased by
Oiily 15 per cent
,
* while tiiat of the United States increased
5 5by 38 per cent. ' Apparently, the increase in earnings and
traffic in Illinois was due to an increase in the business
of territory already exploited, while tliat for the country
j.t large is largely explained by the tapping of new sources
by nev/ly built lines.
•32. Pearson, Jarly American Railway Builder.
63. Railroad and V/arehouse Commission Reports, 1885 and 1893.
64.. Table p. 28.
)5. Poor's Lianual 1886
, p. IV; Interstate Co.amerce Commission,
''Statistics of Railways", 1893
, p. 11.
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1892 - 1914
Previous to the actual panic of 1893 tr_ere v/as little
indication of the decline in rates and earnings that v/as to
co;ne. G-ross earnings for the services rendered in Illinois
v/ere in 1891, ; 73 , 000 , 00 ; 1892, „;81 , 000 , 000 ; and in 1893
(year enO.ing June 30) ^85,00,000. >7hile the gross earnings
increased in 1893 over 1892 b;/ 4.9 oer cent the expenses in-
o a ,
creased b;/ 7.7 per cent. Biit even v/ith this increase of
expenses, dividends larger than those of the preceding year
-..ere possible. Jhe Railro.. d and 'warehouse Ooip.mission re-
ported that roads v/ere in oetter physical condition than
ever Ijefore. iTe verthele s s
,
signs of the impending crisis
existed. In 1892 there v;ere in the United States 32 roads
with 10,500 miles of lin-. in the hands of receivers, but
these were small lines and most of them were in the South.
IIo Illinois road passed into insolvency in 1892 and one,
the St. Louis, lit on and Springfield, wnich uad oeen in
that financial condition for some time, was released from
the control of the court by foreclosure sale.
In the fiscal year 1893 seven Illinois roads passed in-
to the receivers, bu.t they were small, unir^portant lines and
by the end of that year only 690 miles of Illinois road or
66. Railroad and V/arehoiis e Commission Report, 1893
, o. 9.
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67.
5.7 per cent of the total mileage T7as insolvent. Slie gross
earnings of Illinois increased from .,;81 , 000 , 000 to 85 , OOQ , 000
an increase not as 1 ar-^e as the years im.r.ediai: ely preceding
Out still hardly pr oral sing serioiis financial difficulties.
i^he next fiscal year brought the panic. G-ross earnings
on Illinois "business dropped fr0;n ^89, 000, 000 to .77 , 300 , 00.
*jJhe fall in earnings would have been even .Tiore maricec!. iiad it
not been for the increr.sed loassenger traffic created by the
Columbian Exposition at Ghicigo in that year. i'hus the
Ohio a go, Burlington and iuincy' s passenger earnings increised
by 23 ]per cent during the period of the exposition as compared
with the similar period in 1892. 3ut this v/j,s more than off-
5 8.
set by a decrease in freight earnings of 21 per cent. * Divi-
dends v/ere passed. i'he acid test was now applied to the fi-
nancial structure built up in the earlier years of rapid and
not alv/ays well considered exxjansion. On June 30, 1894,
192 comiDanies in the United States were in the hands of re-
ceivers, of v/hich 126 had been consigned thereto during the
preceding year. The total mileage operated by these do-
faalting companies was 40,818. x'he stoclc and bonds affected
by receivership aggregated j2 , 500 , 000 , 000 , one-fourth of the
total railw.i-y capitalization.
67. it the same t i.ne 12,7 per cent of the lines of the United
ots^tes Y;er e insolvent.
58. Railroad Ga::ette, 1894, p. 47.
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In Deceniber the Santa Fe and. the St. Louis and S j.n. Francisco
succumbed to the strain and passed to the receivers. 'This
failure alone involved 9,345 iniles of line and approximately
v540,000,000 of capitalization. Only a co rapar at i vely small
part of the line was in Illinoi3 b'at by cont eniporar y obeervS^*
the downfall was ascribed to its years of inordinate aiibition
3
which culminated in the folly of the Ghica:2;o line.
Imong other lines which failed during the year, w-j.s the
Joledo, St. LOviij and ll-nsas City, having' a total of 451 .niles
only part of v;hich was in Illinois. '2h.o Chicago, ?eoria and
St. Louis (157 miles) better known as the Jacicsonvill e , Sotith-
e.,stern line passed to the receivers as did the J iclcsonville
,
Louisville and St. Lotiis (128 miles) one of its le.ised lines.
•The Uorth and Soiith, a fifty mile Illinois line i-lso failed.
Anotlier failure was that of the Chicago and northern Pacific,
a company which had constructed only 26 miles but had a total
71.
capitalization of ,;55 ,000 , 000 . As compared v/ith some other
states a very small part of the railway system succumbed during
this first year of troiible. The states of the South were most
adversely affeoted and after them the states farther v/est.
59. Railroad aazette, 1893, p. 951.
70. p. 25.
71. • Railway ;.ge, 1393, p. 901.
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But the test of this lej,n year also brought into prominence
other lines that had "built v;ell for the f-ature. i'he financixl
stability of the Chiciigo, anu ,.iton, for ex-ciiivjl e
,
brought forth
a f tvorable comment f ro :i the London Economi s? ? ' -ccording to
that paper, the Chicago and Hilton most nearly approached the
English railways in its low proportion of debt to capital stocic
and thiis in a lov; proportioii of prior charges to total inco.ie.
It may be noted in passing that the Chicago and Alton was one
of the larger and older lines of Illinois that had not taken
part in the movement toward western expansion. It had re-
mained J, distinctly Illinois road.
*
'2iie Illinois Central also passed through this and the
subsequent years of depression v/ithout being in serious dan-
ger at iny time. It paid 5 per cent dividends throAjh the
v/hole oerioa.
72. Economist, ::arch 3, 1894.
73. Jhis showing of the Illinois Central seems due to the fact
thit through the whole period of depression its operating revenue
decre.i.sed in only one year, 1895; and in tiiat year the managemexit
was able to reduce operating expenses, so that net earnings were
but little less than in the preceding years. Its operating re-
sults for tiiese years were:-
1892 1893 1894 1895 1896
J-ross earnings ^^19*291 ,;20,095 „;20,657 ^19*056 .,;22,002
Expenses ib Taxes 14 .070 1-^.285 14.369 13.253 1 4 . 962
Net earnings v5,221 ,.;5,811 ^6*288 ^5,788 ^7,040
Operating ratio 72. 93/j 71.08,3 69. 55-b 59. 63,3 63;S
Average rate per ton-mile 9I91' 85^^ 849C 81^ 759^'
Poor ' s "Manual 1893 and 189S.
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The general business depression, the natural reaction from
the excessive activity connected vath the world's f:i,ir, the
f ailure of the corn crops, and other factors contrihuted to "bring
the level of railv/ay earnings to in even lower level in 1895 than
in the preceding year. The gross earnings in Illinois were
,,'7 7,500,000 as compared with ^ 81 » 800 » 0*^0 of the previous year.
This year brought int:, the list of failures the Peoria, "lecit-ar
and i^vansville and the Louisville, li^vansville and 3t . xiOai..
each opeKat ing in Illinois and Indiana, each having betv/een 300
and 400 villes of line and each having about .;14,000 ,000 caxo-
7-'-italization.
During this period of panic and depression there was a
tendency for rates to decline. This came about in two ways.
Firsthand ^jerhaps most ef f ect i ve jWas the secret rate catting
v/hich Was the natural result of scrambling for a declining
traffic.
Besides this there was a lowering of rates through for-
mally published tariffs. Some of this was undoubtedly due
to the s j,me cause as the secret rate catting - e::ce.;sive com-
petition. Part of it was dwe to governmental action. Otir-
ing this period the Illinois Railroad and ..arehouse Goramissioti
gave their attention to the problem of classification which
in its last analysis is a question of relative rates. For
74, The Railway Age, January 4, 18 95.
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many years the shippers of Illinois and especially the jolabers
of Chicago h3,d complained that they were unfairly traated by
the fact that Illinois had not adopted the eastern classifica-
tion which in fact established lower rates than those prevail-
ing in Illinois. A single example wall suffice to show the
cause of complaint. If a Chicago jobber were in competition
with a Detroit jobber for the trade of 2. down state community
he v/ould have to ship under the Illinois classification and
rates, while his competitor had the advantage of the lower
eastern classif ic it i on. It was pointed out that in S0'..;e
cases it was cheaper to send goods to an interior town from
a point out£jide the state than it v/as to ship the same goods
a less distance v/hollj/ v/ithin the state. -he classification
in effect in Illinois h_-,d existed for many years v/ithout im-
portant change j.nd during that tim.e competitive conditions
outside the state had materially changed. Jhe classification
evolved by the commission after consultation with representa-
tives of all interested parties in tlie state became effective
July 1 , 1895. It affected about 8,000 comiaodities of whichj
it v/as st at d jabout 2,000 v;ere given lov/er classifications
7 5.
and lower r^tes. * -Many articles of guoceries, cereals and
other bulky goods were given heavy redaictions. i'he estimate
75. Railv/ay .ge and lort awe stern Railroader, June £1 , 1895.
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of the average reduction of rates varied betv/een 20 per cent and
^ 7 S
.
oo per cent
.
i'his ciiange in classification seems to be an example of
77
what has been called the protectionist yolicy. It has often
been used by other states. Iowa has used it against neigh-
boring states including Illinois. For exaraiole, the lov/a com-
•mission boasts that the southern ccanties of lov/a no longer
had to "pay tribute" to Chicago for hay and corn. An adjust-
ment of freight rates gave this market to Iowa and freed the
purchaser of hay of "foreign dominat ion. '"^^ ' So this readjust-
;aent of rates v/as designed to give the jobbe Chicago ^a6.
other Illinois cities an advantage over St, Louis, Indiana-
79polls, Cincinnati and Detroit in the Illinois marlcet.
This change of clas si f i c j.t ion af f ect ed. pr inc ijjal ly less
than car load shipments. ^he car load rates were slightly
raised. l^his v/ould seem to v/orii against the growth of
dov/n state to«fnj as distributing centers. For the grov;th
of the jobbing business in these place s jrelat ively low
le3s than car load rates and relatively high car load rates
wotild be desirable. i^he competitor of the dov/n state
jobber in Oliicago was interested in relatively lov/ less than
XV load rat,:; 3. The railways did not strongly oppose the
7b. It miist be rerp.embered that this and other changes in
classification affected only so called "class goods." 3uch
articles as grain and coal were not affected for they uni^Drm-
moved under commodity rates which were in all cases lower
than' the class rates.
7 7 .lieyer,G-o ve rnment Regulation of Hailv/-ay Rates, p. 255.
78. iQwa Railroad Goiiimis s ion, Annual Report, 1891.
79. Industrial Coiimission Report. 4; 205.
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nev; schedule. 'Dhey toolc t iie viev/ t liat tlie co^^r3e of nmcii traffic
v/oiild be changed and the railroads of the state, especially those
of Chicago ^ould earn as much as before.
With the fiscal year 1395 Illinois railv/ays reached their
lov/ point in earnings and the follov/in^; year 1896 showed a
swing bacic toward propyerity. ']?he gross earnings in Illinois
dropped to ,,59,000 ,000 in 1895 but by 1896 business had so re-
covered that :i83,000,000 were earned. 1897 showed a slight
relapse, earniiigs falling back to „;81 , 000 , 000 ; but with this
exception the return to prosperity went on steadily after 1895.
The gross earnings in Illinois for tnese y ear ^ were, in round
nxirabei^s:. .^69,000 ,000 in 1895; .j$3,000,000 in 1896; .^81, 000, 000
in 1897; ;S9,000 ,000 in 1893 and .^95,000,000 in 1899. -fter
1897 tnere v/as no year until the panic year of 1908 that did
80
fiot show a substantial increase over the preceding year. *
By 1900 traffic had so increased that wide spread complaints
3
1
of car shortage were heard.^
80. Data from annual reports of Railroad and Warehouse Gommiss
3 ion.
81. This car shortage grew constantly more serious. Gar
builders and locomotive shops were producing to capacity. Some
of the same evils noted in the recent car shortage (1917) v/ere
apparent. It was complained that the shippers were ordering
two cars v/here they wanted but one to insure getting at least
one. A particular reform which v;as brought about in this
pieriod v/as tiie change from mileage basis of payment fior car
service to the per diem system.
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i?lae great increase in traffic was largely in agricultural products
and coal. i^iie western farmers were probably never before in sucj
a prosperoiis condition. Gross earnings of the railroads of
Illinois v/ere yl07 , 000 , 000 , an increase of about .;12,000,000 over
the preceding year. In 1901 they were ..;11 4,000,000 and in 1902
,;122 ,000 , 000 . 'Dhis increase of earnings was accomiDanied by
even greater increase in traffic for rates were constantly de-
clining. She average rate per ton-mile was .771 in 1899, .720
in 1900 and ,695 in 1902. This was due largely to an increase
in low grade tonnage which lowered the gener^.l average rate per
ton-niile. The worst forms of scrambling for traffic disappeared.
There v/as now traffic enough for all and in some cases more
traffic than cars to bear it. './hat would be the natural effect
of such a situation on rates? It became easy to maintain rates
8 2
and this in spite of a general weal-cening of rate agreements.*
Jit h the grov/ing prosperity the controversies over pooling and
rate agreements became less and less f req.uent . Competition,
iiov/ever, iiy no means disappeared nor did the movement to\7ard
or
lessening such competition by consolidation/lines slacken.
On the contrary, the period aboxit 1900 v;hich v;as one of con-
solidation in the industrial field was also marked by large
aergers j,nd rumors of much larger mergers in the railv/ay field.
32. Railway Age, March 10, 1899.
j
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Dtiring aM irainediat ely followinij the period of depression
of the nineties there v/as evidently much rebating and secret
rate malcing. I'he statement wa-s made in several of the news-
papers of Chicago that in 1898, 8,000,000 bushels of grain
were carried from Chicago to iialtimore at secret rates of
10 cents per 100 pounds or aboiit tv/o-thirds of the published
82
.
rate. 'fhat the charge was well founded, if not accurate in
detail, seems probable from the testimony of Ilr. Cowans of
the Baltimore and Ohio before the Indtistrial Commission in
13j9 tliat packing house products, iron and steel were com.ionly
given rebates. There was, according to his testimony, a great
amount of reb.iting "a year ago ( 1896) but not now." Judrj-ing
from the smaller number of complaints and the general state-
ments of the time these unfair practices arjpear to have been
on the decline by the period between 1900 an;.'. 1902 . That
this was due xjartly to legislation and partly to increasing si::«^
of the railway units is probable, but even more effective than
these T/as the beneficial effect of heavy traffic. In other
. ords, railv/j.y traffic managers wece never foxid o ,. ro xxig
but the -pavLcity of traffic in the years of depression and, to
a less extent, before that made it a matter of life and death
to the railv;ay to get tlie traffic offered by certain large
shippers. Legislation iinder such circumstances and even
02. R.ilraod Gazette, 1898, p. 779.
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rate agreements and pools v/ere directly opposed to the imme-
diate self-interest of the railv/ays and could do enforced,
if at all, only by constant vi^il^-nce.
In line v/ith the prosperity of the period, rail"V7ay re-
as i res-alt of failures during the lov; x^eriod follov-in^; 1893
and which h^^d not already been adjusted were no".; ended by
foreclosure or other arrangement.
By this time Illinois roads in the matter of earnings
stood slightly above the average for t ue United States.
Thus in the year ending June 30, 1903, the railroads in
Illinois showed gross earnings from operation per mile of
line of ,,;9 , 7o5 .
"^'"^
* The roads of the United States showed
for the same year .,3,E2 5 per mile of line. It is inter-
esting to comijare Illinois with other sections of the coun-
try in this respect. i'he gross earnings per mile of line
of certain of the Interstate Go;amerce Commission grovips
according to the system of demarcation then followed were
as follows : ^-
*
ceiverships in Illinois declined. Those tliat had. come about
G-r OTip
Group
Group
Gr ouu
3
1
2
(New England)
(New York, Pennsylvania
(Maryland, ITew Jersg-y,
( Delav/ar e.)
(Indiana, Ohio, Ivlichi-
( gan)
(Illinois, V/isconsin,
(Minnesota, Iowa,
( p a,r t of M i s s our i
( ind of North and South
(Dal5:ota.)
Illinois
United States
;^18 ,275
013,025
V
;10,587
7,395
9,755
8,625
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Hhe period was not without its drawbacks. (iross earnings
. ore increasing but the srov/in^' x5i*o spe ^it y "/as accompanied by
risin:*; prices and demands for increased v/ages so that by 1903
net earnings did not appear so favorable as in the first three
yearj of the decade. On the other hand, the shipper^ of Ill-
inois were demanding that the Railroad and V/arehouse Commission
85.
shoxild lo..er the maximum rates for the state. It was urged
that Illinois rates were higher th ,n those of neighboring states,
and that the only remedy was a horizontal reduction of Illinois
rates. A joint committee of the shipijers and roads v/as ap-
pointed to draw up a new scliedule to be submitted to the Com-
misjioiT. .',uite naturally, this committee failed to agree, and
the Commission tooli over the task: of drawing up a nev; schedtile.
It Y/as rumored that a flat rediiction of 25 per cent v;j.s to be
made, but this was denied hv- the Commissioii. i?he investigation
dragg'ed on. While the case v/as technically under advisement
nothing m.ore WiS he '.n'l of it vintil 1905, u.'he demand for re-
daction continued axiJ. \;au embodied in petitions to both Gover-
nor Ye it ,;,nd Governor Deneen. in 1905 hearings were again
3 6held. As in previous cases the Chic .go shippers Jiresented
evidence to show that Chic;;.go suffered from intra-state rates
that were higher than the interstate rates from Detroit,
Indianapolis, Gincinnaoi and other cities in the Central i?reight
35. Railroad and "warehouse Goxmnission Report, 1902.
34. ' statistics of I'.ailv/ay^, Interstate Commerce Commission, 1902
pp. 74 and 75.
85. Railway ..^ge , October 3, 1902,
85. Tiirough :.:t;.3arlov; of the Ciiica-co o}ii"V)Cv s ^ n r>. i t. i n n
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-•.3soci at ion territory to common points in Illinois. In many
cases, they claimed t lie rate to Illinois towns from Chicago
v/as greater thai from the above named cities thoufjh the dis-
t ice in the latter case was sometimes twice as great as in
t ae former. They demanded a lowering of the rj.tes and
(v/hat amounted practically to the same thing) a change of cla
ification adopted. The roads retorted that Illinois traffic
v/as not dense enough to justify the s-ime rates as in official
territory generally. Sather, the 2/ said, tlie classification
3 7
should be t li at u^eO on the line^; v/est of tlie His s i s sippi .
3at some of t lie most ardent applicants for lov/ered rates with
drew their applications. It was charged by the .attorney Gen
eral th-\t the railv/aj'^s having made special concessions to
Chicago, ^eoria ^.nd ./aincy, in order to avoid a state v/ide
reduction, the shippers of those towns had deserted the com.-
8 P
mon cause. i^he case was continued in spite of the con-
cessions made to cliose cities and in December, 1905 the
decision of the comm.ission v/as announced malcing a red-action
of 20 per cent from the rates of the existing schedules.
The roads v/ere to be divided into t:vo classes according to
si2;o|irt amount of b-asiness done the rates of class 3 roads
(the smaller linos) coiild exceed those of class A by 10
per cent. Jhis, it will be remembered, was sim.ilar to the
37. :.rgument of the Chicago, Burlington and -^iuincy reported
in Hailv/
.y Age, iviarch 10, 1905.
88.' Railway Age, January 9, 1903 uid July 14, 1905.
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pl an adopted by t lie first commission in 1873. fhe representa-
t.ves of tne roads met immediately
-ifter this decision, to de-
cide v/iietlier to contest t lie new scheduleo, increase the com-
..lodity rates and thereby/ recoup their losses, or to simply com-
ply. it was finally decided to aslc for a modification of the
order on certain classes of freight (classes 6 to 10) which
the roads asserted were made lov;er than rates on similar goods
in neighboring states. u?he com.mission - anxious to c>t)nciliate
all parties - modified its order for these classes maicin- the
reduction for them about 10 per cent instead of 20 per cent.
Ve have above referred to the fact that discrimination add
secret rate inaking tended to disappear with the return of pros-
perity in 1900. This movement was advanced by the federal
legislation of 1903 and 1906. One form of discrimination
_:)art icularly notable in Illinois was brought to light as a
resiTlt of the prosecutions under these laws. This v/as the
practice of allov/ing excessive proportions of a through rate
to certain "tap lines" which, though usually chartered as
separate corporations, were in reality owned by large shippers.
For example, a certain Illinois corporation which was a large
consumer of coal v/as allowed EO per cent of the coal rate for
t.iO use of its tap line which represented only 5 per cent of
9 "*the distance from the mine l3o the plant. ''Cases of this kind
89. Railway Age, December 12, 1905.
90. ' Railway Age Gasette, September 30, 1910.
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v/ere declareJ. "oy tlie Interstate Commerce Conrnission to "be orao-
91 .
'
tically rebatin-s to the ov/nero of the tap lines. In 1910 the
trunk lines abolished all divisions of throu>;h rates with short
t erini nal d.n d i
n
Ojx s t r i al r a i Iwa'" 3 .
Other forms of discrimination still exist. I'^or example,
30;ne roads havo followed the practice of refunding the sv/itch-
i 1 charge at Chicago on shipments made from competitive i^oints
but not on shipments from non-competitive points. I'hi s has
been held by the Public Utilities Commission to be an unjust
92di ocr iminat i on . ' But the m.ore flagrant forms of personal
and place discrimination are seldom, brought to the attention
of the commission.
9Sinco 1900 the traffic in Illinois his increased steadily.
'She ton-.-ii-es in Illinois have been in round numoers: 1900
,
3 billions; 1905, 12-^ billionj; 1910, 19 billions; and 1914,
22 billions. Pas senger -mile s have been in the same years:
1 billion; 1,7 billion, 2,2 billions; 2.4 billions. Charges
per ton-mile as shown in the chart ofl page G6a have slightly
declined but as this >i:.is been accompanied by an increasing
proi^ortion of low grade freight it is not at all certain that
this has represented a genuine decline of freij^at rate:^ on
specific commodities.
91, Gases of Star Grain and Lumber Company and of the Crane
Iron V/orICS.
92. Illinois Public Utilities Commission Report, 594.
93.. An ezcexot ion was the year 1903 in wliich year Illinois
traffic declined from t ae 1907 level, due to the depression of
that ye -ir , co:r.mon to the whole country.
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A "better indication of tlie decline of freight rates over
the v/iiole period of our study is afforded by rates charged for
specific coin;ad>dit i es between certain points. x'his can he
shov;n li-j certain rates on the Illinois Gentr.,1. 'i^hese rates
are given in the accompanying table. Because of the close
correspondence betv/een ratdS on the different roads it is
safe to say t laat these rates represent in x general way the
charges throughout the state for the articles mentioned.
--:.t present the Public Utilities Ooiaiais sion , successor to the
Railroad and V/arehouse Gonuaission, seems to exert an active
influence over rates, though of course it cxn only reach
int ra- st .:.t e rates and this class of business is of much less
relative importance than it was v/he n the peoiple of Illinois
first established rate regulating body. ihe maximum rates
nov; fized by the Commission are the^ actual rates charged for
"cla,ss ,:,'00ds". It will be remembered that the early policy
of the Hailroad and V/arehouse Commission was to set a max-
imum rate so high that they would actually be effective in
only a few cases. The commodity ratej are still, in many
instances, substantially less than the maximum rates set by
the Com:nis3ion. The railroads are still divided into two
classes, and B. The roads of class 3 are allowed to add
10 per cent to the rates provided for class A for certain
icinds of freight and 5 per cent for other iCinds. Thus is

Rates for Cer
Railroad ir
Between
GHI3..G0, ILL. Yeai
187^
ILL. 190£
191(
OiiirHR.-LIA, 187^
I L . 1901
191S
CAIRO
,
187^
ILL
.
190;:
1^1.;
".'A'ljjRLOO
,
19 7:
I A. . 190i
1 y 1 <
r'ORT DODGE, 13 7;
190;
191
3I0UX GI'IY, 187
lav- 190
191
I 1 ) D at i f r om t li
dire ct inf or
Generj,l Frei
log
Rates for Certain Coinmodit ies on the Illinois Central
R iilroad in the ye ir s 1872 , 1905 and 1918
Per Per Per car X e V
Between Per 100 lbs. tobl
.
bbl i. u u u s. \* • 20,000 lbs. T An T «X UU 1 b
!
. of 200 of 300 ( 3000 lbs)
CHICAaO, ILL. Year s CL AS 33S lbs lbs
.
iOi'T
and 1st 2nd 3rd 4th 5t h FLOUR SALT LU-MBjiR GAULS i:,i?Liio. (iRAIK
JH.IiPAIGN,
ILL
.
1872
1905
1918
fid 17'
54. £
34. <
28.5
26.7
459;'
23.5
21 .1
379
15.7
15 .5
""9
13.25
13.2
40/
i b
18.2
55/
i
22.
vS.OO
2.70
.:.52
3 .
'20.40
21.40
^ ^£ JL • V \J
26.00
22.00
29/
7
7.9
26/
7
7.9
CiiKSR-LIA,
ILL
1872
1905
1918
7 7
43.5
42.2
6 3
34
34 .
5
58
27
26. 7
50
21
21 .4
17
17.1
60
25.26
24
75
25
31 . 8
9. 00
3.00
3.15.
50 . 00
2 7.20
28. 60
66.00
33.45
32. SO
38
12.63
11.
33
11.5
10.3
CAIRO,
ILL
1672
1905
1918
50
4 u . 6
75
40
3 3.4
65
30
3 0.5
50
25
23.9
20
19.1
60
22
75
d
35.1
J.
3.00
3.15
50.00
32.20
33.00
75.00
39.00
36.60
38
14.42
11.5
33
13.1^
11.8
"ATiP.LOO
,
la.
1972
1905
1918
100
30
56
9u
50
45
40
34
60
25
23
20
20
70
2 6
35.3
45.5
90.00
39 .00
39 .00
63.00
44.00
42.00
90.00
40.00
44.00
35
14
13
30
13
11.5
.'0?/r DODGE,
1%
1372
1905
1918
122
72
65
114
58
52
37
43
39
70
30
29
24. 5
23
80
34
29
iro
4 5
45.5
108.00'
i 8 .
4 5.00
70.00
4 7.00
45.00
110.00
52.00
52.00
40
1
7
14.5
35
16
13.3
:iOUX GIi''Y- 1872
1905
1918
110
80
GO
65
55
75
45
45
50
32
32
27
27
80
3 8
35
110
49. 5
60.00
44.00
52.50
80. 00
50.00
49.00
100 . 00
60.00
54.00
40.
1
9
18
35
18
17
(1) Dat i, from the Railway -ge, Foveraber 10, 1905,, and from
direct information furnished by i.!r. 0. G. Cameron,
General Freight ^gent of the Illinois Central Railroad.
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toe principle of rle creasin;.; cost re c o n i z e d by the Go:nnis sion,
for class 1 roads are those oi." dense traffic while class B
is made up of roads of relatively small business.
Jhat the rates fixed by the comraission are not unduly low
as compared to rates in other states seenis evident. In 1914
t lie avera;]je rate for a distance of 130 niles for first class
freight under the rate jurisdiction of the Central Freight
94.
--ssociation was 2 5 cents; for siinilar se rvice in r;ev/
-^njlana tiie ciiar^;e was 31 cexits; in .Visconsin, 43 cents;
iiichigan, 51 cents; Minnesota, 33.3 cents; alansas, 59 cents;
Iowa, 28. 8 cents; and in Illinois 34.6 cents. For a distance
of 50 miles the first class rate in Illinois v;ao 18*1 centj,
v/hile for Minnesota it was 17.7 cents; lov/a, 17.3 cents; and
95.
-lichigan, 13 cents.
94. Includes interstate shipments in the territory between
Ghicaso and the iviis sis sipp i djii the west, the Ohio River
on the south and a north and south line throu-fn Buffalo
•> on the East .
95. i'estimony ox ..Ir. ...axwell, p. 4202 Senate Jocumon^, Ko
.
466, 63rd Congress, 2nd session. Data for the testimony
dravm from Maxwell ijJxliibitj 6 and 7, p. 4271.

CHAPTER III
In this chapter will be discussed some of the relations
t)et\7een the railways jjid certain industries of the state. The
aim ia not to cover ,-11 the industries o:.^ the state nor even,
perhaps, the most important ones, hut rather, to select certain-
industries in which transportation has played a leadin:^ part.
In 2 oiv.e of them it will "be found that the interests of the rail-
ways have run parallel to the interests of the shippers. This
has heen more or less true of the jobbing and wholesale business
i-nd of wheat marketing. In others, for eitample, the me it pack-
ing industry there has been an opposition of interests betv/een
the representatives of the industry in Illinois -nid the railways
serYxng the.-.i. '2o bring out these possible relations has been
the controling object in the selection of indiistries for dis-
cuss i on^ .
'She competition of the jobbers and manu.fact-arer s of the
-.ast and of the ..'est for soutjiern .narliets illustrates the close
relation oetween railwj.y prosperity and the building up of the
district in which the railroads operate. In this case the
cr^de of Chicago was prejudiced by the rat.; situation in terri-
tory soxit ii of the Ohio River and the railways were prevented
by outsid-e forces from remedying the s it uao i on.
*
1. ror a general statement concerning this conflict of inter-
ests cf. Testimony of E. P. ."ilson. Industrial Commission Report,
6: 687.
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In the early iiaiiv/a^- Iiistorj- of Illinois the commerce with
ohe Sou.th consisted of corn, pcrlc and other agr i ciilt ural prod-
ucts. At the same time the cities of the Atlantic seaboard
.zero supplgring the South with manufactured goods. In the dis-
organized rate conditions that prevailed during the seventies,
the railways leadin;^' to the South from the I.IieLelle-v;e st often
entered into competition with the shorter roxite from the East
to tiie ooubii in the handling of eu,stern products and actiially
carried considerable traffic oj this roundabout route. ...t
the same time v/estern agr iCLilt ur-il products were sometimes
sent to the East and thence down the -Atlantic seaboard either
ojf rail or \7at;er. Shis led to competition betv/een the east-
and-west lines as well as bctv/een the linos fror.i Chicago south-
ward and those from the eastern seaboard ^and a demoralization
of rates endued. 2o rem.edy this situation, an agreement was
reached between the eastern and western liaos in 1873 v/liereby
each w.i,s to carry t'lie triffic only from its ov/n territory,
i^his was to be brought about by the western roads charging
relatively lov; rate on agricultural products and a relacively
j-iigh rate on manufactured products. j^he eastern ro:;i.ds were
to adojpt the opposite policy. By this agreement freight was
to be carried by the shorter lines rather than by the roundabout
lines; rates would be stabilized; and the interests of Illinois
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could hardly oe said to liave iDeen prejudiced for x.he manu.fac-
turin^;^: interests of the state -//ere at that time relatively in-
significant, iiiit iivanuf act ur inj; in Illinois, and especially
in Chica:j;o, Was increasing so t ha,t by 1890 goods ve re "being
shipped as far east as Pittsburg, west to the coast, and to
a certain extent into • 3o^^thern territory. ^ut v/herever the
:aanuf act urer s or wholesale dealers of Chicago v;ent in the
Southeast territory they met competition froir. New Yorlc and
other 8-1 stern cities at a substantial disadvantage becaxise
of the operation of the agreeraent of 1 873 .
2, i'he extent of this disadvantage and the nature of the
discrimination may be illustrated by the following
t:-ble of rates in cents per hundred poinds. The
numbered clajses are manufactured goods and in gen-
eral high grade traffic. i'he lettered cla-ises in-
cluO.e agricultural product Ihe rates for class F
are given in cents per barrel.
Jo Knoxville , Tennessee
x'rom Dis- Classe s
t ance 1 2 3 4 5 6 A B C D j!i F H
iJew York 100 35 70 55 48 40 35 40 36 36 48 55 72
Chic -go 550 116 99 82 64 55 42 32 38 33 29 47 58 43
2 At 1 a nt a , G-eor gia.
J r m D i s - C lasses
t ance 1 2 3 4 5 o ^ B G D F H
I-il e s
i.ew York 876 114 98 86 73 60 49 36 48 40 39 58 7 8 58
Chi cago loo 147 125106 85 71 53 40 47 3 3 34 61 6 3 68
From opinion of t ae Interstate Commerce Coiumission
in Cincinnati Freight Bureau Case, 6 ICO Report 195.
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.Vhen the Chicago shippers protesteo the •'^astern roads professed
to willingness to aTaandon the existing division of the field
but now the eastern ro ods refused to accede to a change?' In
this tiiey v;ere at t e:npti n to protect the rnanuf '.ctM^' e r s of trie
--.ast . Failing in their effort to get ^ r eadj us t.ae xic of rates
directly from the roads, the shippers of Chicago, acting v/ith
the shippers of Cincinnati who had a sirnllir •grievance, made
complaint before 'c he Interstate Co.oimerce Jo issioi. . In liS-x
the Cdr.iiiiission decided in favor of the •^•astern shippers and
ordered a reduction of rates on the lines soutli of the Ohio
on goods frou Chicago -i-nO. OincinnatiT* -he order of the
Co:a;nis s ion v/as however, set aside hy the Supreme Court in
5
.
the f-iinous Maximum Rate Case. Following this, the Chicago
s/iippers c ont inxi i-1 1 y demanded a reform but every time the
r.}.ilv.ay3 from Chicago to the South reduced rates, the eastern
lines met the reduction, leavingtthe relative rates the same.
Finally in 1905 an agreement was reached whereby the lines from
Chicago to the Ohio were permitted to rediice rates 5 cents per
100 pounds?' i^his reduction v/as brovight about by establishing
^jro port ion al rates in place of the fvill combination of t'l locals
to And beyond the Ohio Hiver . Before 1905 rates to t ne ^outh-
Oist had been made of the local rate from Chicago to the Ohio
.iver plus the local rate from, the river to destination. '.fter
1905 a genuine throu_^'h rate v/as made from Chicago to t hu ooutn-
3 a s t
.
i?estimony of J. 1.1. Laughlin, Industrial Commission Heport
9 : 875. Testimony of P. V/ilson, Industrial Co:nmission pLeport
3 : 6 91.
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l''liis relief v/as mucli less tiien the Gliicago shippers iiad
demanded and considerably less than that g-ranted by trie com-
nission in 1894. ITegot iat i uii^ uGtween Chicago ^al Cin-
cir.nati shippers and the rail\vj,y3 v/ere held. i'he Chicago
shipjpers insisted upon adequate relief and threatened to
talce the matter to the Commission again. v/ith the nwY/ly ex-
tended powers of the Corainis si o a thejr hoped to obtain better
results. Finally, in 1909, the shipiDors again brought suit
7 .before tlie Interstate Goramerce Commission. As the complaints
of both Cincinnati and Chicago v/ece really against the roads
south of the Ohio P.iver ratlier than those in "official" terri-
torjr, the Commission considered the two cases as one. The
decision of the Commission v/as for a reduction of the v/estern
rates on the high class commodities, as t lie plaintiffs liad
aslsed, but by an amount much less than they had desired.* The
Commission ad...itted that the southern roads specified in the
complaint could well reduce rates v;ithout reducing their earn-
ings belov,- a fair rate of return, and that such a reduction
v/ould h ;:.ve been ordered had they been considering t}LOSe li;\ s
lone. But such a reduction, be c avis e of the competitive
sitiiacion in the Soutli, v/o\ild necessitate reductions by other
lines in that territory such reductions v/ovild in turn
The Cincinnati Freight Bureau Case, 6, I, 0.3. Report. 195.
•J. Ivlaximum Hate Case, 167 U. 3. 479.
6 . Ra i Iv/ay Age
,
Hay 19, 1905.
7. Chicago .:iSsofeiat ion of Commerce vs. Pennsj^-lvani a Company
et hi. and Cincinnati Receivers and Shippers Association vs.
G. 11. 0) and T. P. Ry.
,
Co., et al . 28 I.O.C. Report 440.
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leacl to unfair relative r.^.tes to o^jier soiitliern cities. '2he
Oo-'omi^sion also iinplied that its reason for declining to order
tlie redaction was partly tiie probability t iiat the eastern lines
o-j-ld also reduce t iie ir rates, thus leaving t lie relative posi-
tion of i^ast and V/est tinclianged. I'he Commission was in this
case hampered by lacic of power to fix a minimum rate as v/ell
as a raaxim\im rate. i^he shippers appealed jbo the Commerce
Oo-art for ^ii injunction against the execu.tion of the Commission'
9 .
oruer. l^hey pleaded, first, that the rates fixed were so high
.s to talkie property without diie process of lg,v/, and, second,
':hat the Commission exceeded its powers in considering any
facts other than the effect of the rate upon the complaining
s.iiippers .ml U: on the individiial road against v/hich com.plaint
V/...S made.
.
e tiius had the unusual spectacle of the sliippers
arrayed on one side against the Comm.ission and the railroads
on the other. The Court sizstained the commission against both
plej,s and the Jupreme Gotirt
,
\/hen the case was appealed, ..Iso
upheld the Commission. '-^'hus, the rates remained unsatisfac-
tory to the Illinois, Cincinnati and St. Louis shippers.
. The reduction amounted to 6 cents per 100 pounds on first
class freight. She old rate, i.e. rat:; existing in 1894, for
first class freight from Chicago to Chattanooga had been .^1.16;
the rate fixed by the Goimnis si on in 1894 b-at overruled by ^-he
court v/as 51*00; tiie rate in effect at time of the last case*
1910, was ;)1.11. 28 I. CO. Heport 468.
9. Receivers and Shippers Association of Cincinnati v. Inter-
state Commerce Commission, U. 3. Commerce Court, July 20, 1911.
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On iiarcli 1, 1918 tlie pi'oport ional rates e st abl i sxie d in 1905
vvere v; it lidr avm leavinv; tlie situation even v/orse, from the
point 01 view of the Illinois shippers, thaii it v.'is before the
case of 1909 or "before the long controversy was started.. Under
present con'.li t ioni*"* * it ia -anlilcel:/ that any .action ';7ill be talcen
by the shippers, but it is the intention of the shippers to
r^iise the issue again when conditions becone normal. She
tenacity with v/hich the eastern lines have sought to ret;:;.in
t.^i. arrangement, favorable to the shippers of their district,
and the attitude of the v;e stern lines desiring to favor Chica-
go illustrate a form of railway competition v/hich has been of-
ten of gre lue to that city.
During the late eighties and the nineties while Chicago
v;as striving for a more equitable rate adjiistment in southern
territory for the benefit of it j :.K-nuf actur ing interests it
Y/as carrying on a defensive struggle with the grov/ing cities
of the Southwest, "Jest and ilortliwest for the maintenance of
its position as the chief grain center. 'fhis contest shows
again the close relation between the railroads and the com-
mercial interests of a large city.
.t the beginning of the
period v;ith v;hich this study is concerned, the grain was
10. March, 1913.
11. -ccording to H. C. Barlow, Sraffic Director of the C].ii-
c Association of G omm er c e .
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oliipped from the farm to Chicago where it was placed in ware-
houses and finally sold to grain dealers. 'Hhis called for
imraense wareiiouses and the whole business of storins;, hiiyinj
and shipping grain became of great importance to Ghic:.go.
In 1885 there v/ere received at Chicago 164,924,000 bushels
of grain. I'he receipts in 1873 had been 98 ,935,000 bushels,
/ 12
.
an increj.3e of 66 2/3 per cent between 1873 and 1383. But
if we consider the restilts for individtial years the showing is
not so favorable to Gnicago. Thus the grain receipts in the
years 1873 to 1834 had been:^""'
13 78 134 million bushels
1879 137 " "
1880 165 "
1381 146 " "
1882 126
1883 164 "
1884 159 "
'fhe receipts of wheat and flour in the same years':'^*
1878 43 milj-ion bushels
1379 49 " "
18 30 3 3 " "
1331 36 " "
1882 41 " "
1883 39 " "
1884 48 '» "
1.2. Chicago Board of l^rade Statistics, 1911, p. 18.
13. Ibid.
14. Railway Gazette, 1885, p. 38. Flour reduced to terms
f bu 3 he 1 3 of wh e at .
1
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During" this period, tlie grain prodxictin are-i of t ae v/est
ii-d.0. been greatly extended, chiefly in Dakota, ITelDraslca and
Kansas, three states v/hich hxd. about three and one-half ;2iillion
acres in 1379 and five million acres in 1064. j?here had been
great migration to the ITorthwest and a construction of 3everj,l
thousand miles of railroads. Considering all these favoring
cir ctr.ist anc e 3 Chicago grain receipt j aad not increased as they
should have. consideration of these facts drew out t lie ob-
servation tiiat Chicago v/as now only the chief raarlcet of tnat
couatry and that Omaha, St. Paul and Kansas City had developed
marliet 3 v/hich interrupted the flow of traffic to it, jiist as
Chicago Jt .ci grov/n x\j thirt^'-five years before and interrupted
15
the flow of traffic to Cincinnati and other points farther e ^st
Then about 1385, the Chicago railv/ays, in order to combat
this diverting of traffic, inaugurated a new policy whereby
the shipper v/as permitted to leave his grain i.'.i the cars and
to sell it on the track. In case it v/as sold he paid the
loc .'-1 rate to Chicago and if not aold, he could reco^sign it
to the Sast at the through rate, 2 cents lower than the 3um
of the locals. I'hat this v;as an advantage to tHe producer
and an e cono.'.ii cal step see...s clear, but tliat it did not x/oric
to tlie advantage of Chicago seems equally clear. :i?here v;as
a strong tendency toward el imin::-t ing the terminal warehouse.
I b i 5. .

.^or if the necessity of large investments in terminal facilitie
v;ere re:noved, as it tended to be by tlie system of selling on
tile tracks, there \7as no reason v/hy man^r other cities could not
DO grain markets as well as Chicago if their railroads v/oxild
only malte the same concession. The railroads to the other
;rov/ing cities immediately imitated this v)olicy, and thus the
:raffic was further diverted from Chicago.
..t the same time the winter \vheat and corn tended to shift
to the DOlithv/est txms increasing the length of the rail haul
to Chicago ../i X, ^I'j ^^rlii^ v.iieat district tended to move north-
v/estward thus bringing it nearer to Duluth and farther from
ChicagoT Duluth suddenly became a dangerous rival for the
wheat trade of the northv/est. In 1881 it handled aboxit 3;^
lillion biishels as against over 17 million which were shipped
from Chicago; but only a fev/ years later, in the five year
:-eriod 1336-1890 , it handled on -.n average 16 million bushels
xnnually, while Chicago's annual amount was only IS^- million
'oushels. In the ne>:t five year period Duluth' s traffic in
that particular c ommo di t : s'lrpassc'' that of Chicago, and it
:\s.s held this rel'itive posicion in every five year rjerlOj.
since 1890.
i 6 . Indxistrial Comjnission, YI , p. 71.
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In total grain sliipment the growth of traffic j-t Duluth has
oeen phenomena,!, but in that Chicago still maintains the leading
.osition. The accompanying table will show to what extent
)aluth has cut in on the Chicago grain business.
AS long as the injury to Chicago terminal interests was
Oxily occasioned by m increase in through shipment at the expense
of local shipments the railways were not perturbed. But as soon
as the grain started to move to other western centers en route
to the seaboj.rd the railways began to realize that this meant,
not only a lo'ss of immedij,tc traffic, but that it involved the
entire commercial position of Chicago as the center of inland
listribution of com.nodit i es .
xo combi.t this tv/o policies were open to the roads.
I'irst, they could lower rates to and tlxrough Chicago sufficiently
to j-llow it to com.pete on an equality v/ith points nearer the
source of supply, or it coulo. create an advantage in the mar-
keting system at Chicago. It chose the latter plan.
The roads allied themselves with certain v/arehouse owners
.;ho had sufficient cavjltj.l to buy up all the grain along their
lines ana send it to Chicago. Under such conditions the carrier
could v/ell afford to give to such dealer or dealers the use of
its terminal facilities aTiid local elevators o.a such terms as to
lake the business worth while to them. In othor words the roolds
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1YEHAG3 AlTirJ^L V/HSAS SHIPMENT OF « CHIC.GO aLID DULUTH
Year
1S31-1835
1885-1890
1891-1895
1896-1900
1901-1905
1906-1910
1911-1915
Ohi cago^ Dulutla 1'^*
16,729,000 bushels 9,089,000 bushols
16,545,000
29,705,000 "
27,616,000 "
26,397,000
21,172,000
4 9.221.00 "
16,086,000
40,317,000
51,900,000
35,263,000
4 3 , 821 ,00
72 .296 .000
7rL[]AT AlTD FLOUR 'SHIPM.QHSo 111 13 81 1315.
Gxiicac;o Duluth
Year Flour "bbl. V/heat biisiiel Flo\ir bbl . V/lieafe bushel
1831
1916 8
499 ,0 00
332 . 000
17 ,127 ,000
61,13 7,000
625,000
7,210,190
3,563,000
50,691,000
Ye ar
1881
1913
TOTAL G?.AI!T \WJ FLOUR SHIPMJilTTS OF CKIG..G0 ^IID
DULUTH lil 1881 :.iTD 1916. (Flour reducea to bushels
Chicago Duluth
140,307,000 6,413,249
293,190,000 103,908,650
N. 3. The figures for Duluth are for amount of grain re-
ceived. For practical purposes this can be t alien as the amount
shipped from Duluth to the East.
17. All data for Chicago from Annual Report of Chicago Board
of Trade , 1915.
IS. -ill data for Duluth from Annual Reports of ITev; Yorl:
Produce Exchange.
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v/ere practically/ subsidizing dealers wlio v/ould get grain for
tlieir lines and for Chicago. This policy v/as the source of
ynuch complaint about 1900 but the outcry seemed to coine mostly
from the independent grain dealers of Chicago v;ho were being
gradually forced out of business.
Tlie immediate result seemed to be an increase in price
1: the producer and a lessening of the difference between
farm i^rice and Chicago price. Tv/o examjlea vjill illustrate
tlae .cost of marl^eting corn in 1900. On July 2o, 1900 the
price of corn at Chicago v/as 39 cents. From Media, Illinoio,
to Chicago the combined exvjenses of distribution v/ere 8 cents,
ihus the x:jro3.acer received 79g- per cent of tiie coxis'amer's
cost and the rem.aining 20-j|- per cent went for expense o of dis-
tribution. From Biirson, Illinois, the proportion required
for distribution v/as somev/lijit looS being 16.3 per cent of
consumer's cost. The Ind-astrial Commission estimated 20 per
cent as a fair average of costs of distribution of Illinois
^. . 19.
corn in Gnicago.
The cost in the concentration of v/heat at Chicago has
been rediiced to a much lov/er amount. ^ he conclusions of
t'ie Indastri--1 Gonmiission on this point are embodied in the
foil ov/ ing s t at emen t^:*^
19., Industrial Commission, YI , p. 50.
20. Industrial Cormnission, Vj. , p. 9.
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1334 1397
iiVeraij^e Chicago oasii price (cts. ijer bu . ) 82.7 81,2
^iverage farm iDrice ( " " ) 64.5 76.5
Cost of concent rat in;3; at Cliioaso " " 10.2 4.9
s?ror.\ observation of frei-^ht rates on grain it seems clear
that this s iving v/as to a considerable expense in terminal and
other marlceting expeases rather than in tne charge of trans-
portation. Certain it Is that there has been a marked decline
of rate J on grain bxit that dealing has not been j,s great as
the reduction in cost of concentration noted above.
She fear that this situation might le-^.d to j,n oiDpressive
monopoly was not shared by the Industrial GOirimission v/hich
?1.
made an extended study of the situation in diicago.
Since 1900 the sitxiation seems to have remained about j,s
described above except that some few competitors have entered
the field.
Ihe packing industry has been of t lie highest importance
to Chicago, and here agj-in there have, on sever.l occasions,
been contests over rates in the effort to protect t nat indus-
try.- The building up of the industry in the first place de-
pended upon a favorable relation between the rates to the
seaboard for c^.ttle and iiog s and the rate for the beef and
hog products. u?hus if the rate on cattle was relatively
low while the rate on beef vv.'.s high it is clear that the
slaughtering and packing industry of the East was benefited
and that Chicago suffered. The policy of the roads at
21. VI, p. 75.
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first seemed to be to preserve the industry/ in the East. But
the western packers were insistent and the cattle rate was
grad^ially raised until by 1884, the rate on cattle v/as 50 per
cent of the dressed beef rate. The western pacicers demanded
that cattle rates shoiild be at least 75 per cent of those on
the finished produce, in 1884- the matter was referred to a
coiamittee of the Irutii^ Line Association who turned it over
to Judge Oooley. Ke decided upon a rate for cattle equal
to 57 per cent of the rate on dressed beef. The contest
v/as continued in several cases before the Interstate Commerce
CommissioS: By the introduction of the private refrigerator
car system the Chicago packers were able to e:ctort extremely
favorable terms from the roads and thus the real expense of
shipping packing house products was lowered so much that
Chicago's position as a packing center was guaranteed.
22. For example, 4 I. G. C. Report 511, in which suit v;as
-wrought by eastern pac>er3 to get the rate on hogs lov/ered
i^elative to hog products.
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The follov/ing: ta"ble will show the growth of the Chicago
line 3t Gic "business and packing industry.
Live otoclc Receipt 3 and Shipments from
Oil X C (ig
? T
<J f J.O(U — X^iO.
oat tie
Year Received Shipped Consumed in cit ;
or packed
1370
,
532 391 141
1875 920 696 poo.
1380 1382 886
1885 1905 744 1 1 nlX X U X
1890 34 84 1260 2223
1895 2588 785 18 03 '
1900 2729 934 1 794
1905 3410 1410 2000\J W \J
1910 3052 1311 1741
191G 2730 701 2082
Hogs
1870 1695 924 769
1875 3912 1582 2330
1830 7059 1394 6665
1835 6937 1797 5140
1890 7553 1985 5678
1895 7 8 85 2100 5784
^ 1900 8694 1452 7242
1905 8318 2023 6290
1910 5925 1202 4723
1215 9188 1404 8123
Sheep
i
1370
1875
1830 335 156 17 9
1385 1003 260 ;743
!
1890 2182 929 1253 i
1895 3406 474 2932
1900 3548 487 3061 :
1905 4736 1355 3380
1910 5229 1493 3735
1916 4291 829 3461
(Oee omitted)
23. i'roiii annu.j.1 reports of Chicago £oard of Trade 18 80 to
1916.
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Fro:n tiiis it should not be concluded that the competition
:r eastern paclcers has entirely disappeared. Hew Yorlc state
ranks third in the Union in slaughtering and meat packing.
It has tv;ico as iaa.n-j est alal i s Iimen t s as has Illinois, atid in
the last census period (1899-1909) the value of products of
these establishments increased b^;- 117 per cent v/hile the
value of Illinois products increased by only 35 per cent.
True, Illinois still produces .;;389 ,000 , 000 of prodiicts of
packing and slaughtering establishments, vmich is tv.'ico as
muc a as any other state, buc notwithstanding this fact, the
production of products valued at ..;12 7 , 000 , 000 in l^Tev; York
state alone ca-.not be termed ne gligiblev"* ' That the Illinois
packers do not so consider it is evidenced by the fact that
they are at present endeavoring by legal process to obtain a
more favorable _<.djustment or f:ites, i.e., relatively higher
rates oa live stock and lov/er rates on the finished prodiict
from Ohicijo to the seaboard.
Before Chicago kad established itself against the corn-
pet it io a of the East, its packing interests had to face the
growing co nirjet i t ion of the western cities which v/ere still
nearer the source of supply than '.Yas Chicago. Thus, they
were put in the somev/hat difficult position of arguing for
a relatively low rate on live stock from the farm to Chicago
aaO. for a high rate from Chicago to the East. The railways
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fron t]ie x.Iissouri River points to Chicago had raade the r..tes
on live stoclc higher per hundred pounds than that on the fin-
ished product, v/hile on the other hand, as we have seen above,
Chicago packers had denanded in vain that the live stock rate
to the iiast should be as high as 75 per cent of the rate on
dressed meat. To determine the proper relation between the
rates on two products of this kind is of course extremely/ dif-
ficult, but prima facie it would appear that there was Justice
in Chicago's complaint that she was being unfavorably treated
both to the -iast and to the V^'est . The Chicago 3oErd of Trade
made complaint in 1399 against the relative rates from the
.-est on live stock and it 3 products." ' Their com.pl a int was
sustained by the Com.mission and the railways were ordered to
cease discriminating against Chicago.
It appears, however, that this order v/as not obeyed for
in 190S the same qugstion was again the subject of heated con-
troversy
. The rates were so arranged that live stock was
shipped to the Llissouri River points in preference to Chicago.
Upon threat of the Chicago Live Stock association to again
take the dispute to the Commission, t^.e roads agreed to
3t at e
111 inoi
Xan saa
Hew Yor
liebra sk
lii sso ur
Value of
(1909)
! ,;5 89
155
: 127
92
79
Slaughtering and'
Product Per cent of
mere ase
1399-1909
55
113
117
:.Ieat
-jp a eking
V/'age Earners
(1909
)
26,700
10,591
6,110
6 ,015
4,6 74
Ho. of Estab
1 i shme nt s
(1909
)
109
35
233
13
45
enissae of :-anuf actur e s , 1909 33-
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2 6.
r,.:ove tiie cause of the conii)laint. But it v.j,j only a few
jnontlis before the roado dropped the _:roport ion-\l rate on
packin{j house products destined for the jiast to 18|- cents
but kept the local rate on live stoci-c fro.n Kj,n3as Gity and
27.
intermediate points to Chicago at E3-g- cents. This was not
in harraony v/ith the principle pronounced by the Cormaission
in the previous case that rates on raw material should not
exceed the rates on finished products.
In the case before the Commission arising from this di
s
put e it appeared that the discrimination existed and that it
was not justified, as the railways arjued, by difference
28.
in the cost of transportation. hen, hov/ever, the Com-
mission attempted to enforce its order the courts refused to
29
support it, * It v/as held that the rates were reasonable
p e r 36 and that the existence of actual competition demoii-
strated that tiiere was no undue prefereace. In this view
30.
the lower court -apheld by the Supreme Court.
Shese relaoive rates both ^ast and ,7e st of Chicago
through the x-*eriod of controversy ape shown in the follow-
ing t able 3
.
25. Chicago Boatd of Trade vs. Chicago and Alton Railway Com-
pany et . al., 4 I, C. J. Report 158.
26. Railway AgS
,
April 25, 1902.
27. Railway Age, ITovomber 7, 1902.
23,. Chicago Live Stock ilxciiange v. Chicago Great V;e stern Rail"
way Company et. al., 10 I.C.C. Report 428.
29. 101 Federal Reporter 1003.
30. 209. U. 3. 108.
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Live StociC and Dressed Heat. - Mean Freight rates
in cents per 100 poiinds f ro r. ilisso-ari Hiver Git is s to Chica'::o
Sonth Omaha
i^'resh Meat
lear Cattle Hogs Proportional Local
1391-1894 23-g- 22 22 22
1895-1901 23-|- 23|- 23-g- 23t
1902-1909 23-^- 23|- isf 20
1910-1914 23^ 23t ZZ^ 23|-
Sioux Oity
1891-1894 25 22 22 22
1895-1901 25 23|- 20 2©
1902-1909 25 23> 18^ 20
1910-1914 24|- 23^ 23^ ZZ^
^At no time durinj^- this period of t v/ent y-three yej;,rs v/as
the rate on fresh or cured ineat s higher than the rate on live
3toci^ fro in 3oiith Omaha or Siouz Gity, and the 3a:.ie statement
applies to the rates from ./ichita, Kansas, and from Kansas Gity
except fcr a larief period and via one railroad only.
Live otoclc and Dressed I.Ieat - Ilean freight r :it 3 s in cents
31.
per 199 pounds from Chic a go to ilew Yoric , by rail, 1891- 1911.
Ye ar Cattle Hogs Dressed Dressed Hogs
Beef Refriger at or Common
car c ^;,r
1381-1885 34. 6 29.2 56.4 46
1886-1890 27.2 29.2 51 48.8 46
1891-1895 27.8 27.6 45 45 45
1895-1900 27.4 29 44 44 44
1901-1905 28 30 43 . 8 43. 8 43.
1906-1910 28 30 45 45 45
^f. u. :> • Department Of -xgri culture Year )Booic, 1911, p.
5
52
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Dur inc? all of this iDeriod of thirty vears the fresh meat
rates have been 150 to 180 per cent of the live stock rates.
Present rates, llarch 23, 1918, are: calves, hogs, goats and
sheep shipped in double deck cars, and cattle, 38 cents per
100 pounds; hogs and calves in single deck cars, 43.5 cents;
dressed me t , 55 cents; packing house products, packed, 36
32.
cents, and loose, 42 cents.
Ihus it appears that the present situation Ic .v>, s the
Ghicago slaughtering and packing interests in an unsatisfac-
tory position. I'he mean rate 1900 to 1914 on cattle and
dressed beef froi'ii Chicago to Hev/ York v/as respectively
28 and 45 cents, or, in other words, the rate for the rav/
iTiarSrial v/as 62 per cent of the rate for the finished prod-
uct, .t present the rates are 38 and 55 cents re Sjpe ct ively
or the rate for the raw material is 69 per cent of that for
t he pr oduct .
To the v/ast of Ghicago the opposite relation of rates
prevail. In nearly every C-..se the rate on the raw material
is as high and in several cases higher than the rate on the
pr oduct .
rhe interests of the packing house j. have bet.n soiiev.hat
modified by the fact th.it at present most of the Chicago
firms have branches at the Missouri River and in the East
o2 . Information fxirnished by Transportation Department of
Swift and Company.
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30 that vmatevGr the rate adjustment is they cannot suffer by
it at all three points. ^ut this diffusion of the business
may be partly due to the relative rates described above.
In the case of the jobbers and the grain buyers the rail-
ways have foxind it to their interests to support the represen-
tatives of these industries in Illinois, in the case of slaugh-
terin{^' .uid meat paclcing the competition of markets has caused
a different attitude on the part of the roads.
2 he fact that the present situation does not a. c cord v/ith
the Interstate Commerce Commission's theory of relative rates
lends interest to the announcement that the Co^nraission is about
3
to take ujj anew an investigation of these rates east of Chicago.
Railv/ays an (3. the Coal Llining Industry
'She coal produced annually in Illinois is about 11 per
cent of the total prodviced in the United States. Illinois
is the tiiird largest producer of coal, being exceeded in pro-
duction only by Pennsylvania and V/est Virginia,. ^'he industry
employs over 80,000 men v/ho miae annually 60 millioa tons of
coal v/orth over 70 million dollars, and it is thus one of the
34.
most imvjortant industries of the state.
33. Listed as Interstate Commerce Commission Case, 8436.
34. Andres— Coal ilining in Illinois, Bulletin 13 of Illinois
Coal I.iining Invest ig .-t ions .
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Tlie railv/ays and the coal raining industry are closely con
nected. ..ithoiit transportation and not only tiaat , b^^t dieap
t ranspo rt at i on
J
coal raining on an extensive scale is impossible
i'he many ef.corts "before the railway era to find a means of
transportation; tiie steady increase of coal production witli
the construction of railway lin;s espocially in joutliern
Illinois "bear v/itness to tne interdependence of txxese t\;o
industries. ITot only has the railv/ay made the coal indus-
try possible but tho presence of a fuel supply has been of
consider ;2rble value to the roads of the state.
Goal mining at first was carried on only near the larger
cities and the rivers. Bat v;ith the growth of the railway
net aev/ fields were made available. By 1870 the coal pro-
^ 35
.
dxiction in the state amoiinted to over 2g- million tons of
which 30 08 r cent v/as produced in 3t . Cluir Oount y. Of
this the short line from "jast St. Louis, to Bellville trans-
ported about one-half.
Shis lucrative trade encouraged railway building and by
1380 -ot , Ola/t County was crossed by four ro.^ds extending
south-eastward into the coal fields. Besides these there
v.ere tne several lines running out from East St. Louis to
tiie north-east wiiich gave an outlet to Chicago and other
distant mari^iets. ITot only in St. Clair County, but in
55. Census 1870.
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laost of the counties of southern Illinois had there been during;
this decade rapid railroad construction. She ind\iceEient for
mi.ny of these lines was trie prospect of j. large coal traffic.
Besides hiving more miles of line the industr^r vras encouraged
oy lov/er . freight rates. It is impossible to give the frei2:ht
rates chj.rged for coal in these e ^rly ye.rs, but it is qiiite
prob.tble that they follov/ed the same tendency as general freight
rates on the "coal roads". 'Hhe rates for the Ohio and Mississ-
iyjpi and the Illinois Central both of V7hic?x v/o re coal carriers
were in these years in cents per ton-mile:
1S75 1877 1873 1879 1830
Ohio & Mississippi 1.27 1.04 1.14 .99 1.09
36.
Illinois Central 2.01 1.89 1.93 1.92 1.44
This increase of facilities and the gradual lov;ering of
freight rates on coal as on other coimnodities drev; out a con-
stantly increasing annual product. 3y 1383 about 20 million
tons were produced as compared v/ith 2-g- million in 1870.
The improved transportation facilities and lowered cost
of transportation has. assisted in the lov/eiing of coal prices.
During the period of railway biiilding in souchern Illinois
(1370-1880) the value of coal at the mine fell from v2.40 to
vl.40. By 1339 it had fallen to aboxit ,;1.00 at which point
3 7 .
it has tended with slight variation to remain.
3,6. Railroad and "Tarehouse Commission Report, 1880, p. 21.
37. Andro s op. cit., p. 221.
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Tlie iAtra-state rates on coal have slightly increased in
the last ten years. I'hus in 1910 the railways lay common ac-
tion raised the rates to Chicago by ten cents. j?hus the rate
from Springfield was raised from 75 to 85 cents, from Pulton
County 65 to 75 cents, and from northern Illinois 50 to 60
cents. Similar increases were to apply over the state.
The Railro id and V/arehouse Commission cut dov/n the proposed
increase to 7 centj over the rates of 1910. In the hearing
before the GoT^imi ssi on it appeared that the ton-mile rate on
coal for one of the leading coal roads of the state vras .390
cent; ' at the same time the ton-mile rate for all goods
over this road was . 789 cent v/hich was approximately the
average for the foads of the united States.
theFor rates on coal to points outside the state^/mines are
divided into nortliem, centr al and southern groups. These
three fields find their market for surplus product very
largely in southern Wisconsin, southern Llinnesota, eastern
ITebraSiCa, 3o\ith Dalvota and ITortiiern Iowa. That their mar-
ket does not extend fiirtner is due to the competition of
other fields esijecially those of Ohio and V/est Virginia on
the east of Kentucky and Tennessee on the south of Eans is
and Oklai.LO.;ia on the southv/est and of southern Iowa on the
vre st .
59 .
Therefore the competition of the three Illinois
fields in this limited market is keen. Thus it has co.ae
38\
3 9
,
Hallway Age Gazette, May 27, 1910.
13 I. C. C. Report, 451.
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about tiaat tlie railroads serving- these fields have e st atli slied
rates that will keep all of thera in the business. I'he north-
ern group is given a lower rate than the central and southern,
not apparently because its distance is less but because its
4 .
cost of niininj is his'her. The ^.oints within any one sroup
receive the same rate.
Thus again the competition of marl^:et s has been of great
importance in developing Illinois industries.
40. Ibid 46E.
41. Thus Ellisville, La Salle and Streator, distant froni Baven-
•oort, Iowa, 81, 97 and 122 miles respectively, had the same rate
o':nt> in 1913 .

CHAPTER IV
Since 1,870 the varioiis xDhases of into r-railv/ay relations
exerted an influence u.oon railv/ay policies. Often the nattire
of tiiese relations was det e I'mined (1) by the fundamental fact
t ]i '.t the railv/ays of the v/est were "built in advance of the need
for tlieni and (2) by the popular opinion ( somet ii'Tie s shared by
the railv/ays) tliat the railways were not essentially differ-
ent froin other enterprises and therefore that comiDetition
would be as beneficial b-t"'e )n railroads as between dray lines
for examvjle I'hus we have the railv;ays competing- for .ui in-
sufficient traffic. -s has been remarked above, the railway
is oecixliirly siibject to the principle of decreasing; cost.
l.:any of the expenses of the railway are "fixed", i.e., they
vary biit little with the amount of traffic. Therefore the
traffic manager had the constant temptation before him to
cut rates at competitive points. ..s lon.;^- as the lov/er rate
covered the addi t ion il cost of the new business the official
felt justified though it was apparent that to carry all
traffic j,t this rediiced rate would not cover the total ex-
pense of the railroad. This situation was observed by the
more important shippers, and by a threat to transfer all
their buiiness to a competing line they often forced special
rates and other ooncessions. This then v/as the dilemmft. of
the traffic managers. They Icnew it v/as unv/ise to compete

by cutting rates, "but the;/ c oul 1 not restrain themselves, es-
pecially in tlie years of busine-ss depression, fror; doing that
v/hich they knew to be to their mutual h^r;.:. -s a result of
this situation, periods of riithless competition, Icnov/n as
rate v/ars, bpolie out at short intervals interspersed by periods
of e ice in v/hich each ro id sus : i c iously watched all others to
Sue that they did not resort to secret rates or other unfair
practices. In 1877 the delegates v/ho hj^d been appointed by
the London slT^r eholde rs of the Illinois Central to investigate
tiie causes of the steady o.ecline of traffic xipon tiiat road
gave it as one of their conclusiana that much of the loss of
tr.-\ffic had been due to the severe competition of small lines!
J-iey pointed out the ro.i:OJ-y 'Guese ;;ord3:- "The bos-, ^.^ro s-
pect of maintaining remunerative rates, at present, lies in
making agreements betv/een the railroj,d companies for main-
taining rates, and for division of earnings at competitive
points. Ihe absorption of the smaller lines into the sys-
tems of the larger companies is what must be loolced to as
the final settlement of the question of competition betv/een
railroads.
"
In 1880 a severe railroad war broiie out in Chicago be-
t v; e e n the ".7a b a 3 li v/h i ch was just e at e r i n t h e city and the
otaer lines alrej^dy established whicn v/ere attempting to
prevent it [the V/'abash) getting a desirable terminal. The
1. Report of the Delegates. Reprinted in American Railroad
Journal, 18 77, p. 811.
.
!
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.'al^asli opened iio st ili t ie s by lowering itj oa3sen'';er rite to
• ijouis by •^1.00. The eiiicago and Alton uet its ra,te, and
this led to further reduction. '..'itliin five days the rate
was v2.00 by the V/abash ,;.3.00 by the other roads. The v;ar
extended to rates to other cities and the rate to Kansas City
actually fe^l to 50 cents. This iDarticular struggle seems
to have been instigated by Jay &ould v.'ho controlled both the
..abash and the Llissourl Pacific. It is cited j,3 typical of
the methods ^f competition at this stage of railv;ay develop-
!Qent. In 1832 the t run>: lines engaged in a fierce rate w^r
./hich finally culminated in arbitr ation, but the trun'^c line
disputes are sufficiently well knov/n to maice unnecessary a
det ..iled description here. These conflicts were most fre-
quent in periods of btisiness depression, v;lien the roads
entered upon ruthless competition for insufficient trj.ffic.
Pools
Simple agreements to cli .r:"e onl:^ . specified r^'.to :,1-
most invariably broice down under the stress of hard tii.ics.
ITinilly, to escape from these difficulties the pool was
evolved
.
President Roberts of the Pennsylvania Hailro-d defined
:. pool as "an association of railway companies for the pu.r-
jose of i, projper division of the traffic .at competitive points
2. Railway Gazette, 1380, p. 552.
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and the maintenance of ecx-aitable rates that nay be agreed upon.
Senator Piatt of Connecticut defined a pool ..s "an agreement
between competing railroads to apportion the competitive bus-
3 .iness; that and nothing more."
2he evils described above v;ere Iceenly felt by the roads
of Illinois as well as those of other parts of the country.
The first pool of any importance in the United States v;as
formed by three Illinois roads in 1070. The roads con-
cerned were-^he Chicago, Burlington and l^uincy, the North-
v/estern, and the Chi^a -o, ^^o-]: Island and Pacific. The
traffic pooled v/as the passenger and freight business be-
tween Chicago and Omaha. The tasl: of apportioning traffic
betv/een these points was corapar :.tiv eljr e asy for e-.Cii ro..d
J. about an e^-aal amount of business and it was therefore
agreed that each road was to reserve h.ilr of tis earnings
on through business to itself and the remainiii-: h\lf vr-.s
to be shared equally v,i oh tne ot .lo r two.""'' This plan did
much to remove the incentive to cut rates and offer speci.:,l
_rivileges. The agreement was maintained succejsfully
throughout the granger ^jeriod and tended to st..bilize rates. ''^*
.iioted by Mr, Blanchard before Industrial Commission.
Johnson, p. 395, Principles of Railroad Transoort at ion
.
Industrial Commission, 19: 333.
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In 1834 the pool v/:.s merged into the 'Jestern Freisht Associa-
tion. In a similar wajs in 187G, and a fev; years thereafter,
stahility of rates hetv/een Chicago and ot . Loy:i3 was maintained
the Southwestern Railway Sate Association. This was a
money pool; equalisation v/as made and balances settled each
month. The worlc of e q^ual i zat i on
,
performed by a board of
arbitrators, was broiight to a high degree of e::actitude.
For example, a typical monthly report shows that out of a
tot.a biisine.s of ;2, 800 ,000 by t he three Chica^o-ot . Louis
lines, one line came within ;800 of its allotted percentage,
another within v400 and the third was JISOO ahead. However,
even this smootli vunnln;; organization bpDlce down on some
occasions and disastrous rate wars tooic place especially for
passenger traffic. In 1875 the Illinois Central and Chicago
j-ulI ..Iton entered into a poolin;^- agreement on all competitive
business.
Another association, concerning which we have very little
information, v/as c.^led the Illinois Railv; :. - Freight Association
Arou the scanty reports we are j/d1« to get of this organisg.-
tion, it appears to have been composed of Illinois lines and
to ._,:i,ve concjrned itself principally with business v/it hin
the state rather than the interstate business. It attempted
to fix rates and appointed committees to drav/ up complete
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freis-it tariffs. At a meet in:j in ^eceinljer, 1881, it v;as
xTged. by the cor^raittee that the rnaxiinuni rates permii:tecl
by the State Railway Commission he adopt sd as the minim-arn
r at e nf the a s 3 o c 1 i o n .
2he ,bove c^^isej of pooling are given only examples
of v/hat was occurring on a very large scale among the rail-
ways of all parts of the country. During the seventies
the number of traffic a ssoc iat i ono
,
freight and passenger,
increased in 'dumber until i^ractically every road was a
6
.
member of one or more organizat ion;:. . The associations
became increasingly succeBsful in steadying rates and dis-
tributing competitive traffic so ..s to che clc interline v;ar-
".^e
,
although they were unable under the conditions of com-
petition then existing, to maintain continuouoly harmoniotis
relations. 3ome of the sharpest r^te wars described above,
occurred after the u ^ bl i shme nt of the pools and traffic
s 3 c i at ions.
That pools did not always result in higher rates appears
from several rate agreements in v;hich co nsi der .bl n red-.-ctions
v/ere a|;;reed WDO.a.^' The aim of the pooling agreements seemed
6. Johnson ind Huebner, Railroad Traffic ^nd Rates, p. 299,
''' hus in the spring of 13 75 the Illinois Central and
Cnicago and Alton agreed to a rediiction of Tjassenger fares as
follows
:
Chicago to Few Orleans from 453,00 to >^28. 00
Chicago to I.'Iobile from ;;51.00 to v26.50
Chicago to Vicicsburg from ,;31.25 to ^26. 50
In the same year the four roads between Chicago and St.
4,;aul agreed to a 25 per cent reduction of freight rates.
Railroad Gazette, 1875, p. 212.
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to "be not so :nucii iiiglier rates as the assiirance that all roacL
would maintain the pulJlished rates» If sdcret rates were
not given, it \7a,s qtiit e possible that lov/or published rates
could be given, The primary purpose of the pool was not
concerned v/it h fi;:in::; r j.t e s , but v/ith preventing c om . e t it i on
i^he average freight r_i,;e apparently v;j,s fixed by v/ater cora-
petition and by the desire of the raals to draw out the great
est possible traffic consistent v/ith reasonable rates. An
inspection o^ the course of freight r^^tes both in Illinois
j.nd United States (sea table p. ) v/ill shov; that rates fell
-luch more rapidly before 1887 , tlie ye -r in v/hich pools v/ere
prohibited, than in succeerjing years.
But the people of that dj.y were so obsessed with the
idea that absolutely unrestrained conioetition was the cure
for high rates and unfair practices thaf/'^f them comI'^ see
no good in the railway pool. To them the pool was only
xnother means of oppressing tiie shii^pers. The shippers
of Illinois were in large part the farmers, who in turn
held the balance of political pov/er. There were, there-
fore, many proposals for prohibiting pools md some of
these toolc the form of bills in the legislature. - But
by the t im.e pools became an important piroblem a slight
reaction against the policy of prohibitory legislation
:iad begun to manifest itself and no action ".ms taken.
3. e.g. see Railway Age, 1885 p. 177.
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A^-iO the Railroid. and V/arehouse Commission reminded the people
.nri the legislav^ure that interstate pooling and not intra-state
pooling v/as the really serious problem and urged that the leg-
islature await the action of the federal government In 1881
a suit V7as Tarought against the Chicago ind Alton, the '..iggins
Ferr/ Company ^id the 3t , Loiiis Bridge Company to prevent a
pooling agreement from going into effect, on the ground th^t
"by it, competition in transportation of freight across the
^ 10.
Hi 33 is s ipjj i ''.iver would be destroyed. 'J?he court held that
by the common law the people could not lawfully be deprived
of the benefits of competition by contracts betv/een companies.
T'le j-greement therefore was held to be illegal. ihis, how-
ever, seems to be almost an isolated case in Illinois and
pooling went on unrestrained until the Interstate Commerce
Act Of 1887.
traffic Associations
i!raffic associations before 1887 hid been for the most
part pooling associations. iy the Interstate Commerce act
of 1887 it v;as declared "unlawful for any common carrier
subject to this act to enter into n contract, agreeiuent,
or combination with any other common carrier or carriers for
the pooling of freight of different competing railroads."
9. Railroad and .. :>,iFehous e Commission Report, 1885 p. M,
10. Railroad Gasette, 1382, p. 63.
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^ven before this act pooling' agreements were not enforceable
at thou^:h they wore not illegal. u^heir enforcement had
devenaeJ. u^jon the nonor of tne contrs-cting parties and upon the
power of the associations to find the members. There were some
cases in which the courts h ..d held the pooling agreement to be
not only unenforceable but by the common law t o be illegal.
Such a Ci-se has been cited abo¥e. But s-ach cases v/ere evidently
not in accord with the weight of legil opinion.
2ae prohiJ^ition of ^•.ji^n.^ ou-:^.olled a r eor ganis ac ion of
the traffic associations. 2here was a difference of opinion
among shiijpers concerning the desirability of some form of con-
certed action. oome of them felt that it was not wise to pro-
hibit pooling and thought that some substitute for the pool
should be created. On the other hand there were still many
who felt that unrestricted competition had a salutory effect
upon the railway business. ±he spokesman of the Chicago
3oard of i'rade referred to the Sout hAvest ern Railway Association
as "a vampire which for a decade suclced the life blood of the
comnerce of the riissoiiri Bailey. It . ... solved the problem
of iio\. to get rid of competition and to rob the people within
the letter of the law...- Let the railroads take tlieir ciiances
in the great world of coimnerce. Let competition in all the
11
.
activities of business hold undisputed sway." However,
there was a considerable and growing sentiment among all classes
11. i'estimony of :.Ir. ileorge F. Stone before tlie Industrial
:nm ission, 4: 53 2.
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tliat the undisputed sv/ay of comx:etition wa.s not so efficatious as
it was pictu.red by its enthusiastic exponent just quoted. ifhe
Interstate Oominerce Commission itself recognized that the traffic
association should be maintained to facilitate joint classifica-
tions and ttariifs and haraionious interchange of traffic. 'i^he
pooling agreements were abandoned out as stringent agreement s as
possible were m.ide between lines. 'Hhese agreeinents were tol-
erably successful until the period of depression in the nineties
when the life a^d death struggle for c ornrjet it ive traffic made
the maintenance of r -.t e s practically ira.:'0s sible .
By 1897 the amount of biisiness was beginning to come bacic
to normal and t iie capitalization of the roads in proportion to
their physical val\xe had been reluceJ and as a consequence
,
they
were in j. better position to enforce t ae j.-ree;iients of the traffic
associations. 3ut in this year the Supreme Court in the Trans-
Missouri Traffic dissociation Case held that agreements to main-
tain rates were illegal under the Sherman .%nti-Trust Lav;. This
posit ioh was reaffirmed in the following year in the case of the
Joint Traffic Association v/hich had up to that time held control
of the- traffic from Illinois and other states east of the I.Iississ-
ippi River to tlie seaboi^rd. This led to a still further reor-
ganization of the traffic associations into a fona which they
have maintained down to the present tim.e. This decision left
tae railv/ays for a short time in a deplorable state and during
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1397 and 1893 the practice of cutting rates and of giving secret
1 2
.
.ebated ran riot. ' Late in 1898 and early in 1895 the Inter-
.itate Comnerce Comrnission toolc up with the leading railways the
.roblem of better maintenaGce of published rates. This action
.. ... .Li^ - v/ithouo results, but much more important a force
loolcing to more orderly rate conditions, was the incre.ising puos-
j^.erity v/hich gave the roads sufficient business. As the traffic
increased the necessity for this unrestrained scramble for buii-
less was remove dy
Aided by the increj,sed prosperity the traffic associations
•3re again able to adjust themselves to the nPiv; demands of the
j. a7, but v;hile they have done much indirectly to malce rates
uniform they have been careful to state that nothing in their
agreement shall confer upon . majority of the members the
^•ov/er of malcing rates for any member.
Ihere have been in recent years, four classes of traffic
13
.
ssociau ions each of which is represented in Illinois.
-
L. ir st class, inclxides the large organizations of which all
ailroads in a wide section of country are members. Palling
ithin this class is the Central Freight Association whose
-territory is bounded 'v j, line tiiro-i 'li 3iiffi,lo, Erie, Pitts-
argh and ./heeling on the east and by Chicago, and 3t , Louis
on the "/est. Thus it includes all of Illinois exceiot that
'.rt lying north and west of a line from Chicago through Joliet
.1 . .-^reator to and including Peoria, thence via the Toledo,
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14
-'soria and .;e stern Railway to 5ast Burlin^^ton.
Another association of this class in Illinois is the ./estern
Jrunic Line Comuittee, v/liich operates in the territory west of
3hicao:o and east of the Missouri River. It does not include
-ill of the Illinois roads out it docs take in .nost of those
".vhich operate to the Y.ro3t and southv-est from Ghica-^o.
The second c1j,'3S of tr:j.ffic associations includes bureaus
jr committees whose activities are reatricted to a state or a
ijiall section oi tcrritor:/. Such an or 2:ani s ,.t i on in Illinois
^s the Illinois ^'rei^'ut Gdiniittee. Jais o r_: j.niz at i un \<aj
:"orjned siiortly ofter the Illinois Railway and V/arehouse Cojnnis-
jion began to preseribe schedules of raaximiim rates. It was
["irst Imov/n ...j.':ae Illinois Frei^^'ht jo c i i'. i on . It iiiez i.:
1382 and apx^ointed a committee to prepare a joint tariff.
'he Committee recorame-nded that the Commission's schedule of
aximum r it ^ be in every case ta.ken as the minimum rate of
1 5
.
the roads of the association. *0f course the association had
:o considerably modify its mode of action after the federal
"decisions above referr'^I to- It has alv iov;ever , con-
csrned itself priiiiarily with the local traffic and interline
V e 1 at ions wit h i n th e st at e . It publ i s ha d , und. e r t he r ill e s
Df the Interstate Commerce Commission, tariffs upon the tr ffic
.f the members of the association. xhis _^^ub 1 i c at.i on has the
12. Ingalls
,
Ind.-strial Commission Report, 4: 235.
.. . xhis classification of associations is taken from Johnson
;*^id Huebner, Railro..d Traffic and Rates.
14. Official Gruide of the Railways and Steam K"avigation Lines
of the United States, 1905 pp. 42-S2.
15. Railroad G-asette, 1882, p. 15.
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practicd.1 effect of economy and to a certain extent of unifor-
q'-i"! concerted action.
A third cla-s of freight associations are the local iDureaus
ji' which tiie Springfield Freight Committee and the Peoria and
.-eicin Freight Go;ir-ittee are examples. Such an association in-
/ludes all the roads serving the city in auestion. ^hus Spring-
•ield is served by six steam roads all of which are member^ of
1 o
1.1-6 commit tee.
Organizations of the foarth class are those interested in
peci il kinds of traffic. Thus tlie 3t . Loiiis Goal Traffic
irexu includes aboxit a dozen roads and, as its name implies,
deals with one form of traffic exclusively. It is, of course,
of primary interest to the so-called coal roads of southern
111 ino is .
C0KS0LIDAu:i01J
It has sometimes been implied that inter-railway relations
have passed through certain more or less definitely marked stages;
first a stage of com^petition followed by pooling and traffic agree
ments which in turn was succeede-:^ b - the final step consolidation
of competing and connecting lines. 7;laile this may be the logical
order of evolution it does not give a complete picture of the
historical development.'^''* Thus in Illinois at the beginning of
IS. Statement iS for 1905. She roads are: Baltimore and Ohio
3out,hwest ern; Chicago and Alton; Chicago laoria and St. Louis,
Cincinnati, Indianapolis and ".Vestern; Illinois Central; and the
V/abash,
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•c ixe period covered by this study we find many small lines coin-
peting for an insufficient traffic, others entering- into con-
solidations to form large systems, and both the large systems
j,nd inue^j oar ent lines just beginning to realize the efficacy
1 8
of ^'00 ling agreements."^*
In di scii s s in,2; the growth of consolidation in Illinois we
are confronted by the difficulty of finding one j,i.^^xe measure
of consolidation. \;e cannot take the miles of line controlled
by single companies, for the Illinois Central, long considered
one of t iie world's greatest railways, w.is only j a smi.ll ex-
tent the result of consolidation. we cannot t a^lce the number
of employees of the typic-i,l railways for this quantity had a
tendency to increase even though the miles of line remaiiiv'a
the same.. xhe same objection applies to capital investment
jjer company. :jearing in ;iiind these limitations let uj ob-
erv6 the accompanying table ohart which give the num"- ; v
jf roads, the miles of line, and the proportion of miles of
iixie to the total for various classes of roads, first those
:i.\ving 100 or less miles or road, seco.n'' those having over
_jO uat less than 300 miles, t aird tiiose h.^ving over 300
'ut less than 300 miles and fourth those having over SOO
-lies of line,
17. Rather than each phase beiii,_^' sacceedea i .j.e xie.-t xa ±o.^-
xGxl order v/e have had at all times in the past 35 years all three
pha'ses existing side by side. The only possible historical
evol'ation has been in a change of emphasis v/ith the passage of
t ime .

2^
Over 30C 100 100 Totals
Item. 600 to to Miles
Miles. 600 300 and
Miles Mil es Less
1870 (20)
I
Number of Roads 4 3 7 3 17
Aggregate raileaE^e in each class 3661 1448 1368 133 6610
Per cent of total mileage 55 22 21 2 100
1875
Fcmiber of Roads 9 5 12 24 50"
Aggregate mileage in each case 9309 2313 2312 117B 15112
Per cent of total mileage 62 15 15 8 100
inRQ
ITuffiber of roads 6 16 ''7 46
Aggregate mileage in each case 18359 2362 2933 775 19919
Per cent of total mileage 69 12 15 4 100
1885
dumber of roads ^ 11 10 17 19 57
A-^gregat e mileage in each case 22234 4317 3396 719 30606
Per cent of total mileage 75 14 11 2 100
1890
llvanb er f ro ads 14 13 16 20 63
Aggregate mileage in each case 30826 53^7 3128 576 40367
Per cent total mileage 76 14 8 2 100
1895
Ni-miber of Roads 14 12 14 27 67
Aggregate mileage in each case 35008 5149 2617 817 43591
Per cent of total mileage 80 12 6 2 100
1900
Thmber of roads 21 7 13 27 68
Aggregate mileage in each case 50810 2914 2565 805 57094
Per cent of total mileage 89 5 5 1 100
1905
TTumber of "o^^ds 21 7 8 31 67
Aggregate mileage in eech case 59686 2955 1781 751 65173
^er cent of total mileage 91.5 4.5 3 1 100
1910
Ifumber od Roads 22 10 11 47 90
Aggregate miles in each case 68531 4559 2092 628 75810
Per cent of total miles^e 90.4 6 2,8 8 100
(20) The reports to the Commission in 1871 -were not complet e;therefore the data
given for the first year cife little more than an estimate by the Commission
Data ffir the succeedin
.
years a*© thotight to be subs". sntially acctirate.
I
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..ai examinition of these figures reveals the f i.ct that while
the juiles of line increased froiii about 15,000 in 1875 to ..Iraost
76,0'jj xii IQIO,
... total increase of aoout 400 _:er cent, the nu -
ber of ov/nin^: companieo incre..sed from 50 to 90, an incre se
of about 39 ^^er cent. The percent a^e of the total ;nileage
controlled he large ^road^ ...^s iuoreased from 55 to 90 in
the period 137Q to 1910. She more salient facts have been
presented in graphic form in the succeedin^j table
-'ro..i
pa 2:0 142. ,.1 Ob serve that the increase of rnilea^^c j.i z a o iar^-e
lin.Ds has almost exactly kept pace with the growth of total
mileage while the nuraJser of miles in the smj,llor class h ,ve
ren-aino
.
_^ ^ .Inii--;- . Jhis would seern to x..-^j_.t.
that as rapidly as t xxe small lines liave been constructed and
placed in operation they have been absorbed by the larger
lines. I.luch of thi vori^: of const rxxc t i on §as bee; ''one
the 3;:iall co m__-'anie ^ , but as mentioned in chapter I tnese
;-nies ..ere often in reality construction compajiies
created by the large systems. I'his practice per
1 . And at the present t i;;.ie \."hile consolidation is perhaps more
c Jiaract er is t i c than 35 years ago, competition is by no means
non-existant and traffic associations still play a very impor-
tant jart in the inter-railway relations in the state.
19. It should be carefiilly noted that the f.acts given here are
for the total mileage of Illinois railways which of course ia a
quite dif f erent thi ng from the mile.; of railway in Illinois.
Figur§a for that part of the line in Illinois are not obtainafeli
for all years and if they v/ere they would not tell the whole
story of consolidation. Consolidation on a large scale must
obviously be interstate in extent.
Sources: Part of the above tible is ifom Gordon--Illinoi3 Rail-
way Legislation and part directly from the reports of the Hail-
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explains the increase of ntimber of smsil lines betv/een 1B70 and 187P from
three to twenty-four and then the decrease in n-omb-r of such lines in the
aext five yeare; it is more probable, ho"'ever, that the small ntcnber of short
lines giveai for 1870 is due to incomxjlete data. The increase since 1890 of
the number of roads having less then 100 miles each is probably to be explain-
ed by the increased number of switching companies, industrial lines, and bridge
and tunnel comr^ianies* An examination of the list of roads in this class
shows several with but one to five miles of track* By their nature '--iny of
these lines are not subject to consolidation with the large rsdlwaj^'' systans.
Perhaps "^ven a better method of appreciating the tendency toward
consolidation is to observe the fre'^uency with vhich large lines have ab-
sorbed the smaller ones is indicated by contemporaneous rerorfcs. With this
purpose in view we v/ill mention some "f the more ir.-portant consolidations
in Illinois railv/ay history.
Six years before our study properly o'^ens, i.e., in 1864, occurred
the most important consolidation up to tv.at point in the history of v^estern
railways. This was the union of the Galena and Chicago line and its subsid-
iary companies with the Northwestern company to form the Chicago and North-
v/estem Railway, The Galena Company included the original Galena and
Chicago line (about 121 miles), the Dixon Air Line, 108 miles, and four
other small, lines, or a total of 294 miles, mostly in Illinois.The Galena
Company also - ntrolled by lease 251 miles; the ITorthv/estem ovmed about 315
miles,making the total of ovaied and leased lines controlled by the company
21
about 860 miles •
21. •Yesterday and Today, a History," Published by the Chicag-o and ITorth^vestem
Railway System, Chicag'o, 1905. p.33-36.
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The directors of the new csompany isstied an explanatory circular
setting forth their reasons for tho union. These were two: first, to pre-
vent injurious oom]petit ion, S33d second, to rcduce expenses by bringing ahout
a more complete utilization of fixed csi)ital* These sean to be the two fun-
damental causes of railway consolidation, but not all the railway directors
have deemed it ••Tise to state them so frankly or in the above order.
In 1865 occ^Trred the consilidat ion of the Toledo and Wabash, the
Great '^'estem Railway, and the Quincy and Toledo Railroad to form the Toledo,
'Vab^ish and Western. This ccnsolidstion iv:th trackage rights over about 20
niles of the Burli^£:ton' s property ^ve a through and direct route from
Toledo to the Mississippi River,
The period iramediataLy preceding the panic of 1873 was primarily one
of rapid railv;ay construction, but even in this period there was a tendency
toward consolidation of the disconnected lines th«rfc were being built* Part
of this mra.st be ascribed to the practice of maoy of ""^^ more important roads
in constructing their new lines through the medium of a constr.icting company.
But there were some actual consolidations. For exarple in 1872 the Illinois
Central raa'*^^ a contract v;ith the TTississippi Central and the Few Orleans,
JackBon anc Sreat Northern companies to consolidate these roads under a single
22
;.:anagement . This consolir"^ ion -"ith the construction of a short connecting
line gave a through line froir. Chicago to Hew Orleans*
The panic of 1873, f course, brought on an unjprecedented number of
bankruptcies and receiverships which were followed by reorganizations. and
foreclosures. In the years 1873, 1874, and 1875 railroad companies o^vning
38 per cent, of the mileage of the state v/ere in court beicause of f 'Tilure
22, American Railroad JoTomal 1872, p,774.
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to meet interest on bonds. '^.'ith but one exception these lines had been
built betv.een 1867 and 1875. In a>me cases at least the panic seemed to aid
the movement toward consolidation* As the long period of depression gradually
wore itself ovrt, many of the smaller lines v/ere offered for sale, at fore-
closure to satisfy the denands of bondholders. These were usually bid in by
the bondJiolders, but in some cases the bonCliolders of one road were the stock-
holders of smother and thereby a close intercorporate relationship was estab-
lished* In other cases the bondholders, not caring; to operate the property
themselves, were willing to sell it at a low price. This offered sai excellent
opportunity for the larger and more prosperous lines to purchase feeders and
connecting liries. An example of this latter situation -.vas the purchase of the
24
St .Louis,Rock Island and Chicago by the Chicago,Burlington and Quincy.
The former company had passed into the hands of the German bondholders. They,
not v/ishing to oparate the line, sold it for $1,570, 000. Thjs the Burlington
obtained 270 miles of the line fully equipped at a cost of only $6,500 per
mile«
In 1879 the T7abash under the leadership of Jay Gould took its second
step in consolidation by combining with'the St .Louis, Kansas City and Northern.
This gave the Wabash a line frcm Kansas City to Toledo. Mr. Gotild already had
control of the ICansas Pacific, and a little later obtained control of the
r.Iissoiiri Pacific and the Denver and Rio Grande together with a number of minor
roads. The mere mention of these important lines brought under a unified man-
agement gives some conception of the movanent of that time toward large railway
sjrstems* As a part of this expansive movement of the ?7abash, it gained con-
23. Railroad V'arehouse Gom'r.ission Report, 1875, -n.ld.
24. Commercial and Financial Chronicle, l'"76, p. 403.
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trol of a large n-aniber of the snail lines of Illinois in 1879 and 1880. imong tlf!
these v/ere the Cairo arid Vincennes; Danville and Southwestern; Springfield and
25
northwestern; and the Toledo, Peoria and Warsaw. Later experience seemed to
show thab some of these additions made by the TTabash at this time were ill-ad-
vised and perhaps made more for speculative jjurposes, and to nierely raaice a
larger showing of mileage than for sr-und economic reasons. Ho^'sever that may
bs, the fact renains that the policy here illustrated was followed by other
important lines in the state. In the sane years the Mineral I'oint Railway v/as
purchased by the St» Paul; and the Cincinnati, Lafsp-ette and Chicago Railwsiy
was leased for an unlimited time to the Cincinnati, Indianapolis, St.Louis
25
and Chicago.
The St Paul at about the saitie time obtained control of the Chicago
27
and Pacific Railwsiy \"hich stretched across the northern part of the state.
This poriod of consolidation, as will appear fron the above in-
ntsnces, was marked by tvvO fairly distinct characteristics : (1) There v/as a
rapid readjustment of manbership of the analler lin s of the state, bringing
fian under the control of the larger systems in 7,hich th(y were to act as
feeders; (2) There ws^ an extension of these systons by consolidation through-
out the great western territory with the purpose of making each a great trans-
c->ntinental route. The first characteristic tended to eliminate competition
I'.etween the lines handling the local business of the state* The second pro-
foundly affected the purposes and policies of the great roads of the state*
The combination of the two ch?jiged considerably the "railway problem" v;ith which
the people had to deal* Hot the least important result of this was a shifting
o'^ emphasis from danand for state legislation and control to a demand fcr inter-
state regulation*
~r Railroad & V/arehouse Commission Report, 1881, p.7.
26, (3) for further development of» this consolidation see p. 155.
'27-. Railroad Gazette, 1880, p,206.
^
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During the nineties the Santa Fe System was built up« In 1891
it had about 500 miles of line, a lai^e part of v/hichwas in Illinois* By
1896 it had about 4,500 miles,most of the increase being outside of the
state* In D xjember of 1895 the property v;as s->ld under foreclosure and the
oanta Fe Railw^ System was formed to ta'xB over the lines involved in the sale.
By purchase and partly by construction the system ';7as erfcended xmtil, by 1900,
it 07;ned or controlled over 7,000 miles of line extending from Chicago to the
3outh:.7est and to San Francisco, and a close alliance had been formed with a
trans-Pacific ste^ship line* Since 1900 no important extensions have been
made by the syst an in Illinois. The system as a whole has been increased to i
about 11,000 miles but most of this increase of mileage 1ms been outside the
state.
The Baltimore and Ohio Southwestern owned by the Baltimore and
j
Ohio, held 374 mile of line in Illinois in 1900 as tr;e result of tte consolida-
|
tion of that road with the old Ohio & Mississippi, one of the early "cross i
3tate"roads* This union took place in 1893. It placed under the control of th<i
Baltimore and Ohio System two lines in Illinois, one crossing the state from
Tincennes to St.l'ouis, the other of *out equal length running from Shawneetown
northvest to the vicinity of Springfield.
Ibout 1898 the Chicago and. Alton tinder a new raaiia£;eraent departed
from its previous policy of isolated independence to become part of tte great
Harrlman system* It h.-^ been up to that time a distinctively Illinois property,
'Tore than most other roads, it had given its attention to "local" business
"7, Most of the specific instances of consolidation given are fran the annual
aditions of Poor^s Manual of Railroads for the years 1890 to 1914.
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while the other lines were becomirs -ore and more characteristically inter-
state lines* Practically its v/hole line in Illinois sOicl about 80 per cent,
of its freight traffic and 90 per ccait, of its passenger traffic was local.
For years it had been under the leadership of President Blaclcstone and, due
largely to his conservafcive policies, it had attained an enviable position
in the financial v/orld. It had for jears paid dividends of 8 per cent or
more and had in addition spent large svans out of earnings for the imorove-
29
ment of its property.
In February 1899 a ssmdicate ^as fowned in ITe"/ York headed by
Mr. E, H, Harriman for the purpose of r)urchasing control of the Alton.
They offered $200 per share for each s3^are of preferred stoslc and *175 per share
for coOTaon stock, Mr, Blaclcstone o reposed tfae sal** but other stoekliolders
30
including Ur. Marshall Field favored it. The oounsels of the latter
parties prevailed and thc: road changed hands. I.Ir. Blackstone was retired
from the management* He left a worthy record.indeed. He had staimchly re-
sisted any tonptation to profit by expanding the capitalization of a company
which, because ^f its large earnings and excellent financial pes it ion, would
have been a rirofitable field for stich raanipul5t ion.
At the time of the transfer the cspitalization of the road was
was 133,951,407, Within seven years it had been e>rpanded to $114,610,937
or an increase of $70,660,000, and thare v;as expended in actual improvement
and addition to the property out of the c s^iitalization only about §18,000,00^
leavingian increase of its stocks and liabilities, v;ithout one dollar of
28 Railv;^ Age, Feb. 10, 1899.
29 Poor's Manaual of Hailroads for years preceding 1808.
30 Railwaj^ Age, Feb
.10, 1899,
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consideration, of about |62,660,000, or $66,190 per mile on the 946 miles
31
of road ovmed by the company on June 30, 1906."
The first step of the syndicate was to issue $40, 000, coo of 3 per
cent bonds, Ss, 500, 000 of which 7;as to be used in taking up tte outstanding
first mortgage bonTiS of the road* These bonds were sold ^o tie stock-
holders, i.e., to the syndicate members at 65 cents on the dollar and
32
th^ \©re later sold to the public at prices varying from 82^- to 94,
This netted the new o-vners of the property about :^8, 000, 000.but
this ms not all, for, out of the aaount paid into the treasury for
those bonds
y dividend of 30 per cent on the stock was declared' The
33
total dividend amounted to o6, 569, 180,
Having acquired the stock of the ^hicago and Alton Railroad
Company, the syndicate organized the Chicago and Alton Hailv.-ay Company
31 12 I.C.G. Rep* 297
32 The average price obtained cannot, of course, be ascertained but
the llm York Life Insxu-ance Company bought $10,000,000 of them
at 96 and the Equitable Life Insurance Company bought 1,000,000
at 92. Ibid. The ITew York Joiimal of Commerce asserted that
tliey were sold "a* 90 or more, some of them to life insuj-ance
compaiies vdth ^^hich IJr. Hairiman had some kind of relation".
33 The excuse for t Ms was thst under the Blackstone regime theproperty had been undercapitalized* Improvements had been made
mt of earnings and certain sinking fund bonds had been paid
and cancelled out of the earrings- This item was called
"Construction exp.enditure uncapitalized" by the new manag-ement,
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under the laws of the State of lilinoisi Their preferred stock vms trans-
ferred to an intermediary who sold it to the railway company for $10,000,000.
This stock had cost than
-1^6,944,000 and on it they received special dividend
34
above mention ed^ By 1904 th? Chicago and Alton had passed into the handfi
of the men v*o controlled the Rock Island and later (1907) was sold by them to
the Toledo, St. Louis aid Western, a much smaller line than the Alton/^
Concerning these transactions, the Interstate Commerce Gonriission
re,.orted that vdth their limited powers of compiling testimony they rrere un-
able to find that th^ were illegal.
The Attorney General of Illinois in a special report to the Governor
held that
.'^57,000.000 of the indebtedness v;hioh had been incurred had not been
spent for any legitimate purpose for which a railway comp,3ny o-m be organized
36
under the laivs of Illinois.
Bad as these transactions v.ere in thcdr effect upon investors and
potential investors in rail-.vay securities it does not seem correct t o say as it
v;as said by Commissioner Clements that "the added amount in sto^v, .,ry^
wa^ taken out of the pocket of the public in increased r^...'
.xi o.^ p.riod
1899-1905 the ton-^ile rate decreased by 15.8 per cent, ^his compares with a
decline in the ton-mile rate of the state at large of 10.3 per cent and with
decline in passenger-mile-rate of 10.4 per cent.
.^4 Railway Age Oct
.7, 1904.
35 Railway Age, Aug.3 0,1907
36 Railway Age, April 12, 1907
37 Rail v^y Age, Peb.4,1910.
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However severely -m condenn. these financial raaaipulations the evi-
dence seems to show that the physical propetty of the road v/as improved and
that service at least did not deteriorate. In 1906 the Chicago and Alton
v/as sold to Toledo, St .Louis and ?^estem, a niach smaller line than the one
purchased.
The Chic^feo and Eastern Illinois took part in the ^lovanent tovard
/
consolidation* 111 1897 the G'aicago, ^^aducah and Memphis Railroad v,'as pur-
chased and other small lines in the '•ndiana coal field f/ere obtained by the
sane method* By this policy the Chicago and I^astem Illinois extended its
line from ^hicag^ on the north to Thebes on the south and strengthened its
position in both the Indiana and Illinois coal fields. Its traffic agreement
^
with the Mobile and Ohio and tlie St .Louis Southwestern made it, for traffic
39
piijrpp.c.or- r, 5100 mile system. In 1911 it was consolidated with the
Evansville, and Terra Haute Railroad Company. By this and other consolidations
its line v;as increased from 684 to over 1200 miles since 1900. The whole
system ha.s been since 1902 controlled thro'igh stock ovmership by the St.Louie
40
and San ^""rancisco Railroad Company, Both the Chicago and Eastern Illinois
and the St, Louis and San Francisco were in the hands of receivers in 1914.
Daring the nineties the Chicago Burlington and Quincy increased
the length of its system from about 5,000 to 7,000 miles, partly by con-
struction, but to a greater extent by oonsoliclat ion. For example, in 1897 it
purchased a majority of the stock of the Chicago,Burlington and ITorthem
{an Illinois road) and later (1899) absorbed outright this and eleven other
Illinois lines which had heretofore been subsidiary companies b".t had main-
41
tained their separate organization. in 1893 the Chicago Bui'lington and
39, Railv/ay A.ge April 6,1900
40 For details of pjurchase see Railway Age, August 8 and 15, 1902
41 Railw^ Age, May 26, 1899.
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Quincy and the Pennsylvania Companj/ obtained joint control by purchase of
stoclc of the Toledo, Peoria and TJestern, a line of about 230 miles entirely
in Illinois. The property continued to be operated separately, but of
course in accordance with the \ishes of its ovjners. The other increases
were for the most part in the vest and not directly concerned with Illinois
business. Since 1901 the C^-ioago, Burlington and Quincy with all its subsid-
iary lines have been controlled by the Great l^orthem and Forthem Pacific
Companies by an ornership of stocl:* This alliancG -jtb^ broiight qbout by an
et'CChangc of the stoclc of the Burlin.rjton lines for the bonds of the two no -thc-rn
\
companies' The con+rol of the Ohicat^OjBurliii^ton ft Quincy and its control
in t-am of subsidiary lines presents an excellent example of the intricate
intercorporate relations that characterize the railv.^ systa^s of the present
time*
In 1889 the Cleveland, Cincinnati, Chicago .5; St. Louis Railv/^ Compan-
(the Big Pour) was chartered as a consolidation of three lines which were
42
thenselves the combination o f no less than a dozen small lines. In 1890 it
absorbed eight other lines, including the Cairo, Vincennes and Chicago, and the
raa,in line of the St, ^ouis,llton and Terre Haute between Terre Haute and St.
Louis. This system is a subsidiary of the Laice Shore and ?.Iichigan Southern
which in turn is a part of the ITew York Central System, Thus the Cleveland,
Sincinnati, Chicago and St. Louis and its subsidiary lines in Illinois have
become a part of a great railway net-work which includes about 13,000 miles
43
of line,
42 5br nanes of these constituent companies see Poor's manual, 1915, p,65 •
43 The LaJce Shore obtained complete control in 1907 but before tMt time
it had held virtual control through ovmership of ab-ut 518,000,000
out of $45,000,000 of stock the ronainder of which was in anall indiv-
idual holdings.
I
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The Illinois Central in 1895 obtained control by lease of the
44
branches of the St • Louis, Alton and ^erre Hanbe in Southern Illinois.
At the same time it obtained from the Big Four trackage rights over the nain
line of the S-^. Lo^ois, Alton and Terre Haute from Pana to St,Loui£« By thgge.
tTO moves it obtained entrance into St .Louis by t-ro routes leaving its main
45
line at Du Quoin and Pana. In 1899 it added the railroad from St.^ouis to
Springfield (98 miles) which had previously b sen apart of the St.Louis,
Peoria ssnd Northern and thereupon discontinued its use of the Big Four tracks
from Pana to St. Louis* In the same year it bouc-ht at foreclosure the prop-
erty of the St. Li^uis, Indianapolis and Lastem, The Illinois Central, con-
tinuing its policy of absorption after 1900 obtained the Evansville & Mattoon
from State Line to I'afctoon (about 97 miles). In 1902, it purchased outright
eight of the lines which it had. previously held by stock ov/nership or lease.
Most of these were in Illinois and are now operated as divisions of the
Illinois Central System* It still holds by s took ov.nership its Iowa lines and
the Chicago St.Louis and ITew Orleans,
Up to '1906 the traditional policy of the Illinois Central had
been to keep out of all "entangling alliscnces". Comi^aratively early in its
history it had adopted a certain field of operation. Its system fell naturally
into three ^arts, as in fact it still does fron the operating point of view,
Tliey were (1) the charter lines and later acquired branches in Illinois
;
(2) the southern lines from Cairo to the Culf and (3) the lov/a lines. Even th;
Iowa lines had been thought by many oT thf.- men connected with the road to be
too much of an extension from its natural territory. But in. 1906 I.tp. Harriman
who had been for a long time an iniiortant stocldiolder of the Illinois Central
began a policy of purchasing stock for the avo-'-ed purpose cf mslcing- the road
a 'part of his great railroad system of the v;est. This system was to include
44 Poorjs Hanxial 1896 :;. 559
45 Poor s ''^aTiual 1897 p. 451
I9fc
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among other lines the Union Pacific and the Southern Pacific* A glance at
the railroad raap of the west
-.vill show the strategic importance of the
'
Illinois Central in such a system. The Union Pacifialines would f«|,m the northern
side, the Southem Pacific the southern and western side, and the Illinois
Central the eastern side of an immense railroad parallelogram, Westbound traffic
origin.^in- on the Illinois Central could move west frcm its northern terminus
by the Union Pacific or its southern terminus by the Southern I^ac ific. The
contest for control v.^ed by Ilr. Pish, the president of the Illinois Central,
on the one hand, and TTr. H.rrim.-m on the other, was bitter. The economic sig-
nific^ance of the^^aiage was ouite lost sight of in the heat of battle. Public
sentiment at the ti^e seaned to favor Mr. Pish but the opposition had on its
side great finaiTcial power and,too,we rmst admit that for any lino of the import-
ance of the Illinois Central to hold itself aloof from the centralizing tendency
of the time ^vas a well nigh hopeless task. At any rate, Mr. Harriman won the
contest, I^. Pish deposed as president aiid representatives of the Harriman
lines were elected to the board of directors- This policy aside from its lar^r
result, created this situation: The Chicago and Alton was oontrolled by the
Union Pacific and the Root Island; the Union Pacific controlled the Illinois
Central and the Southern Pacific. J.^r. Hanriman also had an interest in tlB
Baltimore and Ohio. It is evident that the Illinois Central had departed far
from its policy of isolation. The history of the Harri^tan grou, is weH Imovm.
By dissolution proceedings in the courts, the Union Pacific-Southern Pacific
was broken; but dovm to 1915 it still remained true that four of the thirteen
Srto'avoi.T^ 'T'"' "^'^^^^ mentioned else-wnere perhaps to avoid the charge of common ormership of comioetin^- roadsw^ich^ight have been brought against it in connection .ith 4e nn^l:
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directors of the Illinois Central were prominent directors of the Union
pacific and three of the Illinois Central directors were also on the
47
Baltimore and Ohio board.
The exampl es given above are for the most part o f lines botight out-
right or leased. This does not give a complete pictui*e of the -unification
that has been talcing place between the railway systems. Many very important
alliances— rirportant both from the point of view of the corporation concerned
and from the point of view of the agencies of the state v^ich must deal with
them—are made by joint ownership of the stocTc of certain lines An excellent
example of thiis Illinois roads is the joint control of the Chicago, Burling-
ton and Quincy by the Great TTorfchem and Korthem Pacific. The Chicago, Bur-
lington and Quincy, in turn holds by stock ov-Tiership eitAer solely or joiatly
sixteen other lines.
It appears from the foregoing account of the more important railway
consolidations in Illinois that the period of greatest activity in this line
was that followirig the depression of the nineties and the year 1901 or 1900
perhaps we c^ouldsay between 1896 and 1901. That v.as the period in viddx the
larger roads were actually buying the smaller lines as thej" fell into baalc-
ruxitcy and making t em divisions in their ovm systems. This policy has not
been so marked in the past ten or fifteen years. Rather has this xeriod been
maifeed by the purchase of stock of certain lines by tlB larger systems. Ofteli
in accordance with this policy it has happened that a system which was of con-
siderable importance in itself has lecorae a subsidiary of one or izore systems,
A common method of doing this is tc eachange the stock of the ac uired compaiy
for bonds of the acquiring company.
The period about 1870 was marked by maiy purchases of small lines.
I'h most cases, ho '.'ever, these were not genuine consolidations but merely a
47, Poor»s Manual, 1915
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change of formal statasof lines that had been built by the money and at the
instigation of the purchasing company but v/hich for corporate reasons, had
maintained a separate organization and charter. In o"^her words, they v/ere
construction companies v/hich naturally disappeared as their bit of line V7as
finished, Tlie period v/as primarily one of construction. Inter-rsllv-'ay relations
were controlled by traffic sg;reements ususally baclced up by pools but sometimes
having only the force inlxering in "gjntlemen* s agreements"'. State laws and the
ntate commission exerte'' little influence upon inter-railv/ay relations, A.fter
1887 formal pooling ms -Jaandoned due to the prohibition of the Interstate
Oomrserce ^ct. The railroads attanpteo to maintain rates thereafter bj simple
a^-reement. During\he depression of the nineties these broke dorn and secret
rate ma:k;ing was widesx^read. VThat influence the traffic associations had v;as
still more impaired by the Federal Court decision in the Trans -Missouri '-ssocir--
tion case. Beginning diirin-? the der^ression and increasing with the return of
v^rosperity, a me a mari<ed moverrent tcwai-d •'.onsolidation by purchase. This
continued through the first few years of the present century. At the present
time inter-railway relations are controlled by the actioa of the traffic asso-
ciations and by the comimmity of interests arising from common ownership of
stocks.
I
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